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P r e f a c e

The VIII Winter School on .Vuclear Physics,
as usual by the Institute of Nuclear Physics in Cracow and
the Institute of Physics of the Jagellonian University, M s
held February 1 1 - 2 1 in Bielslco-Ciala in close vicinity zo
the picturesque Beskidy mountains.
The School brought together representatives of Many labo¬
ratories from Poland and front abroad
'..'e had leciurtrs frou:
Jarrastadt, Dresden, Heidelberc, Jttlich, Lublin, Montreal, IrOnicn
Xashville, Orsay, Padova, Uis^f and j'arsav. This reflects the
broad international contacts of Cracow physicists.
The lectures covered a wide range of copies but the uain
emphasis was put on different aspects of heavy ion physics
The shape changes of fast spinning nuclei excited interest and
imagination of theoreticians and experimentalists. .Joi.'.o bi-r.n-i
new results were presented and the future of nuclear physics
was vividly discussed. The dark prophecy of Professor ::orina;;a
of the fast decline and approaching death of nuclear Physics '..'as
to soi:ie extend counterbalanced by bright sparks of hope fox- ncv
and important experiments seen by dr Habs in his crystal ball.
The Editor of the Proceedings dr 2. Stachura succeeded in
getting typescripts from the majority of speakers. Ilost of the
material is directly reproduced by the photo-offset technique.
Some typing or retyping was also needed, what was skillfuly done
by Hiss C. Nasiadka.
The Organizing Committee would like to acknowledge the
support of the Ministry of i2nergetics and Atomic Zinergy of Polami
which gave to our disposal its Training Center in Bielsko-Diala
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN HIGH - SPIN CALCULATIONS
IN ATOMIC NUCLEI

X// X//

Zdzisław Szymański
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Warsaw
and Institute for Nuclear Research, ul. Hoża 69
Warsaw, Poland

In this talk I want first of all to give a brief introduction
to the recent achievements in the high-spin domain in nuclear phy¬
sics.

Then, I shall also make an attempt to present some of recent

results and future plans of our group in Warsaw concerning the
calculations in highly developed rotational bands in deformed nuclei,
as well as the calculations in the structure of the yrast isoraers.
In 1970 intensive experiments on nuclear rotational bands
were performed.

In particular, the backbending phenomenon has been

discovered by the group in Stockholm £i} . This phenomenon is now
understood as connected with a crossing of .two rotational bands

x/
' Presented at the XVIIIth Cracow Winter School on Nuclear
Physics, February, 1980 Bielsko-Biala
'

Based on current work in collaboration with J. Dudek,
X. Majhofer, W. Nazarewicz, J. Skalski and T. Werner
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with considerably different alignement of angular momenta.
These investigations gave rise to the extensive study of the
behaviour in highly developed rotational bands both by experiments
and theory.

In particular, it has been realized f 2 " ^

that

owing

to the properties of nuclear cranking model the yrast line cannot
be constructed entirely from the quasiparticle vacuum configurations.
Some parts of the yrast line near the point of band crossing have
to be of two-quasiparticle nature.

We shall not describe here the

resulting development in this field reached mainly by Bengtason
and Frauendorf I 4| .

Part of this material will be discussed in the

lecture by S. Frauendorf F ^

.

We shall have limit ourselves to

the description of some calculations performed by our group [6J
in this domain.

This approach differ* from the one by Bengtason

and Frauendorf ^ i 5 j mainly in two aspects of rather secondary
importance.

First, the Woods-Saxon potential instead of that by

Nilsson has been employed.

Second, the gap parameter A has been

determined from the selfconsistency condition, instead of being
kept constant.
Fig. 1 and 2 illustrate some of the results obtained in
this way for the Yb isotopes.
Let us now turn our attention to the very high spin domain
with angular momentum X varying all the way up to the highest
values accessible in nuclei.

The pioneer predictions for this

region have been made first by Cohen, Plasil and Świątecki £ 7J
based on the rotating liquid -drop model and then by A, Bohr
and B.R. Moltelson J8J who included in addition the nuclear s h U l
effects into the consideration.

The above ideas have been followed

by several groups in moro detailed calculations of nuclear proper¬
ties in the state of very fast rotation /soe the papers fay Dubna Rossendorf collaboration fsQ , Lund - Warsaw collaboration £io] and
by the Jtllich group fiij/-

It has turned out /at least in principle/

that the fast rotating nucleus can change considerably its shape as
due to the strong influence of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces.
Fig. 3 illustrates schematically possible regimes in various nuclei
in the yrast plot /energy E versus spin I/.

The study of nuclear

shape - changes lias become now extremely interesting since Ia3t
experiments suggesting a possible onsst of the supordofoimod /i.e.
strongly elongated/ shape in some nuclei /first experiments in
Copenhagen - Ris/rf as well, as in Berkeley/.
Lot us leave aside this exciting subject and concentrate
finally on the properties of nuclei in the oblate regime that align
their angular momenta along the symmetry axis.

This regime is

especially well suited for the formation of the high-spin isomers
in nuclei ./see for example [12J and £i 3J for some recent references/.
Following the suggestion by Bohr and Mottalson / [i^J, see also f^j/
the high-spin states in the oblate region can be conveniently selec¬
ted by looking at the single - particle configurations that lie
below the tilted Fermi surface in the plane (m v , e v \ {where m v
denotes the angular momentum projection of a particle, while e v - its
energy).

Now, the irregularities in the yrast energy, as well, as the

irregularities in the structure of nuclear wave functions may lead
to the formation of the isomeric states ^called also yrast traps)•
Several detailed calculations have been perforraed following this
line f [icQ , fi 5-193) • Typical results are given in Fig. kf where
the formation of the yrast traps is illustrated {"19] in the nucleus

20

1

- 2 Dy in comparison with recent experimental results f20-23].

'..'e can see that the predicted positions of some yrast traps are
in good agreement with experiment.
at least in two respects.

However, the calculation fails

First of all, most of the predicted

isomsrs appear to be the energy - traps i.e. they result as local
lainime in the yrast line, while the experimental level schemes do
not confirm this conjecture T20-23]].
of the yrast line in

Second, the overall slope

^ Dy which can be determined from the plot

of energy E versus I fI + 1J is rather considerably overestimated
( by roughly kofi} in the theoretical predictions.

On the other hand,

tlie single - particle levels used in the calculation [19] leading
to the scheme in Fig. k are based on the Woods - Saxon potential
vitii standard parameters.

These parameters do not reproduce the

large cap in the levels at proton number Z = 6k that has been disco¬
vered by Kleinheinz and his group /see [j24J and references quoted
there in/.

A corresponding change in the Woods - Saxon parameters

is possible that may reproduce the gap at Z = 6k [25J•

Calculations

of the yrast line with these new parameters are now in progress
so that the influence of the Z = 6k gap on the existence and struc¬
ture of isomers will be soon estimated £25"}.
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CAPTIONS TO FIGURES

Fig. 1, Top part of the figure 1 illustrates the neutron gap
parameter A

, while bottom part - the nuolear moment

of inertia as functions of

w

the square of angular velo¬

city for the three neighbouring isotopes of Yb /taken from

ref. [61/.
Fig. 2. Moment of Inertia versus
backbending in

Tb.

u

exhibiting first and second

Calculation compared with experiment

/taken from ref. fó]/.
Fig. 3- Schematic plot of high angular momentum regimes in some
nuclei as following from original predictions by Bohr
and Mottelson \&\ and further detailed calculations /£io3/.
Fig. k. Part of the yrast line in

5

Dy.

Theoretical predictions

are compared with the traps as identified from the observed
isomers /taken from ref.
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" DO NUCLEI NEAR N * 82 HAVE AH OBLATE SHAPE AT HIGH SPIN?

Paul Taras
Laboratolre de Physique Nucleaire, Unlverslte de Montreal,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada*

JTC
The properties of several Yrast isomers and very high spin

Yrast states in

lW

' " » ' ' 5 I ' ' 5 2 D y \ n d 1**.»*«.I47.I*8J

11 gated using a large panoply of y-ray spectres copy techniques applied to
heavy ion reactions.

Their excitation energies, small y-ray decay tran¬

sition probabilities, quasi-pert!cle configurations and quadrupole moments,
when considered as a whole, indicate that nuclei near N : 82 have a sub¬
stantial oblate deformation, 6 i< - 0 . 2 , at high spin I *v. 30h.

This oblate

deformation would arise from the single particles aligning their spins
along tho symmetry axis of the nucleus. nCTC^
1.

Introduction

In the present talk, I would like to describe the contribution
our group has rade to the study of the exciting field of very high-spin
states In nucUvi near N - 82, where several isomers - also known as Yrast
traps - have been discovered.

As you will see, we have attempted to elu¬

cidate the structure of these Yrast traps and determine their shapes.

*

Most of the work reported In this paptr has been carried out at the
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories in collaboration with T.K. Alexander,
H.R. Andrews, 0. HUusscr, D. Ward, E. Hahnke, B. Haas, W. Trautmenn,
*h»rpey-Schafer, T.L. Khoo and M.L. Swanson.

2.

Physics background

Before describing our results, however, I would like to p.resent
the physical picture that led to our study.
Most deformed nuclei are known to have a prolate shape, so
why do we expect oblate shapes?

Consider, to start with, the deformed

nuclei at low spin (rare earth, actinides).

States having low ft values

present no problem since their orbitals are in the plane of the symmetry
axis, and therefore these orbitals contribute to the prolate shape of the
nucleus.

On the other hand, states with high ft values, have orbitals per¬

pendicular to the symmetry axis and thus should lead to an oblate shape
of the nucleus.

However, this does not normally happen since there is a

Corlolis force j x w which becomes more important as the nucleus rotates
faster and faster.

This leads to the so-called rotation-alignment coupling

scheme when j becomes nearly parallel to R. In an even-even nucleus, the
pairing between two nucleons is broken and this gives rise to the well
known phenomenon of backbending around I - I1* for prolate nuclei in the
rare earth region.

Thus, the Corlolis force tends to make the deformed

nuclei prolate, and keep them that way.
When the nucleus starts to carry angular momentum, you might
think that it would stretch out under centrifugal forces, increase its
moment of inertia*} > and thereby rotate more effectively since for a
rotor:

2

E =|g ICI+ 1)

(I)

In other words, the ability of the nucleus to carry angular momentum improves
as it spins faster - always with a prolate shape.

Now, l e t us consider a nuclear system from a different point
of view - that of the liquid drop model which is used to estimate the pro¬
perties of macroscopic rotating objects.

We shall consider the classical

rotation of bodies having quadrupole deformations.

We shall also assume

that the flow pattern is r i g i d , corresponding to the expectation that the
pairing correlations in the nucleus w i l l be quenched

for I * 3of>.

Two

possible nuclear shapes, oblate ( 0 ) , and prolate ( P ) , are shown in F i g . l
and each can rotate around e i t h e r of two axes - the symmetry a x i s , S, or
an axis perpendicular to i t , - L .
diate cases).

( T r i a x i a l shapes would represent interme¬

The moments of i n e r t i a 3 of these systems can be expressed

in terms of that of a r i g i d sphere3...
The r e s u l t s , to lowest order in the deformation 6 ^ AR/R, are
given in F i g . 1.

For a given deformation, i t Is found that the oblate

shape rotating around i t s symmetry axis has the largest moment of i n e r t i a ,
a result well known to account for the shape of the e a r t h .

I f we naw

consider a nucleus with A *> 160 and 6 ^ 0 . 3 . then the rotational energies
for these shapes are shown on the right hand side of F i g . l .

The energy of

the oblate shape rotating about i t s symmetry axis is lowest since i t has
the largest moment of I n e r t i a .
To these l i q u i d drop energies we must add the shell energies
which are

, on the average 3 - * MeV.

For 1 ^ 30in, i t is seen that the

differences In energy due to the various shapes are small compared to the
shell effects which then dominate the l i q u i d drop behaviours.

Thus, the

nucleon o r b i t s near the Fermi surface w i l l determine the nuclear shapes and
axes in this angular momentum range.

On the other hand, for I £ ^On", the

differences in the liquid-drop energies become larger than the shell effects

and one expects to find predominantly oblate shapes rotating

about the

symmetry axis, 0-S, or prolate shapes rotating about an axis perpendicular
to the symmetry axis, P-X , with perhaps a slight preference for the 0-S
case.
The Yrast states are expected to have such shapes, since, by
definition, along the Yrast line the nuclear shape is always optimum for
the angular momentum it has to carry i.e. in an Yrast state, the nucleus
is carrying I units of angular momentum in the most efficient way it can
do it.
Thus, on a liquid drop model basis, an oblate shape might be
favored at high spin.
aspects of the problem.

However, let us consider the quantum mechanical
Rotation about an axis perpendicular to the symmetry

axis is allowed quantum mechanically.

In fact, all the known rotational

nuclei are of this type, most of them being prolate.

On the other hand,

a quanta) system is forbidden to rotate collectively about its symmetry
axis.

This appears to eliminate the oblate shapes favored by the liquid

drop model.

Yet such shapes have been predicted by Bohr and Mot te I son

and seem to have been found in nuclei near N - 82. How can such shapes
arise and where are they expected to occur?
Nuclei near closed shells, which tend to be spherical in shape,
cannot have collective rotational energies since as just stated, quantum
mechanically there can be no rotation about a symmetry axis, and for
spherical nuclei any axis will be a symmetry sxis. Then, how can such
nuclei acquire high angular momentum?

Bohr and Motte!son

have pointed

out that for such cases, the angular momentum is carried by a few indivi¬
dual nucleons whose angular momenta are aligned along the symmetry axis,
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and hence the nucleus will not exhibit the typical collective behaviour.
However, they also showed that for a Ferm! gas, the average trajectory of
the energy levels of such a nuclear system is the same as that of the
corresponding shape rotating classically about its symmetry axis.

One

should note that placing so many nucleons with their spins aligned along
the symmetry axis will give the nucleus a distinctly oblate shape.
Thus, at very high angular momentum, we can find either collec¬
tive prolate shaped nuclei or nuclei whose shape is effectively oblate but
whose high spin has a single particle origin.

How can we find out experimentally

which shape the nucleus has at high angular momentum? Fortunately, the
gamma-ray de-exci tation of these two types of nuclei is expected to be
markedly dl fferent.
For the P-X behaviour, there will be rotational bands of states
having smooth energies and strongly enhanced

B(E2) values (i 200 S.P.U.)

that correspond to decay roughly parallel to the Yrast line, and these
will tend to favor reduction of the spin prior to cooling.

Thus for such

nuclei, we expect no Isomers, intense collective transitions and later
(lower spin) population into the Yrast line.

On the other hand, the 0-S

behaviour has no collective transition parallel to the Yrast line, and thus
will tend to cool faster.

At the same time, these nuclei will tend to

have isomeric states along the Yrast line due to the different single
particle structure of some Yrast states, and these isomers will be heavily
populated, permitting us to observe states with spins higher than in the
P-J. nuclei.

It now appears that behaviour of these two types is observed

experimentally.
A systematic rough search for high spin isomers has been made
by a Copenhagen group at GSI with

Ar and

TI beams.

They found a number

of isomers in av limited region just above N

:

82, although they did not

Identify the nuclei in which these isomers do occur.

From those measure¬

ments, there is no way to t e l l whether these isomers correspond to nearly
spherical or to oblate shapes.
that at I

:

Calculations by Anderson et a l .

indicate

Aoti, one expects only small oblate deformations In this region.
In the remainder of this paper, I shall present the contribu¬

tions our group has made to the f i e l d .
N * 82, especially
looking for.

Dy and

Gd.

These pertained to the nuclei near

F i r s t , l e t me summarize what we are

We are investigating nuclei "rotating" about t h e i r symmetry

axis i . e . nuclei whose angular momentum is supplied by the

motion of single

particles having their angular momenta aligned along the symmetry axis.
This behaviour has several Important consequences:
i ) the level energies w i l l , on the average, vary l i n e a r l y with 1(1+1) and
could be reproduced by an e f f e c t i v e moment of I n e r t i a having a value close
to that of a r i g i d body.
ii)

there w i l l be rapid cooling of the nucleus to the Yrast line resulting

in. resolved y-ray lines from very high spin states.
iii)

the lack of c o l l e c t i v i t y w i l l y i e l d an irregular Yrast line and the

existence of several isomers.
iv) f i n a l l y , these nuclei must have an oblate shape at high spin.
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3. Experimental techniques

The experimental studies were made using the techniques of yray spectroscopy applied to heavy-ion reactions.

The high-spin levels

were populated and aligned via (HT.xn) reactions.

A pulsed beam was

utilized extensively with beam bursts <£ 2ns and pulse repetition times
between 0.4 and 3-2 yts, selected to exceed the h a l f - l i f e of the relevant
i somer by a least a factor of 5.

The experiments made a crucial use of

low spin isotners.
Our experimental set-up typically included two Ge(L!) spectro¬
meters and an array of five Nal(TI) counters.

A three Ge(Li) Compton

polarimeter was used for the y-ray linear polarization measurements.

The

Nal array was not used as a y-ray multiplicity f i l t e r but rather as a time
filter.

By placing appropriate windows on the time spectrum generated

by pulses from the beam and this array, the y-rays feeding or decaying from
a particular i somer could be selected.

In addition, during the Y'Y coinci¬

dence measurements, three different time spectra were generated by pulses
from: (i) the beam and one Ge(Li) counter (G1); ( i i ) the beam and a second
Ge(Li) counter (G2); ( i i i ) and the two Ge(Li) counters. In Fig. 2, we have dis¬
played two different y-ray spectra generated from the same Ge(Li) counter,
but corresponding to two different sets of time windows.
To obtain the level ordering, we undertook measurements of yray excitation functions and y-y coincidences,

y-ray angular distribution

and linear polarization measurements provided information on mul tipolari ty
and parity change; direct electronic timing and Doppler shift recoil
distance decay curve measurements gave us the lifetime of the levels as

well astheir order; while the g-factors and the Q moments of the Isomers
were obtained via the time d i f f e r e n t i a l spin rotation method.

k.

Experimental

results

- Decay schemes and Yrast lines:
The high spin levels in

124

Dy and

Sn( 32 S,xn) reactions, with 129-160 MeV
Dy was determined

S ions. The level scheme of

up to an energy of M l . 7 MeV and spin of

71/2ii(Fig.3) while that of
X ^ 35" (Fig. *t).

32

Dy were populated in the

152

Dy was e s t a b l I s h e d 7 ' 8 ) up to t ^ 13 MeV and

In both level schemes, one sees several isomers and

the irregular spacing characteristic of non-collective motion.
of level energy versus 1(1+1) is shown
Dy,

Dy and

Gd, respectively.

A plot

in Figs. 5"7 for the nuclei
The remarkably long straight

line

for a large number of high spin Yrast states, w'th some scatter about
the average t r a j e c t o r y , and for a l l three n u e ' e i , suggests that the concept
of nuclear rotation about a symmetry axt« is v a l i d .

In addition, from

the slope of these t r a j e c t o r i e s , an e f f e c t i v e moment of i n e r t i a can be
deduced for each nucleus.

For example, in the

Dy and

Dy cases,the

moment of i n e r t i a is ^ \5% larger than that of a r i g i d sphere U t L / n

"v

120 MeV"

) , indicating • deformation of 6 ^ 0 . 2 , i f an oblate shape is

assumed.

However, i t ts not clear at this time that such a procedure for

obtaining deformation is correct. This is especially true in view of the
results obtained in

Gd where this reasoning would lead to a deformation

of 8 "V 0.5 from the deduced moment of I n e r t i a .
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4.2 - Reduced transition p r o b a b i l i t i e s along the Yrast line:
In addition, sections of the Yrast line might also be connected
by E2 transitions showing some enhancement over single p a r t i c l e rates.
The use of a representation with c o l l e c t i v e as well as single p a r t i c l e
modes might thus be a better way to explain the Yrast energies.

Clearly,

transition probabilities for y r a y s de-exciting very high spin Yrast states
in these nuclei can serve as a crucial test for the interpretation of the
nature of the Yrast line at large angular momentum.

We have therefore

carried out Y~ray linear polarization and Doppler s h i f t recoil distance
7 8)
measurements to determine

the level lifetimes and the e l e c t r i c or ma¬

gnetic character of the v-ray transitions between very high spin states
in

152

Oy.

Reduced transition probabilities have been derived, some of

which are shown in Table 1.
The measured B(E2) values are a l l strongly retarded r e l a t i v e uo
the rotational values.

In this mass region, prolate rotors often show

enhancement factors of the order of 200 '•J.u. whereas in the present nuclems
the largest value is % 12 V . u .
Thus, the Yrast level sequence, the existence of Yrast traps
and the B(E2) transition probability values are a l l consistent with the
picture of oblate nuclei having a number of nix I eons with their angular
momenta aligned along t h e axis of rotation.
consistent with a spherical core.

They are,

however, also

So, what should we do?

13

4.3 - g-factors of isomeric states in

Gd

The more detailed structure of the high-spin Yrast traps can
best be investigated by measurements of g-factors since these depend on
the coupling scheme for the individual particles, particularly the rela¬
tive contributions of protons and neutrons to the total angular momentum.
q)
In this talk 1 shall report
'on the measurements of g-factors for
several isomers in the Gd isotopes, but particularly for the high spin
traps in " " • " " c d .
Measurements of g-factors in rare earth nuclei arc d i f f i c u l t
because paramagnetic relaxation effects are encountered that tend to
destroy the orientation of spins aligned by the nuc' -ar reactions.

The

Gd isotopes occupy a special role, as shown in Fig. 8, related to (.he
fact that Gd

has an

S,. ? electronic ground state and hyper fine fields

are correspondingly small due to the absence of large orbital contributions.
The high spin levels in Gd isotopes were populated and aligned
28
via (Hl,xn) reactions with pulsed beams of a and Si at energies of 30 MeV
and 108-11(14 HeV, respectively.

The recoil nuclei were either stopped in

thick targets of isotopically enriched '^Sm, and l 2 0 > 1 2 2 ' 12l|Sn - or in the
28
case of
Si induced reactions - were also implanted into backings of
Sm or Pb. Typica

applied magnetic fields were *v< 3T at room temperature

and •>. 1.6T, at terget temperatures between Z93°K and 968°K.

The time

distributions of delayed Y~rays, detected in two Ge(Li) spectrometers placed
at 6

:

i 135 , were recorded event by even on magnetic tape.
Paramagnetic correction factors, 3(T), for Gd in hosts of

metallic Sn, Sm and Pb were determined by using as probes the 130ns, 10
iVt
11(7
isomer in
Gd and the 500ns i some r in
Gd. Since the Zeeman s p l i t t i n g

3?

is small compared to the thermal energy kT, one can approximate 6(T) by
S(T) = I + 9 j U B ( J + l ) B 0 / 3 k T
where the Lande factor is g

(2)

= 1.9913. J = 7/2 for the Gd 3 * ground s t a t e ,

and 8 . is the value o f the internal magnetic f i e l d at T - 0°K. The
ratios o f y r a y yields
R(t)

S

[Y(135°) - Y ( - ) 3 5 ° ) ] / [ Y ( 1 3 5 0 ) + Y ( - I 3 5 ° ) ]

for some transitions de-exciting the Isomers are shown in Fig. 9.

(3)
The

data are quite weil reproduced assuming an exponential decay of the y-ray
angular distribution coefficient,
a 2 ( t ) * a 2 (t=0) e x p ( - t / t 2 )

W

where x. is the relaxation time.
A total of eight different products of gS(T) were determined
and f i t t e d by five parameters: g(
g(

|i(7

liiii

Gd, 130ns) - 1.276 ± 0.014;

G d , 500ns) = 0 . H 6 t 0.008; Bft(Gd Sn) = - | 6 . 5 ± *i.Tt,

M6.7 ± I-5T, BQ(Gd Pb_)

s

- .16.2 t 1.9T.

Bn(Gd Sm) =

The measured paramagnetic

correction factors shown in Fig. 10, display the expected linear dependence
on I/T (see e q . 2 ) .

In addition, i t should be noted that the deduced

hyperfine f i e l d s BQ d i f f e r from those for free Gd 3+ ions (B Q S - 3*t ± 2T),
indicating for every host substantial and similar conduction electron
contributions.

The siml lar fields are somewhat surprising considering that

Sm has an electronic structure very d i f f e r e n t from that for Sn and Pb.
The relaxation times T , , measured for two nuclear g-factors
d i f f e r i n g by nearly a factor o f three, are useful indicators of"the origin
of the spin relaxation process.

Above the melting point of Sn(5O5°K),

ko

the relaxation times are nearly constant, with the values for
147

144

Gd and

2
Gd inversely proportional to g :

ZS044°l-9.4.

=

V

80

I44_

*

10

This dependence suggests the dominance of magnetic relaxation e f f e c t s .
Below the melting point of Sn, ~L becomes much shorter, probably as a
result of additional effects from quadrupote interactions.
The i somer h a l f - l t v e s and g-factors are l i s t e d In Table 2.
In

'

Gd where several Isomers e x i s t , the f i t t i n g procedure took

account of up to four isomers although the bombarding energies were selec¬
ted to reduce feeding from the higher isomers to less than 50%.
Guided by the measured g-factors we have arrived at the most
likely quasiparticle structure of the isomers. The configurations
to doubly closed

Gd(N • 82, Z * 64) are shown in Table 2.

of the recent work by the Julich group suggesting that Z

=

relative

In view

64 corresponds

+
14<*
to a magic number, the g-factor of the 10 i some r in
Gd acquires great
importance.

If Z

x

64 is indeed a magic number, then o~s would expect the

+
144
10 state in ti. Gd 80
v h

1

' ll/2' '

Our

result

t0

corres

snows

Poncl

t0

a

two

neutron hole configuration,

t h a t , on the contrary, that state has a g-

factor similar to that for the Mh.^..)

state in

Pr(g = 1.30 i

0.08)

and is compatible with a very pure proton structure for this s t a t e .

This

raises serious questions about the importance of the proton shell closure
at Z * 64.
With the basic magnetic moments of single p a r t i c l e states from
the present work '

and a recent compilation

, we have calculated g-factors

for several high-spin quasipartIcle configurations in

'

Gd.

In both

cases, comparison with experiment leads to a preferred configuration,
although several would have spins in the required range.
I t should be noted that the high spin Yrast traps have very
simple configurations where approximately equal numbers o f pro tons (n )
and neutrons (nn> contribute to the total spin; t h e i r g-factor can be
estimated quite r e l i a b l y by the relation g ^ n (n + n ) , to an accuracy
o f -u 25%.
We now have a f a i r l y good idea of the p a r t i c l e configurations
of the Yrast traps, at least in

'

Gd, but we s t i l l do not know

anything about their possibly oblate deformation.

The r e l a t i v e l y long

relaxation times observed in the g-factor study, encouraged us to undertake
d i f f i c u l t perturbed angular correlation experiments to extract the Q
moments of these states.

k.k - Quadrupole moments of high-spin Yrast traps in

Gd:

The requirements for the observation of quadrupole interactions
are:
1)

the recoil alignment should survive the slowing down process

2)

the recoil should substitute the atom In a non-cubic l a t t i c e

3)

the l a t t i c e damage should repair

k)

the magnetic effects should be unimportant.

rapidly ( T . «

Ins)

A l l these conditions appear to be met in the case of Gd.
In the experiment
populated and aligned in the
of

, the high spin states In
1 "ih

Sn(

Gd were

9A

Si,5n) reaction by using pulsed beams

Si at a bombarding energy of \kk HeV.

The excited Gd recoils traversed

2
the 2mg/cm

\2k
thick targets of enriched

thick single crystals of Gd.

Sn and were implanted into 1 mm

The orientation of the crystals was deter¬

mined to an accuracy of •v 3° from X-ray measurements.

During the expe¬

riment, the target assembly was heated to elevated temperatures between
32*) an(j 4S9K, well above the Curie point for Gd (293°K).
The quadrupole modulation was measured by using the standard
perturbed angular distribution method.

Background corrected time spectra

were derived for several Y rays observed with two Ge(li) counters placed
at 0° and 90° to the beam direction.

The ratios of yr«y yields,

o

R(t) =[v(CP,t) - Y(90 ,t)]/[Y(0°,t> + Y(90°,t)]

(5)

are shown In Fig. 11 for two of the y rays whose angular distribution
coefficients have opposite sign, producing an opposite behaviour near time
t = 0.

For the top two panels, the symmetry £ axis of the crystal was at

k$° to the beam in the yreact I on plane.

This ć orientation of a single

crystal produces the most pronounced Interference feature near time t=0.
Since the basic quadrupole interaction (Ql) frequency
-1

°

°

6 e

*

<* V77

1(2M)

decreases quadratlcaily with spin, the f u l l modulation pattern for high
spin states is rarely observable.

The theoretical f i t

(solid l i n e ) deter¬

mines merely the' time to the f i r s t "minimum"

•„„ -W^

CD

i.e. essentially the ratio of Q/I, where V ^ Is the axially symmetric
electric field gradient produced by the hexagonal crystal lattice, and
Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment whose value we want to determine.

The use of a single crystal

tn Qt experiments allows one to

e f f e c t i v e l y switch o f f the Ql by turning the c axis to coincide with the
beam a x i s .

In the lower panel o f Fig. I I the characteristic modulation

pattern has disappearedand most of the i n i t i a l alignment is preserved over
times longer than lus.

This demonstrates that most

11* 7
Gd recoils substitute

in the Gd l a t t i c e , and that the f i t t e d modulation results from s t a t i c Q l
with a unique V _ .
Note t h a t , assuming as a typical f i e l d
and I

s

gradient ^-6 x 10

V/cm ,

30, one arrives at a lower l i m i t for the mean lifetime T

of the Isomer necessary to observe any effect

I.e.

This r e s t r i c t i o n is extremely severe and eliminates a large number of
isomars from possible Q study.

In our case, assuming I

=

*»9/2 for the

500 ns isomer, we obtain a quadrupole coupling constant
v

- e Q V z z / h = 250 t 7 MHZ at lfl3°K .

In addition, the coupling constants for the 27ns,
2.582 MeV) and the 22ns,

27/2

isomer ( at

13/2 + Isomer (at 0.997 MeV) were also obtained.

The measured quadrupole coupling constants can be interpreted
in terms of nuclear quadrupole moments provided the magnitude and tempe¬
rature dependence of V „ in Gd are known.
excited a Gd single crystal at T

:

observed PAD spectra for the 2 •* 0
nuclei

156 158 l6O

'

'

We have therefore Coulomb

332 K using a 6 MeV a beam.

From the

y-ray transitions in the rotational

G d we deduced
V z z = (3.43 ± 0 . I ł ) x I O 1 7 V/cm2 .

kk

We then measured the temperature dependence of V 2 Z at four temperatures
between 324 and 469°K, using the 130ns, 10 + Isomer in
nient probe nucleus.

Gd as a conve¬

We found a weak temperature dependence which is

well f i t t e d by

V22(T) / V22(332°K) =[l-(1.5 ± 0.4) 10'5 T3/2J/o.9093 .
The f i n a l results are shown in Table 3.

The I * =59/2

confi¬

guration for the 500ns isomer has been included to demonstrate the dependence
of the results on the assumed spin I , although the calculated g-factor
( 0 . 6 l ) d i f f e r s from the observed value ( 0 . 4 5 ) .

The shell model moments,

QSM> v;ere calculated (with standard expressions) assuming e f f e c t i v e charges
of 1.53 and 1.0 for protons and neutrons, respectively.

These e f f e c t i v e

charges are typical for the Pb region, and the proton charge reproduces the
measured

12)

B(E2, IT h * , / 2 ,

IO + - 8 + ) In

U8

0y.

The observed quadrupole moments increase with excitation energy
and spin and, in each case, exceed |<L U |.
is required.

With such an assumption and using the Hiisson wave functions,

the deformation parameters 6 were inferred
in Table 3.

Clearly, a deformation of the core

from |Q

j.

They are given

Prolate deformations are considered unlikely because the oblate

deformation is energetically favoured, especially for the 500ns I some r which
contains several valence p a r t i c l e s with large A.

The quadrupole moment

for the 500ns isomer implies a substantial oblate deformation of B ^ - 0 . 2 ,
thereby confirming the picture proposed by Bohr and Mottelson for high sptn
Vrast states In nuclei near magic numbers.

4.5 - Continuum study In

15l 152

'

Dy and ' 5 6 * l 5 8 E r :

I f tht single-particle character persists for nonyrast states,
a purely statistical pre-Yrast Y decay will result.

However, the rotational

motion of oblate nuclei around an axis perpendicular to the nuclear sy nine try
axis may lead to K f 0 collective bands ending at or near the Yrast line.
These bands, having moments of inertia near the rigid body value, may pro¬
vide possible pathways for y-ray decay down to the Yrast line.
In an attempt TO determine the properties of these very high
spin states, we have measured the angular distribution and linear polariza¬
tion of continuum y-rv/% from the oblate '* I > 1 5 2 Dy and prolate ' " - I S B ^
nuclei populated by {
pectively, with

32

S,xn) reactions on targets of

Sn and

Te, res¬

S beams of ISO NeV energy.

In the dysprosium experiments, a pulsed beam was used and only
prompt y radiation detected In a 3 Ge(U) Compton polarimeter followed by
an event delayed by > 15 ns in anyone of four Nal counters was accepted.
This requirement yielded particularly clean spectra containing the conti¬
nuum Y rays and a number of discrete transitions which precede the highspin Dy isomers.
The angular distributions were measured employing the same
coincidence requirements.

In addition, the 12.7 cm x 15.2 cm Nal detector

used for these measurements was placed 52 cm from the target to allow a
discrimination between neutrons and y rays by a time of flight technique.
To obtain pure continuum-energy spectra, the measured polari¬
meter line shapes were parameterized, and true spectra were generated from
the sum of the two polarimeter spectra in a channel-by-channel unfolding
procedure.

The contrasting aspects of the pre-Yrast y-ray decay in the Er
and Dy nuclei is clearly seen In the continuum results shown in Fig. 12.
The Er data are in full agreement with the well-known picture of a strong
collective E2 component, superimposed on a nearly exponential statistical
spectrum.

The E2 bump extends up to about 1.5 MeV, suggesting that states

of very high spin are involved In the E2 cascade ^ 47 ti for an assumed
2&
-I
moment of inertia, - 3 ^ 130 HeV" .
n
In dysprosium, neither Ml or E2 collective bands are strong
enough to be identified in the data, at E < 1 HeV.

The spectra barely

exceed the intensities obtained from an extrapolation of the exponential
tail to smaller energies, except for a weak bump at ^ 1.2 HeV.

This

seems to suggest a mostly statistical decay to the Yrast isomers, Including
stretched and nonstretched transitions of various character which add up
to yield essentially zero polarization.

Again, at energies around 1.2 HeV

however, evidence for an additional component of stretched E2 transitions
is given by the positive linear polarization, P *v 0.3, and also by the
positive A, coefficient In Fig. 13Although further experiments are desirable, the similarity to
the erbium case may suggest collective rotation in Dy nuclei at spins near
and above 40 n.

It is at present an open question whether the observed

collectivity can be attributed to K t 0 bands built on the oblate Yrast
states in the I = (30 - k0)% regime, or whether i t reflects a shape tran¬
sition from oblate single-particle to prolate collective behaviour of the
Yrast states above spin 11 4tftu

We have undertaken extensive measurements in nuclei near N-8Z,
in particular in
'

'

I51 I52

'

D y and

]k7

Qd but also in

i48>l

% y . "*8Tb and

Gd. Combining the results of all our measurements: angular

distributions, linear polarizations, lifetimes, g-factors and Q-moments
we have found that these nuclei are likely to have a substantial oblate
deformation at high spins J i 3tfti.

In addition, our continuum results

indicate that a shape transition from oblate single particle to prolate
collective behaviour may occur for the Yrast states above spin .MOn". ~
This work was partially financed by a grant from the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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Table I
Electromagnetic properties of the excited states above the 60ns i somer in

E

Transition

Branching

(keV)

Ij- I f

ratioOfc)

253.5
525.3
262.4

18—17
19-18
21-19

100

Ml'

100

El

a)

100

E2

990.7
541.3
220.6

23-21

100

E2

25-23
27-25

100

E2

100

E2

967.0
147.6

28-27
29-28

100

El

100

Mi

402.5
550.l e )

30-29
30-28

100

Hi

35 ±
50 ±
10. \±

E2

10. I t

711.5
J 114.0
431.2
1142.7*'

31-30

<15
42

HI

22

±

7

31-* 29
32-31
32-30

58

E2

22

±

7

<30

01)1
(E)2

779.6

33-32

100

El

684.9
388.6

35-33
36-35

100

E2

100

HI

100

Multipoiarity

152

Dy

Mean lifetime

(W.u.)

(ps)

0.78 * 0.22 x 10

25 * 7
14 t

2300

t

1 nsb)

300"
12
15

1.7d)
1.7d)

9. 0t
9. 0±

0.9
0.9

1. 7±

0.5 f )

-2

0.86 * 0.07

12
1.1

± 2
± 0.4 x 10-5
0.11 ± 0.03
4.8 t 0.8 x 10" 2

>6d>
1.7 ± 0.7 x 10
0.26 ± 0.10
-2
4.4 t 0.4 x 10
<0.4

0.32 t 0.10

a)
b) Ref. (13)
Lifetime determined in ref.(14) with a pulsed beam technique.
A lifetime of 2000 ± 300 ps was obtained in ref.(14) using a centroid s h i f t method for electronic timing in a
y-y experiment.
These values were derived assuming the level ordering shown in f i g . 4.
f ) Unobserved transitions.
Lifetime + feeding time.

Table 2
g factors of isomeric states In Gd isotopes

Hue 1eus

,ir
J

E
Y
(keV)

,0+

328

7"

324

(ns)
lM

Gd

'"6Gd

130 ± 10

6.7 ± 0.1

suggested
main
configuration

a 2 (t*0)

-0.60
•0.24

(w

b
main

1.276 i 0.014

"5/2h'ii/2)]0(vhn/2)0
(iKl

text

4.1

™* 22.2 ±

"•8Gd

a

-0.19 1

(I9 )

865

1.5

!3/2+

997

0.45

21/2 + 11491

0.24

26.8 1 0.7
510

1.14

0.2

5 ± 1

10

16.5 ± 0.3

27/2'

183

(49/2 + ) 254

9"

Relative to a closed '

785

c

± 0.09

0.58

0.63

see
text

-..,3,

7/2

0.75

0.72

* 0.11

(«|- 2 / 2 hJ 1 / 2 )10(vf 7 / 2 )

0.88

0.840

1

0.017

0.30 1[ 1 rd; 2 / 2 h 2 1 / 2 ),o(vh;; / 2 i 1 3 / 2 f 7 / 2 )29/2

..«

0.446

1

0.008

-0.10

0.26

5/2 1 1 /2

<vr1/2f7/2)9"

.....

-0.028 ± 0.009

-0.12

Gd core (N = 82, Z = 64).

The following basic g factors were used: for protcr.s d_ ,_
fm,

1.283 ± 0.027

1-39

5/2hll/2>7

7+

c
!Xf1

, 1.66;

h

ii/2''*5°» ' o r

-0.30; l i y z , -0.04.

Paramagnetic correction factors have been applied as explained In the t e x t .

n

«"trons h . . . ,

,-0.l8;

Table 3
Quadrupole moments In 147Gd

Quasiparticle

r

•i
(ns)

(assumed)

510(20)

(49/2 + )

+

(49/2 )

(59/2")
26.8(0.7)

27/2"

22.2(0.5)

13/2*

(keV)

configuration

a2(t=O)

(MHz)

(b)

(b)

-1
13/2
2
*HA2 v f 7/2 ł 13/2 h 9/2

254

0.23

339

-0.10

•1 . 3

5/2

U/2 vl 7/2'l3/2"9/2
*ll/2Vf7/2

260(9)

3.1407)

-0.84

-0.18 (0.20)

260(9)

3.1407)

-1.36

-0.18 (0.20)

31506)

3.80(20)

-1.40

-0.22 (0.23)

272

0.17

105(7)

1.26(8)

-0.78

-0.06 (0.10)

997

0.3!

6K6)

0.73(7)

-0.36

-0.05(0.05)

For a common temperature of 332 K, with V 2Z (T)/V ZZ (332 K) = (I - 1.5(4) IO~ 5 T 3/2 )/0.9093
Experimental moment deduced from \> , with V£ (332 K) = (3.43 * O.14)1O17 V/cm2.
Theoretical shell-model moment calculated with e(proton) - 1.53, e(neutron)
Values In brackets are for prolate deformation.
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Figure Captions

Fig. I

Various shapes and rotational axes with their corresponding moments
of inertia and rotational energies (see Ref. 2).

Fig. 2

y-ray spectra generated from the same Ge(Li) counter denoted G2
but corresponding to two different sets of time windows.

Fig. 3

Level scheme of

Dy, as established in the

with 129-160 MeV

S,5n) reactions,

32

S ions.

icy

Fig. k

Sn(

|2li

Level scheme of

* Dy, as established in the

with 129-160 MeV

32

S ions.

Vi

SnT S.Jłn) reaction.

This is not the final version of the

level scheme.
Fig. 5

Level energies versus 1(1+1) for Yrast states in

Dy.

Fig. 6

Level energies versus 1(1+1) for Yrast s t a f s in

Dy.

Fig. 7

Level energies versus 1(1+1) for Yrast states in
in the

Fig. 8

12i|

28

Sn( Si,5n) reaction, with IIO-USMey,

Gd.as established
28

Si ions.

Hyperfine fields and paramagnetic correction factors for several
atoms showing why it is easier to undertake g~factor measurements
in Gd isotopes, as compared to e.g. Dy.

Fig. 9

Larmor precession patterns R(t) for M1E2 transitions (E = 231,328
and 5^5 keV) deexciting the 130ns, j"= 10+ isomer in
(upper panel).

1W

Gd

The lower panel shows R(t) for the 25*t keV y ray,

one of about fifteen deexcitation Y rays exhibiting the effect
147
of the h a l f - l i f e and g-factor of the 500 ns Yrast trap in
'Gd.
Fig. 10 Paramagnetic correction factor S(T) for Gd recoils In three metallic
environments as a function of the inverse of the host temperature.
The solid line corresponds to a f i t 8(T)

s

1 - 33/T.

Fig. 11

Modulation patterns resulting from quadrupole interaction of the
500 ns isoroer in

Fig. 12

Gd in a single crystal of Gd at 1»13°K-

Intensity and linear polarization P (inset) of the y-ray conti¬
nuum after removal of contributions from discrete lines.
For Oy the mtnimur/ delay required between the recorded prompt and
delayed y radiation is indicated.

Fig. 13

Normalized angular distribution coefficient A. and linear polari¬
zation P , as derived from the measured spectra.

At low energies,

the errors shown represent mainly systematic uncertainties from
calibration, normalization, ant fitting procedures.

The

decreasing y-ray intensity and small polarization sensitivity
lead to larger errors at higher energies.
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Structure of high-rspin states in

Pr

A-

H. Prade, W. Enghardt, H. U. Jager, Ł. Ktiubler, K. J. Keller
and P. Stary
Zentralinstitut fUr Kernforschung Rossendorf/Dresden - DDR
Continuing our investigations of high-epin states in odd-mass
H = 82 ieotones ^""it 2_7 we recently studied the structure of
excited states in the nucleus
Pr.
Levels in
Pr were populated in the (oC ,2n) and (d,n) reactions
(5^. = 27, 24, 22, 20 MeV; Ed - 13.5 MeV) at the external beam of
the Rossendorf cyclotron.
The level scheme shown in fig. 1 is based on results obtained fron
singles v-ray spectra and excitation functions, from measurements
of delayed y-rays, y-ycoincidences, internal conversion electrons,
v-r3y angular distributions, and v-ray linear polarizations. Posi¬
tive- and negative-parity states with energies up to 4741 keV and
spins up to 27/2 ti have been established including 16 new levels.
In -addition to the known isomeric states at 1117.7 keV and 145.5
iceV the 15/2+ level at 1796.8 keV was also found to be an isomeric
(T. /0 =1.0 ns) one. As in the
?m case, where the main proper¬
ties of excited states could be well understood in the framework
of the shell model ^~2_7 the energy spectrum of the even-parity
states of
Pr has also beon calculated.
In the shell model calculations we adopted the approach of Wildenthal /~3» 4_7. The two tody part of the Hamiltonian has been para¬
metrized in terms of the modified surface delta interaction. Two
different configuration spaces were used to calculate the energy
levsis. in both cases an inert core with Z = 50 protons and N = 62
neutrons was assumed. The nine remaining protons are distributed
over the ig 7/2 -, 2^/2-, 2d 3/2 - and 3s1/2-orbits. All configura¬
tions of the types (1g7/r2, 2 d ^ 2 ) or (1g>^y2» ^ 5 / 2 ^ • ^ 2 ( i V2'
2s,.y2) are taken into account in the larger configuration space,
v.-hereas the smaller space consists of the (1gy/2» 2d 5/2^ confi¬
guration.

\7iri .

Fig. 1

Proposed level scheme of
Pr baBed on the present
study of the (eg ,2n) and (d,n) reactions.

[MeV
35
Tin*
« « •

mZL

V\

17/2*
17/2*

25
ISO*

)3«*

tan?)

2.0
n/r

1.0

as

SHELL MOOEL
(•tnolar configuration •pact)

Pig. 2

EXPERIMENT

SHELL MOOEL
(largir configuration

Comparison of calculated and experimental energies for
positive-parity states. In the calculated level scheme
only the lowest three states are shown for each spin
vnlue err eater than 9/2.
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In fig. 2 a comparison of calculated and experimental energies
for positive-parity states 13 shown. The levels calculated by using
the larger space show a very good correspondence to the sequence of
the experimental spectrum, especially for high-spin states. The
excitation energies are predicted a bit too small. The immediately
obvious features of the experimental and theoretical energy spectra
are identical, i.e., after a gap of about 1500 keV follows a region
of higher level density up to 2000 keV excitation energy; the
higher-lying levels (19/2+ ... 23/2+) are separated by a further
gap of about 1000 keV from this region. Contrary to the predic¬
tions obtained in the larger configuration space, the level se¬
quence calculated in the more restricted (Ig-yji ^ H / 2 ' space
does not agree with experiment (see also fig. 2). The admixture
of OS?/?* ^ 5 / 2 ^ O 8 i/2» 1d3/2
configurations in the shell
mcdel basis leads to a spin-dependent lowering of theoretical
excitation energies which favours states with small J values
more than high-spin states and which appears to be rather impor¬
tant, in order to reproduce the observed level sequence.
Now our shell-model calculations in even- and odd-parity states
in
Pr are in progress. Wave functions have been calculated,
al
so far, only in the more restricted space (1g7/?»
^/2)9
According to these results the two configurations Og^/^)
and (167/2' ^ d 5 / 2 ^ a r e e x P e c t e ( i to dominate in the (7/2"1")..-,
(11/2+),-, (13/2*).,-, end (15/2*)1-8tatea. The (17/2 + ) t - t (19/2*),-,
and (21/2+).-states are predicted to consist of the
(1g7/2) (2dc/ 2 ) 3 configuration while the (23/2+)-state should
have a pure (1g^/2' ^ 2 d 5/2^ configuration.
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STRUCTURE OF THE YRAST LINE IN THE N = 84 ISOTONES -j.
llł8

GD.

11I9

T B , AND

S. Lunardi
I.N.F.N., Sezione di Padova, Padova, Italy
and
Institut fttr Kernphysik, K.F.A. JQlich, F.R. Germany

1.

Introduction
The three N*84 isotones of Gd, Tb, and Dy, with two
valence neutrons above the N=82 shell closure, have re¬
spectively none, one, and two valence protons above the
proposed shsll closure at Z=64 which is particularly pro
nounced in the immediate vicinity of

llt6

Gd{1}. As a con¬

sequence of this double shell closure one might expect
that the high spin states of nuclei around

ll(6

Gd can be

described in a similar manner as those of the few valen
ce particle nuclei around

208

Pb. In recent studies the

energy levels of the one-particle (hole) nuclei
llł5

Eu{3},

llł7

Tb{4}, and

llł7

ltt5

Gd{2},

Gd{1} were satisfactorily de¬

scribed in the framework of the spherical shell model as

72

one-particle (hole) configurations coupled to the doubly
closed

llł6

Gd core, and it would be expected that a simi¬

lar interpretation would also be possible for the N=*84 nu
clei of Gd, Tb, and Dy, which have respectively two, 'three
and four valence particles. The two valence neutrons can
in principle be placed in the £-,,2'

h

9/2' O r

i

13/2

orbi

"

tals, but the results will show that only the first two are
important for the yrast line at N=84, and that the i«,/ 2
orbital

lies much higher in energy than is commonly be¬

lieved. For the valence proton particles only the h « 1 / 2
orbital is of importance for the yrast line, although pro¬
ton particle-hole core excitations form yrast states for
Z < 66.
In the three nuclei discussed here four yrast isomers
with T

. > 1ns were identified. Only one of them is due

to configuration hindrance, whereas the other three deexcite through low-energy enhanced E2 transitions between
states involving (w f 7 / 2 2 ) configurations.

2.

Experimental
Most of the results discussed here were obtained from
experiments at the Jfilich-Cyclotron with a-particle beams

73
between 50 and 100 MeV. the experiments included y-ray
excitation function studies, angular distribution and li¬
near polarization measurements,and four-parameter y~r coin
cidences. The nucleus

ll|8

Gd was studied through (a, 4n) at

51 MeV. The (a, 6n) reaction at 78 MeV was used to inve¬
stigate

1<ł9

Tb. Somewhat more extensive measurements were

required for the

152

Gd(ot, 6n)

15

<>Dy reaction, where coinci

dences were measured at 75 NeV and at 90 MeV a-particle energy. An on-line electron orange spectrometer with a pla¬
stic scintillator {5} was used for the determination of
conversion coefficients and of isomeric half lives in that
nucleus. Supplementary data were obtained from a

136

Ce( 1 B O,

4ne~)experiment at 83 MeV, with a solenoid electron spe¬
ctrometer {6}, carried out at the Emperor Tandem of the MPI
Heidelberg.

3.

The two-particle nucleus.1<t8Gd
The complete

1<ł

?Gd level sheme as established from

the (a, 4n) experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The extensi¬
ve Y-ray data, and the large number of branchings occuring in the yrast decay, establish quite certain spins and
parities for the levels up to about 6 MeV. Due to spectral
complexities for the two principal dsexcitation transi-

MeV
5

-

(vf7/2 io/2l
• nhu/j d,g
3

vf7/2h»/2

2

-

1

-

0

-

FIG. 1: Energy levels of l u 8 Gd populated in the (a,4n) rea
ction. Proposed shell model configuration assign¬
ments are indicated.
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tions (278.8 and 1063.9 KeV) assignements in parenthesis
are given for the high lying levels shown to the right.
A most noteworthy feature in this nucleus is the strong
competition in the yrast cascade of proton particle-hole
core excitations with the excitations of the two valence
neutrons. Clearcut two-neutron states are only the positi¬
ve parity levels up to spin 8. The two valence neutrons in
f_ ._ provide the low lying O + , 2 + , 4 + , and 6 + multiplet;
the 8

level

is formed by lifting one of the two neutrons

into the h.._ shell. This group of levels up to 8 + is cha¬
racteristic at N-84. In all isotones they form the lowest
lying positive parity states, and they also occur in combi
nation with proton excitations. Essentially all the other
levels in

llł8

Gd can in fact be interpreted in this way as

irph x v2 excitations. The low lying 3~' level in Gd is known
to be of predominant irph character/ and excitations of the
neutrons provide the associated level sequence up to the
11" state at 3.7 MeV. Similarly, the group of negative pa
rity levels around 3 MeV are of *n^/<> ^ 5 / 0 ' 97/2*~ l v 3o 2
character; the corresponding irph excitations in

llł6

Gd lie

at similar energies. The excitation of the valence neutrons
provides the above lying 10" to 16" levels; a more detailed
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interpretation is at present not possible since they are
associated with several closely spaced «ph states which
differ little in spin. More clearcut, the two-neutron le
vel sequence occurs on top of the 10* level at 3.76 MeV,
which is interpreted as the (» (h^/l j ~ 2 ) v 3 o 2 ' i 0 +
figuration; the analogous it2p2h state in

1U6

con

"

Gd lies at

3.86 MeV. An interesting feature is the (477 KeV) 16 + to
18 + energy separation which is much smaller than the correspon
ding (882 KeV) 6 + to 8 + spacing. This difference is natu¬
rally explained by the presence of the two h.... protons
in the 10* state, which will decrease the vf 7 / ,

to

vh
h9

9/2

single particle energy separation. Quantitatively, this
effect is observed in the N«83 isotones, where the vh...
state in

llł9

Dy lies 1091 KeV above the v f ? / 2 ground sta¬

te {7}, whereas the corresponding energy in

llł7

Gd is 1398

KeV {8}. One therefore should rather compare the 477 KeV
16 + to 18 + energy spacing of
nergy separations in
hg

)

8 +

1S0

łlłB

Gd with the analogous e-

Dy, where the ( v f . * ) , * to (

distance is 504 KeV or 551 KeV with the two valen¬

ce protons coupled to respectively 10 + or predominantly 0 + .
The present results provide important information on
the true v* 7 / 2

to

wi

t3/2

sln

9le particle energy separation,
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^

so far is only poorly known since the observed 13/2 +

levels in the N«83 nuclei are strongly lowered by intera¬
ction with the (vf_ .. x 3") 1 3 / 2 +

s

^ at: e- A more clearcut

measure of the v i 1 3 / 2 single particle energy can be obtai
ned from the ( v f 7/2 A i3/2'i0"

excitation

energy in

1<l8

Gd.

The only identified 10" state lies at 3.92 MeV. However,
as discussed above, that state could also be of wph. x vf . 2
character, and the (»f_ /2

i

1 o/ 2 Jio-

8tate

might lie still

higher in energy. From the 6 + to 10" energy separation we
therefore estimate the lower limit for the

vi

sin
13/2

9le

particle energy as

This large energy separation might explain why the
vi

neutron is not found to play a dominant role in the

formation of high-spin yrast isomers above N«82.
The 17.5 ns 9" isomer at 2.7 MeV has been interpreted
as the (3~ x (vf_ . _ 2 ) , ) n _ configuration. The observed 884
7/2 O 7
KeV E3 transition to the < v f 7 / 2 2 > 6 + state therefore should
give the octupole strength in

1<ł8

Gd. The measured half-life

and the relative transition intensity give
B(E3, 9" + 6 + ) « 55 ± 6 W.O.

{9}

llt7

a value somewhat larger than in the neighbouring
and

1U5

Gd

Gd nuclei, where B(E3) strengths of respectively

4 4 + 6 W.U. and 37 ± 4 W.O. were found. Some increase of
octupole strength is^indeed expected when neutrons are ad
ded to
f

lll6

Gd since the strong valence neutron i 1 3 / 2

to

. non-spin-flip E3 transition can provide additional

octupole strength.
Indipendent support for this interpretation of the
9~ state comes from a measurement of its g-factor recently
carried out at Chalk River {10}. The result is given in ta
ble 1 and compared with the calculated g-factors for the
{(vf . 2 ) x 3") configuration and for the alternatively
7/2 6
suggested {10}

TABLE 1.

~

?urationi

g-iactoii o{ 9' conllQuKationt, In

Coni.

-0.028(9)

< vf 7/2 2) 6 * 3 "

+0.033(100)

-0.20(1)

l>>a

Gd

Comme.nti

Si?')

Exper.

^13/2 f 7/2

oonfi

Ref

10

Fran g(3") = +0 7(3)

{Ref .11}

and cr(vf 7/2 ) = -0.304(2)

{Ref .12}

= -0.155(4) {Rsf .13}
13/2) =
and g(vf 7 / 2 ) --- -0.304(2) {R3f .12)

From

9(vi
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For these calculations the empirical vi
206

. g-factor from

P b {13} was used since it is well known {1} that the

997 KeV 13/2+ state in

llł7

Gd has a very strong octupole

component. However, even if one would use the unrealistic
vi.

. g-factor of -0.037(11) as measured{10} in

the agreement of the

ll(7

Gd,

llłfl

Gd(9~) g-factor is still better

with the proposed 9~ configuration.

4.

The three-particle nucleus

1<t9

Tb

In the high spin states of ^ ' T b the valence prctoni
is in the h . . orbital/ and we may expect to observe thrte
same neutron level sequences as in the two-neutron nucle?:es
llł8

Gd, coupled to the h,... ._ proton. The level scheme is'

shown in Fig. 2; the final data evaluation gave only lit¬
tle extra information compared to the earlier published TSS
sion (14 }.
The levels up to the 2.1 ns 27/2 + isoraer at 2.78 MteV
closely resemble the states up to the 9~ isomer of

]lf8

Gdi..

Zn ref. 14 it was already discussed that due to the PauLi
principle the h.. ..valence proton cannot be fully aligned
with the 3~ octupole since the latter state has a dominamt
irh

11/2 d 5/2~X c o m P o n e n t - Subsequently the same phenomenon^

80

3567.5

.11/2' L2min

W9 T .
65 I U

FIG. 2: High-spin states in 1<ł9Tb. Intensities as measured
in (a,6n) at E a = 78 MeV.
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was also observed in the neighbouring odd-odd as well as
odd-even Tb nuclei {4, 15, 16}. A quantitative analysis
of the associated energy shifts in terms of second order
particle phonon exchange coupling was only possible in
the one particle nucleus
of the ifh

llł7

Tb{4}, where a second member

. x 3" septuplet

is populated in the yrast

cascade, whereas in all N>82 Tb isotopes the lowest septu
plet

member is fed through yrast levels involving valen¬

ce neutrons and therefore no other septuplet

members

could sofar be identified.
The 27/2 + -»• 23/2 + B(E2) value is comparable to the va
lue measured for the corresponding 9~ •* 7~ transition in
1<ł8

Gd and to several other B(E2) values in neighbouring nu

clei which all invcave vf

. 2 6 + + 4 + transitions. We will

discuss these results later.
For the levels above the 27/2 + isomer sofar no detai¬
led interpretation has been possible, which is not surpri¬
sing in view of the complexity of the

1<ł8

Gd level spectrua

in that energy range. From their regular spacings and deexcitation patterns one might be tempted to interprete the
se states as rotational bands. However using an empirical
relation between moment of inertia and deformation these

bands would imply large deformation values which are not
expected at N=84 at these excitation energies. Moreover,
in the heavier isotopes

l5O

Tb{15} and

l5l

Tb{16} the ener

gy levels at comparable excitations and spins could be
sucessfully interpreted as spherical shell model states
- without resorting to any changes of the nuclear shape.

5.

The four-particle nucleus

15

Opy

Compared to the two-neutron nucleus 1'ł8Gdl the four-particle nucleus

150

Dy has a much simpler yrast level

structure (Fig. 3 ) , since here the two h.. ,_ valence pro¬
tons provide spin 10 at the low excitation energy of only
3.0 MeV. As a consequence of this the entire yrast decay
intensity below 4.6 MeV is funneled into levels involving
the < 7rh 11 / 2 2 ^in+ configuration.
One can interprete the main features of the

15

<>Dy

yrast levels by considering the two-particle nuclei
and

llł8

ll<8

<Sd

Dy{17}. The levels up to 8 + are formed predominan¬

tly by the two valence neutrons and are analogous to the
corresponding levels in

lłł8

the lower excitation in

150

Gd. We have already discussed

Dy of the 8 + level, which is

related to the smaller vf_ . - vh

single-particle ener

(2O

(63951

347 2

«2

2

v h/z n o

FIG. 3: Level scheme of 1 5 0 D y with transition intensities
she-a as measured in (a,6n) at Eo=B5 MeV. Multipo
larities indicated were determinated from o^ values.
Proposed shell model configuration assignments are
shown to the left.

gy separation in

lI>9

Dy compared to

1U7

Gd. The

150

Dy 10+

state as expected occurs at roughly the same excitation
as in the two-proton nucleus

llł8

Dy, where it decays to the

(irh..._2)o+ level through an 85 KeV 0.5vs isomeric E2 tran
n/i

o

sition. In
_vf

—

150

Dy the 10+ level decays tothe 8

+

level of

h . character which lies much lower in energy. De¬

spite the large energy of this E2 transition the 10+ level
remains isomeric due to configuration hindrance since the
Y decay proceeds from a two-proton state to a predominant
two-neutron level. The measured 10+ half-life of 1.1±0.3iis
gives a retardation factor of 10. The Fig. 4 shows the time
distribution relative to the cyclotron beam bursts of con
version electrons momentum

selected in an orange spectro

meter, which gave the 1.1ns half-life for the 10 + level as
well as a half-life of 1.7 ± 0.2ns for the 16 + level of
150

Dy. Above the 3.0 MeV 10+ level, which is of " h ^ ^ 2 ^ 2

character, additional angular momentum is provided by the
two valence neutrons, which can form the same level seguen
ce as in the lower part of the level scheme thus providing
the levels up to 18 + . Remembering that the v i 1 3 / , state
lies too high in energy to appear in the yrast line, the
available yrast valence spin of the four nucleons is exhau

Ne-

152

Gd(a.6ne-)150Dy
Ea=90MeV

104

10'

10'

10'

10J

prompt o
3WK

20

15

10

10'

5

W(ns)

FIG. 4:

Time d i s t r i b u t i o n r e l a t i v e t o the c y c l o t r o n beam
b u r s t of 230K and 394K e l e c t r o n s from the 1 S 2 Gd(a,6nJ
15 Ojjy r e a c t i o n .
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sted in the 18 + level at 5.1 MeV. The next higher yrast
states then are expected to utilize excitation of the
1U6

Gd core where the 3" octupole is the lowest lying le¬

vel . We interprete the 5.8 MeV 19" yrast level as such
a core octupole excitation. That only one unit of angu¬
lar momentum is obtained from this octupole excitation
is due to the fact that already two aligned h

. protons

are present in the 18 + level at 5.1 MeV. This two parti¬
cle phonon exchange coupling is known from the study of
the two-proton nucleus

llł8

Dy, where a more quantitative

analysis of the energy shifts was possible {18}. A comple
tely analogous E1 transition has been identified in
{18}, and most likely occurs in

6.

151

ll(9

Dy

Dy as well {19}.

E2 isomers Involving vf. ,J- configurations
Many of the yrast isomers observed in this region are
due to E2 transitions of low energy. From the previous di¬
scussion they connect levels which involve the (vf

2

)

7/2

+

o

and ^v^7/22^4+ configurations. Such Isomers are listed in ta
ble 2. Column 6 shows that these transitions have between 5
and 13 single particle units, and that the enhancement
increases with the number of valence neutrons. It is dif-

TABLE 2. liomzilc

E2 tianbitiont,^ between 4tate.& Involving

9- -» 7»"•*&
ISOpy

EZ tAam-ition
energy IKeV)

Coni-LguAatLon

HucZeub

27+

23+

3

"X

vf

'viU/«2)i +

7/2 2

(„h 1 1 / 2 x 3 " ) 1 5 / 2 x f ? / 2 ?

Vaxtiat y-Hay
E2 hall-Ule.
ini)

coni-ŁguJiatlom
Ttuui&itijon

natz (W.U.I

130.8

60

5

2.7(1)

168.3

11

8

3.3(2)

T *T
Uh

11/2 )2 10+

X

f

7/22

229.6

1.7

10

3.6(2)

162.4

5.5

13

4.2(3)

16+ > 14+
ISlDy

(wh

41"

37"

n/2 2 ^ / a ^ s / r

x

V22
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ficult to interprete this enhancement in detail. The grea¬
ter number of valence particles might imply an increased
configuration mixing causing collectivity. On the other
hand one might expect that these yrast configurations with
maximum or almost maximum nucleon aligment are relatively
pure. With this latter assumption the E2 transition rates
between configurations Involving {*£-i/^)c+

an<

* ^ v ^7/2 2 *4 +

should give a reasonable estimate for the neutron effect!
ve E2 transition charge in this region. In any case these
E2 isomers are at present the only available experimental
information related to that quantity. The values obtained
in that way, listed in column 7, apparently are exceptio¬
nally large; corresponding values in the

208

P b region lie

between 0.5 and 1.0{20). The much higher neutron effecti¬
ve charge values in the A = 150 region can probably - at
least in part - be attributed to the principal differences
between the

208

P b and

lll6

Gd cores, which are already appa

rent from a comparison of the 2 + energies at respectively
4.1 and 2.0 MeV. Another important difference between the
two cores is the microscopic structure of the 2 + levelIn

208

P b this state has significant contribution from both

neutrons and protons, whereas the

łlł6

Gd 2 + level is stron-

89

gly dominated by proton particle-hole excitations. Since
the interaction between unlike particles is much larger
than the interaction between like nucleons
to the

llł6

the coupling

Gd 2 + state of the two f 7 / 2 neutrons should cau

se a significant enhancement of the neutron effective
charge, whereas about the expected values of 1.5 e was
found for the proton effective charged7). However, as v/e
pointed aut above, B(E2) measurements between unmixed le¬
vels of simple configuration would be needed for a better
understanding of this problem.

7.

Conclusion
Through (o,xn) experiments we could establish the
yrast levels up to a 6 MeV in the N=84 isotones
ltł9

Tb, and

150

1It8

Gd,

Dy. In all cases the'yrast states expected

to be formed from the two, three, or four valence parti¬
cles were identified.
In

ll(8

Gd, proton particle-hole core excitations play

a dominant role for the yrast line above 8 + . From the re¬
sults obtained for this nucleus we deduce that the vf_ .»
to v i 1 3 ._ single particle energy separation is more than
2 MeV, in agreement with the general observation in this

region that configurations involving the i 1 3 / 2 neutron rą
rely occur in the yrast level sequence.
A significant lowering of the yraBt line occurs in
15

"Dy which is naturally explained by the low lying 10 +

level formed by the two h<|1 ., valence protons, a feature
which prevails in all Dy and Z>66 nuclei. It is suggested
that the strong yrast E1 transition occurring after ex¬
haustion of the valence particle spin is due to a AI»1 oc
tupole excitation, analogous to the observations in other
Oy isotopes.
Transition rates of E2 isomera

in this region were

discussed. If one assumes pure f7/,2 configurations for
the associated levels, very large values for the neutron
effective charge

are obtained.
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STRUCTURE OF YRAST STATES OF THE N*85 NUCLEI
H. Piiparinen*

Institut fUr Kernphysik, KFA JUlich, D-517O JUT ich,
F.R. Germany

The previous lecture ' by S. Lunardi has demonstrated that the characteristic
level multiplets formed by the two valence neutrons not only appear as the low
energy level spectrum, but also are observed In combination with higher excitations.
These findings have provided valuable clues on the identification of these excita¬
tions as two-proton states. Similar arguments have also proven to be highly valu¬
able in interpreting the N*85 level spectra. The characteristic neutron multiplets
here are the vfj/?* 7/2", 11/2", 15/2" yrast sequence, and when one valence neu¬
tron is lifted into the h g , 2 shell, which here lies t 800 keV above the ground
state, the same vff,? sequence as at N«84. This configurations gives rise to a
sequence 9/2", 13/2", 17/2", and 21/2". The rtfj.? and u2f?>2 multiplets are com-,
pletely analogous to the well known yrast levels in the vlf£,2 and vlf^,2 nuclei
Ca and 4 3 Ca, which are shown in fig. 1. In some cases, also the (.fj^h/Z conf*"
guration, which is generally low in energy, is of particular significance for in¬
terpreting the N-85 level structures.

vf7/2

Imax ~ 6
MeV

6*
1

,E2

Imox= 15/2

15/2"

E2
-

2

E2

1

i

E2

1 -

E2
1

oJ

Ca

3/2"

5/2" — P
7

/2"

J

Ca

2
.3
42
43
a u V[
" vfi.p
7 / 2 configurations in Ca and Ca.
Fig. 1: v•7/2
f 7 / ? and
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In beam (a,*n) experiments using standard y and e~ spectroscopy methods
have provided the level structures of the N=85 nuclei
(ref.

3

),

150

Tb (ref.

4

) , and

151

0y (ref.

out at JUIich, additional experirents for

5

147

2

Sm (ref.

),

149

Gd

) . Most of the studies were carried
Gd were done at Stockholm. The

measurements included y-ray singles excitation function, y-ray angular distri¬
bution, linear polarization, and two parameter (£ , t

Dr)

timing experiments,

Y™

Y

conversion electron singles and e°-RF timing measurements, as well as exten¬
sive 4-parameter ( E p E , , t , t pr) rr-coincidence studies. For

Tb and

Dy an additional e" singles and e'y-coincidence measurement has been done
18
with D induced reactions using the Heidelberg Emperor accelerator. In this
2
13fi
experiment a -v- 100ug/ca Metallic > 99K enriched
with 83 MeV

Ce target was bombarded

0 ions. The conversion electrons emitted from the free recoil

atoms were detected in a solenoid spectrometer ', which enabled e'y-coincidence
measurements with conversion electrons of > 10 keV energy. As an example the
fig. 2 shows coincidence spectra with the 25.0 and 46.9 keV L-electron lines
in

Dy with different conditions for the t^—parameter.
We haVe established the existence of three high spin isomers in the yrast

decay of 1 5 1 Dy (cf. fig. 5) at 6.03 MeV (I * 49/2, T J / 2 » 15(3) ns), at 4.90
MeV (41/2', 5.5(10)ns) and at 2.96 MeV (27/2", 1.3(6)ns). In 149 Gd (cf. fig. 4)
the lifetime measurements have located a T,,, = 6.2(3) ns isomeric level at
3.39 MeV which has I* - 27/2". Another shorter half life of 1.6(5) ns could be
attributed to the 11/2* level at 0.87 MeV. Nc isomers with T J / 2 > 2 ns were
found in

Sm. In

Tb an 0.4 ns half life was observed but the energy of the

isomeric state is not yet clear.
The N«85 nuclei have 3 valence neutrons above N»82 whereas the proton num¬
ber changes from two proton holes in Sm to two proton particles in Dy compared
to Z--64. Because the first neutron orbital above N=82 is 2f,.o and
7 9

147

state spins have been measured " ) to be 7/2 in Srt,

149

Gd and

tne

15l

9>*ound

Dy. it is

natural to assume that the ground states have vf,... conf i Durations, and in all

96

'*Ce( t t 0.3n) B 1 Dy
E^SSMeV
e* Y -coincidences

200

Channel

300

(00

Number

Fig. 2: e'v-coincidence spectra for

Dy gates set on 25L and 47L electron

lines. Conversion electrons emitted from free recoiling atoms 1 to
"» 20 ns after

Dy compound nucleus formation were recorded.
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three nuclei the associated 11/2" and 15/2" fy2 multiplet members are strongly
populated (figs. 3,4 and 5). In

147

Sm and

149

6d also the low lying 5/2" member

is observed in the in-beam experiments, and the low 3/2" levels in these nuclei
at respectively 197 and 352 keV, strongly populated in p decay studies ' ', most
probably are of predominant (vf|/ 2 ) 3 # 2 character.
A 9/2" state at 0.81 MeV in

Sm has clearly been characterized as vhg,2

single particle state through single neutron transfer reaction studies •', and
analogous states were identified

' ' In

149

Gd and

151

Dy through the very strong

6 decay to those states of the irh,. ,2 states of the respective odd Z parent nuc¬
lei. With one valence neutrons in the h g , 2 orbital, the two remaining f ? , 2 neu¬
trons can form the characteristic vf?< 2 multiplet, In this case giving rise to
the levels with 9/2", 13/2", 17/2", and 21/2" which are all observed. In

149

Gd

the 17/2" member lies Irregularly low in energy, apparently due to interaction
with the (so far not Interpreted) second 17/2" state at 2.21 MeV.
The lowest 13/2* level of odd N nuclei in this region is usually attributed
to the expected i^.g neutron single particle state. However, It has recently
been shown ' ' that the

Gd core octupole state lies lower than the unper¬

turbed vi 1 3 . 2 single particle state in N*83, which suggests that the -v- 1 MeV
13/2 + states in N*83 and 85 nuclei are predominantly (vf,,2 x 3 * ) 1 3 , 2 + excita¬
tions rathes than vij 3 < 2 single particle states, although one of course expects
the two configurations to be strongly admixed. This Interpretation is further
supported by the present results on the N=85 nuclei, where the characteristic
f

7/2 yrast states

ar

P combined with the 13/2 + levels, forming the ll/2 + , 13/2 + ,

17/2 + , and 21/2 + levels in the energy range from 0.9 to 2.4 MeV. The (vf7 / 2 ) 5 / 2
state Is the fy2 multiplet member with the largest negative shell model quadru¬
pole moment and therefore usually lies low 1n energy; in

147

Sm and

Gd it is

found as low as * 0.15 MeV. In combination with the predominantly proton particle
hole octupole excitation it is further lowered through the quadrupole interaction
and now occures below the ( v f ^ ) ; ^ x 3" state giving rise to the low lying ll/2 +
levels in these two nur1 PI.
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147

The
vh

9/2v/2*

149

Sm and
anc

1

Gd levels outside these three multiplets, vz. v f ^ ,

* ^" ><v ^7/2 t

cou d s0 far not De

'

however from the neighbouring N=84

interpreted in detail. One knows '

Gd nucleus that proton particle hole exci¬

tations play a dominant role in the yrast states at these energies, and one
therefore should expect rather complex structures for the yrast levels above
2.6 MeV in 147 Sm and 149 Gd. The 1 4 7 Sm nucleus shows a group of levels (to the
right in f-fg. 3} which have clearly no counterpartner in 149Gd. Host likely these
additional levels involve contributions from the two proton holes.
In the

Py nucleus ', the 10 + state formed by the two h,,.. valence pro¬

tons lies at 3.0 MeV, which 1s * 1 MeV lower than in the isotone14^

148

Gd, where

it is a two particle two hole state. If the valence neutron configurations are
coupled to this proton state we can expect a 27/2" level at similar excitation
in

Dy and the same kind of neutron multiplets based on this level as were

found upon the ground state. Therefore we Interpret the 25/2", 27/2", 31/2", and
2
1
35/2 levels between 2.9 and 4.4 MeV as ^ l y i vff7/2
7/2 configurations and the
29/2", 33/2", 37/2", and 41/2" levels between 3.4 and 4.9 MeV as * Ą y Z vh g / 2 f
eve
configurations. The low lying (^7/0)5/2
^7/0)5/2 ^ ' which is not experimentally found

in

Dy is now, in the presence of two aligned h,, ,2 protons, further lowered

and gives rise to the 25/2" level slightly below the 27/2" state. The configura¬
tions given in fig. 5 for the 49/2 isomer and the (45/2) level in

Dy are some¬

what speculative.
In the yrast levels of the odd-odd

Tb nucleus (fig. 6) the three valence

neutrons are coupled to the h ^ . 2 valence proton, but else the quite analogous
multiplets as in the even Z isotones are found. The 9 + ground state has the con¬
figuration iriijwg vf 7/2 (^7/2)0* and the 9+ x f 7/2 as **'*
(*hll/2 v h 9 / 2 H o + x vf 7/2 m u l t * P l e t s

are

as the

observed. Also the 11" octupole x vf|, 2

multiplet 1s found, with the 10" level below the 11" state analogous as in
and

149

Sm

Gd. As it has been discussed In more detail in refs. 16 ' 17 ) the lowest octu¬

pole state in the Tb nuclei, due to the »h 1 1 / 2 x 3" particle phonon exchange
interaction, is only two units higher in spin than the respective ground state.
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F1g. 6: High spin levels (ref. 4 ) in

l50

Tb.
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This is of crucial importance since now the level with the valence neutron
lifted into the i^y? orbital will have a different spin than the octupole
excitation and can therefore be separately observed. We interpret the 12" level
at 1.11 MeV as the nh^yg

x vi

i3/2 ^f7/2^o state* and

the

characteristic

multiplet built on it strongly supports this interpretation. The unexpectedly
low excitation of this 12" state is largely due to the strongly attractive
1T 1

* ll/2

vi

13/2 interaction in the case of maximum alignment and has been dis¬

17

cussed ) for

148

Tb, where the analogous level lies at 1.29 HeV. It is worth

noting that these two 12" levels are the only low lying clearly characterized
yrast states in this region with a strong contribution from the i,,,- neutron.
The fig. 7 shows a partial energy systematics of the multiplets involving
the three valence neutrons in the N«85 nuclei. In Che upper part the fi.~ and
h

9/2 f 7/2 mult ip1ets in

Sm,

Gd and

Dy are compared. The lower part

shows the energy spacings of the same neutron configurations in the presence
of none, one or two unpaired h,,,« protons. These data are taken from
lower part,

Tb and

Dy

Dy upper part of the level scheme, respectively. As

we have shown the highly regular energy spacings of these v multiplets gready
aids configuration identification in these nuclei.

i oh

N=85 hh and

yast states

hh
21/,.

2OS7

'%

*Ą%

IIII
1511

UH

77S

*

—m
149

147,

Sm

151

Gd

v3ng

Dy

v3nh„/2
16

v3(nh,V2)i2o

M

n/2
13

I3(t

j%

iy2.

527

•*-

13.

10MU • 0

151

Dy

150

Tb

151

Dy

Fig. 7: High spin states in the N«85 Isotones formed by vf|< 2 and v h g , 2 f | / 2 con¬
figurations. The upper part gives the levels with the protons in spin
zero. In the lower part, the energy spacings of the neutron configuration
are shown in the presence of none, one and two unpaired \y2

Pr<>tons.

The experiments described in this talk have been performed mainly in
Jiilich together with P. Kleinheinz, 5. Lunardi, Y. Nagai, R. Pengo and J. Styczeń,
whom I thank for the very good collaboration. Also I want to describe my acknow¬
ledgment to the other collaborators in additions1 experiments carried out in
other instituts: H. Backe (TH Darmstadt), L. Carlen, N. Roy, and H. Ryde
(Lund), S.A. Hjorth, A. Johnson, and Th. Lindblad (Stockholm) and E. Hammaren,
(Jyva'skyla). R, Broda and the other authors of ref. ' are acknowledged for giving
me an opportunity to use the data of 150Tb prior to publication. In theoretical
considerations we have had continuous help from J. Blomqvist (Stockholm).

*A. v. Humboldt fellow 1978-80. On leave from Univ. of Jyvaskyla, Finland.
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Particle emission from unbound states ..\

H. Machner
Institut fiir Kernphysik
Kernforschungsanlage Julich
D-5170 Julich, W. Germany

-Abstrrset-j

Two different reaction modes are investigated experimentally
as well as theoretically; *j?rojeetile fragmentation(which is a direct
reaction) and fast particle emission. The latter is treated in the
framework of the exciton model extended for cluster emission. Exci¬
tation functions, angle integrated particle spectra and angular dis¬
tributions are calculated.

• 'r ""

'*/
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Introduction
With higher bombarding energies of sane ten MeV/nucleon as available for example
from isochronous cyclotrons a new reaction mechanism showed up
This can be seen by comparing experimental excitation functions for
(particle,xnyp) reactions with statistical model calculations or
looking at energy spectra of secondary particles: between evapora¬
tion and direct reactions a flat structureless

region shows up. The

cross section of this continuous part depends strongly on the bcmbarding energy. The
cross sections are forward peaked in contrast to compound nuclear reactions
leading to distributions symmetric about 90°. If the projectile is a
complex particle break-up products may be superimposed on the flat
continuum discussed above. A possible interpretation of the first
effect may be that a particle is emitted with high energy before
thermal equilibrium (compound nucleus) is reached.
This gives rise to the high energy tails of the excitation functions
as well as the continuum in the energy spectra.
In the next chapter we will discuss break-up effects. Then
a discussion of pre-equilibrium emission of nucleons will follow. Finally
this model will be extended to complex particle emission.

II Projectile fragmentation
To study projectile fragmentation we have chosen deuterons as
projectiles
excited states

thus avoiding

complications' due to break-up from

. The physics given below is, however, not only

restricted to deuteruns. We therefore denote the projectile par¬
ticle as "a" consisting of a particle "b" which is detected and an un¬
observed residual particle V

(a » b+x). If "b" acts as a spectator particle
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i t roves with projectile velocity. This leads to E. £ 2b, z& which is
approximately f u n f i l l e d

in experimental spectra" . The reaction

may be illustrated by the following graph:
b

B = A+x

There are two possible reaction modes
C • A (g.8.) + x
This is called the elastic break-up
C » any other open channel for the system B*A+x.
This is called to inelastic break-up

The calculation of both modes is possible within some approxima¬
tions using

DWBA

computer

codes.

.For

details the reader is

referred to ref. 2 ) .
In fig. 1 we compare data from bombardment

of

197
Au with 80 MeV

deuterons. The spectrum is taken at a forward angle. The agreement
between the calculation and the data is excellent with respect to the
fact that there is no adjustable parameter in the calculations. Fig. 2 gives the
contributions of the elastic and inelastic break-up to the angular
distribution taken at proton energies with beam velocity. Again the
agreement is excellent. On the other hand the small deviation at
backward angles may be explained by a mechanism which is not as
strongly forward peaked as the break-up: pre-equilibrium emission.
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III Pre-Equilibrium Decay
The reaction mechanism leading to the hard component in the con¬
tinuous particle spectra may be formulated in terms of a time depen¬
dent reaction model.

It is assumed that an equilibration cascade

takes place. During this cascade particle emission may occur. The
formulation of common models

is based on three main assumptions:

a) All intermediate states can be grouped into classes. In terms of a
shell model concept the classes are labelled by their number of
excitations n=p+h with p * number of particles above and h « num¬
ber of holes below the Fermi energy.
b) The chaining hypothesis. This means that transitions will only
occur between neighbouring classes. This implies

two body na¬

ture of the residual interaction.
c) The random phase approximation. This approximation
that

allows

contributions from different classes to the cross sec¬

tions can be added incoherently.
If the equilibration process is a Markovian it can be described by
8 9)
a master equation '
which describes the energy dissipation. It has
been shown already that this concept can be extended to also include
linear momentum dissipation

.

Here all classes are labelled according to their exciton number n and
the direction n of the fast particle, if P(n,n,t) denotes the occu¬
pation probability of a state (n,fl) at time t the mastur equation
reads
^

P(n,fl,t) » I/dC'X{m+nrJ}»+n)P<a!,fi<,t}-2dntA{n-»m,a*fl1}P{n,l},t)
m
m

with transition rates X's.

(1)
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The cross section is given by
.2
Wtt

" ' R

n
tequ
I
W (p,h,E,e) / P(n,n,t)dt
n«n o
o

where the sum is taken

(2)

from the initial condition n

to n the

exciton number denoting that thermal equilibrium is reaches. The
emission rate W x will be discussed below. The quantity o_ denotes
the reaction cross section. We have solved the master equation
using the factorization ansatz
/ P(n,n,t)dt

« A(n,n) / P(n,t)dt

o

(3)

°

where P ( n , t ) i s the angle independent

occupation p r o b a b i l i t y . The angu¬

l a r d i s t r i b u t i o n functions A(n,D) are obtained from the recurrence
relation10'
A(n+2,fl) * /dfl 1

A(n,$ił) W(il'*!l)

(4)

with the transition rate W calculated from free nucleon-nucleon cross sec¬
tion. The initial condition for infinite nuclear matter is given
by
A(nQ,n) - j^

cosv'eU/a - ")

(5)

with 9 being the step function.
With t h i s approach i t i s possible to reproduce nucleon spectra
well in an energy range from % 30 - 80 MeV bombarding energy. For smaller bom¬
barding energies the calculation underestimates cross sections at backward angles
v.'hilo

at

higher

removing these

energies

i t overestimates

shortcomings is in progress

those.

A model

• By adding evapora¬

tion contributions to pre-equilibrium r e s u l t s one can not only re¬
produce p a r t i c l e spectra but also excitation functions. This has
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been done for

181

Ta(a,xn) reactions using the ALICE c o d e 1 3 ' 1 4 5 . The

calculation reproduces the effect of high energy t a i l s observed in
experimental data

(Comp. f i g .

3).

IV Complex particle emission
The measurement of excitation functions seems not to be a good
tool for studying complex particle emission. This may be seen from
fig.

4 where the activation cross section of

Ta i s plotted. This

isotopes may be produced via different reaction channels
181

Ta(a,9n) 1 7 6 Re<£ 1 7 6 W<£ 1 7 6 T.

181

Ta(a,2p7n) 176 Ta

181

Ta(a,a'5n) 1 7 6 Ta

Also deuteron, triton and

He emission should be taken into account

but they are weak channels. The Q-value of the value of the last reaction
given above differs strongly from Q-values for the other reaction channels. The
difference is approximately the binding energy of the a-particle. Indeed between the
two relative maxima in the excitation function there is a difference of •>.28 MeV. (Com¬
pare f i g . 4). Therefore the f i r s t maximum has to be attributed to the
a-emission. But pre-equilibrium effects show up in the high energy
t a i l which i s in the case of a-emission superimposed by other reac¬
tions. In the case of lighter cluster emission the Q-value e f f e c t s
arc much smaller. Therefore, there i s no chance to discriminate bet¬
ween multiple nucleon and cluster emission. The study of complex
particle emission therefore has to be done by measuring them direct¬
ly.
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The emission of clusters can be treated with the help of the exciton coalescence model

. In an equilibration cascade there night be a

number of nucleons with small relative mcrscnta. If the relative ncnentun is sraller
than

P

they

are

assumed

to

coalesce

into a cluster due to final state interaction. The unobserved resi¬
dual system takes the linear momentum

thus fulfilling linear mcnentirx con¬

servation law. The emission rate from an n-exciton state for a par¬
ticle of type x is then
W x (e,p,h,E)»
All quantities except y

and F y are common factors as in the statis¬

tical model. F„ denotes the relative number of different ways to
arrange the system with p x unbound particles having energy e + B x
(B

= binding energy) and a residual system with p-p +h excitons

X

X

and energy E-e-B . Not all of these possibilities have really a
cluster in the continuum. This is taken into account by the factor
Y

which i's related to the relative momentum P

by

It + V - 1

(7)

The index or power n(v) denotes the number of protons (neutrons)
in the cluster x and should not be mixed with the number n used to
calculate the volume of the momentum sphere. P Q is measured in units
of nucleon mass m and velocity of light c.
Because small relative momentum moans nearly parallel moving the
direction of a douteron 's the same as that of a nuclcon in a state
with the number of collisions less by one. Analogous is valid for
heavier cluster. By using the generalized master equation approach
we therefore can reproduce the angular distributions of the clusters

witn no additional free parameters. (A comparison with data gives
the same agreement for complex particle emission as for proton
emission (fig. 5 ) .
Furthermore a Ghoshal type experiment - decay of

Zn

- has been

analyzed in terms of the exciton coalescence model. The following
reactions 17 * have been studied
Composite System

Incident channel
63

Exit channel

Cu + d

(Ed-27.4 MeV)

62

65 _ +

zn

Ni+ 3 He

E*-37.4 MeV

«24.3 MeV

E a -35.5 MeV

The charged particle spectra show different shape thus reflecting the
influence of the projectile particle. This is in contradiction to
Bohr's compound nucleus hypothesis. The exciton coalescence model
predicts the smallest exciton number of states from which complex
particle emission is possible. For the case of a-emission these
values are:
d-induced:
He-induced:
a-induced:

o - 5p Hh 3h
h 2h
n
o " 5p <
n

n

o *

5p A K lh

In fig. 6 data are compared with the exciton coalescence calcu¬
lations. An evaporation calculation is added. It is obvious that the
different n Q values nicely reproduce the different shapes of the
spectra.
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From the fitted P
191
been deduced

values phase factors and spin alignment have

. The voluraina in momentum space have been trans¬

formed into coordinate space usin*g simple phase space relation.
These radii are compiled in table I. It is interesting to see that
the radii of the coordinate spaces are nearly those of the free
clusters.
The same argument holds valid for different excitation energies.
This is -he result of the analysis of

54

Fe(o,a'x) reactions with

59 M e V 2 0 ) , 90 MeV, 120 MeV and 160 M e V 2 1 ) . In the cases of higher
bombarding energies multi-particle emission in the pre-equilibrium
phase has to be taken into account. Tha energy independent P
19)
are in contradiction to a classical thermodynamic model '.

values

V Conclusions
In the previous chapters it has been shown that two reaction
mechanisms contribute to the hard component of secondary particle
spectra: Pre-equilibrium emission and for complex projectiles pro¬
jectile fragmentation. While the former mechanism is in between
direct and compound due to its multistep character the latter is of
direct nature. Most of the break-up cross section at higher ener¬
gies stems from the inelastic break-up mode (incomplete fusion).
The pre-equilibrium models also explain deviations from the sta¬
tistical model in the excitation functions of (particle,xnyp) reac¬
tions. The pre-equilibrium ansatz has been extended to complex par¬
ticle emission.

The author - wishes

to thank his collaborators: C. Alderliesten,

G. Baur, U. Bechstedt, 0. 3ousshid, A. -Djaloeis, J. Ernst, P. Jahn,
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R. Shyam. He is indebted to Prof. Th. Mayer-Kuckuk for valuable
conversations. The stimulating discussions and generous support by
Prof. C. Mayer-BBricke is gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig. 1:

Proton spectrum from 80 MeV deuteron bombardment of
197
o
Au taken at laboratory angle of 12 . Data are «h<
as histogramxn and the calculations as solid line.
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Sn + p with E

from reactions

- 62 MeV with calculations (solid lines)
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Fig. 6:

a-decay of

Zn*. The different entrance channels are in¬

dicated next to the appropriate curves. Data are represen¬
ted by dots while calculations are solid line drawn.
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OPTICAL MODEL PCJESPIALS ?OR HEAVY ION ELASTIC SCADILicING ~tA. H. Sobos*
Institute of Nuclear Physics, 31-342 Krakow, Poland
Elastic scattering heavy ion potential is a quantity of a
fundamental importance for the description of elastic scattering
cross section and 811 phenomena which occur when two nuclei co¬
llide. However, the potential between two nuclei or heavy ions
is not uniquely defined and can be expressed in different ways.
An extensive discussion of the hevy ion potential has recently
been given by G.R. Satchler '" .
The optical model potential for two nuclei a + A
the one body Schroedinger equation:

satisfies

and the total wave function of the system is

The *X ..({^radial wave function describes relative motion of the
a+A system in their internal states i and j, respectively.
*^ gives the elastic scattering in which the two nuclei remain
in their ground states (adiabatic approximation). The *X»« term
mny be projected out of Sq.(2) and we can have exact equation
lor "Xcowitii an effective potential operator U

Voo Z
(3)
Tbis is a sum of so called folded and dynamic polarisation
potential v.here the folded potential U,, is being calculated by
folding en effective (in nuclear matter) nucleon-nucleon interectionirr-to the 3ensitiss? of the two colliding nuclei. O^ an d G' :

.

--

. (4)
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We stress that Uj, results fro™, the adiaba-ic spprr-xi^stinr..
If we allow for readjustment of the two nuclei duri.i.-; *i:e colli¬
sion this would not be a potential corresponding zz Xoo •
Another approach is to take ^\ U / C ; sad account this "ay for
various physical processes of higher order occurinc during the
scattering. 7.e may either try to explicitely calculate AK) fcr
some alleged specific higher order processes or to introduce it
S3 a phenomenological correction.
Inraanypapers the U
potential of Eq.(3) was taJc»n phenoTenologically as a 7?oods-Saxon complex potential out it usually
failed to precisely fit elastic scattering data, particularly at
larger angles. An angular momentum dependent aD9or.?tive poten¬
tial 5 ' have been introduced also with lack of success for many
cases of Li and
O scattering. We are aot going to discuss.
these points here,
There has been done a great deel of wcrŁ concerning the double
folded potential for heavy ions "'. It nade use of realistic so
called M3Y interaction based upon the 5-metrix elorents cf the
Reid nucleon-nucleon potential, corrected for single nucleor.
exchange, and of the shell rnodel or Hartree-?cck or elsctronafnetic unfolded densities. The imaginary component wa* a phenomenologically fitted Woods-Saxon potential. This folded potential
has successfully been used to analyse a large number of elastic
3csttering date for 4 He, 6 Ii, 1 0 3 , 1 2 C , 1 6 C . 40 Ca though the ex¬
perimental data did not Usually extend beyond 6C°, In -na;ority
of cases the required overall normalization of the folded real
potential was rather close to one which underlined the success of
the model. However, it did suffer two major setbacks.
i) "The °Li anomaly". For Li scattering the folded real poten¬
tial required a considerable renormalization constant of 0.5 .
This has been attribut-ed to the fact that Li is a weakly
bound and highly deformed nucleus. Moreover, for Li+ C~ ot
30 MeV, for larger angles where s large cros3 section had been
measured, rather a poor fit could have been obtained.
ii)Ihe folded potential failed to fit large angle enhancerrent in
the cross-sectio* for

16

0+ 23 si scattering at around ?C

With all those fits of rather restricted accuracy a general
conclusion is being drawn that the scattering is sensitive to the
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details ci the potential cr.Iy near the strcn. abgorpxicn

n

(3A?w i.e. in the region where the two nuclei begin to interact.
We note that the

0 +

iS

2i case had been the subject of many

papers applying various potentials,

/,-dependent absorption,

Eegge poles etc., and none of them proved to precisely fit the
entire angular distribution.
ways a subjective question.

What does a good fit mean]', is al¬
In our opinion one should get actua¬

lly precise fits to the scattering to extract
contained in xhe experimental data.

full information

The point of our research

project has been that valuable information can be lost when fits
of a rather poor quality are accepted to interprete a process.
">Ve decided to look 3t the above mentioned problems in a "mo¬
del-independent" way that has proved succesfull for proton scatte¬
ring

4;

.

follows.

The model independent potential is being constructed as
Ve pick up potential values at a number (10 - 15) of

radial knots and calculate the potential at each mesh point for
integrating the wave equation (1) by the spline interpolation.
!!ext, we treat the potential values at the knots as free parame¬
ter? to fit

experimental cross section.

Thus the shape of the

potential is not prejudiced by a single parametrizing foriiula,
e.g. Woods-Saxon potential, and we have a chance to find what a
potential would really be required to precisely fit the data.
He have analysed a number of cases of heavy ion elastic scatte¬
ring 1 0 ':
i4

6

I i + 4 0 C a a t ^ O KeV; 6 L i + 2 4 M g , 6 L i + 2 7 A l , 6 I i + 4 C C a , 6 L i +

C a at 98~2teV\

^ O + ^ S i at 50 ileV and

16

0 + 4 0 C a at 55 MeV.

We have found real potentials exhibiting pronounced structure
accompanied by Woods-Saxon imaginary potentials.

These potentials

in all esses fit almost perfectly experimental data and we shall
now discuss the results.
a

Li+ Ca elastic scattering at 30 MeV^'as very well fitted in
whole angular range including the enhancement in cross section
at backward angles (?ig.1). The corresponding real potential
is shews, in ?ig. 2. Error analysis indicates that the potential
is very well determined at the strong absorption radius and that
-he £<=r:eral features for several ferais within this are also qui¬
te well detern.ir.ed. In general, she scattering appeared to be
considerably sensitive to "he sii'sre cf the potential a? deeply
in-rice the nucleus a.= 2 I'm. ?he exsct- value cf the potential "at
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' C's st 30 Me 7 data ' with

r e a l poteiitisl as shown in
Fir;. 2 and volume 'Vood=?-J-:s:7on
imrrinary poisn-sial cf par?-ie-

dC

Cc a t ^C ;jeV t * c i i J
and 33 ileV i::r;s:iea l i n
v.'ith voiu•;.•? i:;;.--,.vr.lrr:

r v v = i . ? 3 9 i C.006 fm,
3-,=C.i52 + 0.009 i-'rr..

290.^3 1'eV in;-'. rc-^oecu

any radial point is strongly correlated with those at other pointa,
and to some extent with the imaginary potentiol.
in Fig. 2 indicate

The error bars

the bounds vithin which -mother potential

"light be found wthat should give a fit worn-: in X

/deg. freedom by

Ti'e found that the potential of Fig. 2 wh-~h is required to pre¬
cisely fit the data is shallower than the folded LI3Y potential of
ref.

by a factor of ebout O.65 in the range 6-9 I'm.

This is in

good agreement with the normalizing factor required for the fol¬
ded potential in ref.
W/V O

.

The potential i: surface transparent,

at the SAH.

At higher energy (88 MeV) we fitted unpublished data of ^Li
scettering from

24

Mg,

27

show the potential for

A1, 40Ca,

44

C a (ORNL data).

In Fig. 2 we

Ca nuclei. It again exhibits a pronounced

structure and thia is a common feature of the potentials for the
remaining targets.
the

Consistently, in all cases at this energy,

Li potentials were shallower thBn the folded K3Y potentials

by a factor of about 0.8. nnd they were not surface transparent
enynore, V//V> 1

at the SAB.

this energy similar to

This makes the

He scattering.

6

Li scattering at

The results are less sen- r

to the details of the imaginary potential than to those
of the real potential.

Sncouraging enough for experimentalists,

it nr.peared' thet the larger is the angle for which the cross sec- •
tion is available, the shorter is the radius inside the target
nucleus from which the potential can be well determined.

A stri-

Kinr success wa? that our potential correctly predicted for

Kg

r.-i enhanced structure in the cross section at 50-80° rather than
sr. exponential fall down predicted by V-'oods-Saxon potentials.
.',? fitted also

16

0 + 2 3 S i elastic scattering at 55 MeV ^Tig.3)

ir. the entire angular range with the potential shown in Pig. 4»
A33i 1:, the real potential aexhibits 8 pronounced struc J ure and it
it well cleter^iJieQ even below the SAK.

For longer radii, 8-10 fm,

::ct t-hcwn in Fi£.4, the potential is very close to the best T'oods.i'vxen potentials.

It nay imply that a more elaborate structure

ir. tr.<? rctential inside the nucleus is really necessary to fit
V::e entire snfular distribution in «;reat details, as shown in Fig.
v

/.

The 11V£ potential "hich failed to fit these data appears to

hove a vi-rcr.g slope in the surface and it is about 50^ shallower
than the potential required to precisely fit ^he dsta.

This is

in contrary to that what hss been found for "Li rand constitutes
another anomaly,

-he most plausible explanation of thatraig-htbe
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Pig. 3 . Optical model f i t t o
0 e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g from - S 3 i
at 55 MeV data ' with r e a l p o t e n t i a l as shown in Pig. 4 and
volume and surface Woods-Saxon imaginary p o t e n t i a l of parame¬
t e r s : Wg=8.348 + C.758 MeV, rQW = 1.221 + 0.C19 fin,
aw = 0.1839 i 0.0448 fm, W d = s 0.150
= C.?50 + 0.6S6 irr;.
TJL = 1.7286 + 0.1036 fn. a™
W
d
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W
dent" optical potentials for
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2S
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S i at 55 M
tential as shown in Fig. 4 and
and 40 Ca at 50 KeV
KeV (dashed
(dashed
volume and surface Tlcods-Saxon
line), with volume integrals: potential of parameters:
214.? MeV I'm3, and
ff = 9.0*2 MeV, r
G.7627 fa:,
s
243.7 MeV fc", respectively.
•3,s » 0.5679 fm, tf., 2.330 MeV,
0.223 fm.
r £ = 1.5239 f"W B
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that °Li represents the extreme of e deformable, diffuse, polarizeble nucleus while ' C is somewhere in the opposite extreme.
7/e fitted also

16

O + 4 C C a scattering at 50 MeV 7 ^ (Pig.5). lie

heve been able to fit the entire angular distribution in great
details.with the potential shown in Pig. 4.

This potential is

also deeper than the 1HY folded potential at the SAS.
As a general conclusion we can say the following.
We did find potentials that precisely fit the data.

These,

since the potential is not a well defined concept, as say a nuc¬
lear charge density, are 3ome of the possible potentials, firstly,
because there act strong radial and real-imaginary correlations
(although at higher energies the results seem to bo less sensitive
to details of imaginary potential), and secondly, becsuse there
are several ways of expressing the potential.

The model indepen¬

dent potential, we have been looking for, is mocking up local
equivalents of different very complicated effects that mey occur
dux-ing the interaction: strong coupling to various reaction cha¬
nnels, ^.-dependence, non-locality, exchange, tenser forces etc..all
contributing to the correction A U of Eq.. (3). All these v,,ake the
potential to look "pathological" and indicate "he extent of appro¬
ximation that is being made when sticking to a static smooth po¬
tential.

If one really wants to understand the process one should

aba-".~.on the adisbatic approximation and should try to relate the
model independent potentials as required by data to specific phy¬
sical processes occuring during the interaction or in other words
to identify the physical effects hidden behind their shapes.
It might sometimes be possible to 3ingle out contributions to
the scattering that would add to a one body potential.

Whatever

aiultistep or other processes contribute to the elastic scattering
this may be fitted by a local potential.

It would certainly be

most difficult to make such identification quantitatively, though
for protons we have qualitatively shown ' such a relation to hold
3)
between the angular momentum dependence of the potential ' and
Q\
7l

coupling to the (p,d) reaction channels
on one side and their
possible manifestation in the JL-independent local potentials '.
If the raultistep processes act in a manner which depends strongly
upon the partial wave angular momentum, this will be indicated by
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an oscillatory behaviour of the /-independent local potential
The problem of defining a bare, /.-independent potential to
which higher order effect9 acan be explicitely addea appears to
be far from solution, empirically or theoretically.

») Most of this work have been done in collaboration with
R.S. Mackintosh of the Physics Dept., The Open University,
Milton Keynes, O.K.^during author's subsequent stays at the
Daresbury Laboratory and King's College, London, U.K.
Many correspondence and discussions with G.R. Satshler and
J.R. Rook are gratefully acknowledged.
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Nuclear Spectroscopy with (HI,yp) Reactions
H. Horinaga
Fachbereich PhyBik, Technical university of Munich, W.Germany

I. Introduction
Since about a year ago a tandem postaccelerator combination
at Munich is working successful. As a first application of this
postaccelerated heavy ion beam, a series of experiments in the
line of in-beara gamma spectroscopy with the aid of (HI,yp) reaction
is being carried out.
In the first lecture I shall describe the main feature and
the present status of this, postaccelerator system which I can
recommend to any moderate and modest laboratory with tandem or
similar accelerator. In the second lecture I shall talk about the
nuclear spectroscopical results which we are working with at pre¬
sent and some related points of interest.

II. The "SchwelN"
The best part of our postaccslerator is its name . It means
in german Schwerionen-Nachbeschleuniger. Just as this name indi¬
cates it is a small lovely machine, in good contrast to the SAU
Schwerionenanlage UNILAC, who dominates now in the field of
heavy ion physics.
The most important characteristics is its structure, which
is called interdigital line. (fig. 1 ) . This structure has an
outstanding high value of shunt impedance (fig. 2 ) . This allows
us to operate the machine in a continuous mode in contrast to all
pervious linear accelerators, - and still with the best power
economy.
+

given by Dr. E. NoXte, who has built it.

For example we have been obtaining now almost 5 Mev voltage
drop with only ~ 3 0 kW radiofreguency power. Some other struc¬
ture requires sometimes 10 times more power for the same vol¬
tage. Since nowadays the problem of electrical power consump¬
tion in a laboratory is getting to be a serious problem, the
advantage of this structure cannot be ignored.
The size of the machine is also quite small. In our case
it is a vacuum tank of 5m length and 1m 0. So, together with
the power supply, the size of the project is not much more than
that of one of the bigger measuring instrument like a magnetic
spectrograph. See the layout in our case (fig. 3 ) . With this
small machine one can almost double the energy of heavy ions
from an Emperor tandem ( v t erm 4 na i' > * 1iMeV * •

In

tabl

-e *

is

given

a typical acceleration modes. At present we have, however, work
under a lower rating in order to load neither the tandem nor
Łka SchweIN (table I I ) .
In fig. 4 is shown the mechanical structure of the SchweIN. It
consists of three parts and was built partly in a small factory
and partly in our workshop. The tank is made of normal steel
and electrolytically coated with copper. The electrodes hanged
on the middle frame are made from cupper blocks for good heat
conductance and manually movable so that we can adjust input
and output velocity of the ions to be accelerated.
The adjustment of the electrodes configuration is first
made with a one-third model, by which we can measure the fre¬
quency as well as the voltage distribution between the electrodes.
The shunt impedance and 0 values may also be so measured. The
fact that we cannot change input and output B electronically is
a price of the present structure which we have to pay for the
extreme economy of the power. At present we are planning a system
to change the electrode configuration without breaking vacuum
in a fairly large range of input and output 8.
The present power amplifier is designed to give 50 kW in
the range of 50 MHz to 100 MHz. We thinkt that this requirement

was really not necessary. We operate the SChweIN now around
75 to 80 MHZ. It is my feeling that the operation gets easier
if one rather takes a fixed frequency and gives flexibility
by other means.
The vacuum was made by a turbomolecular and a cryopump
—8
-7
and goes down to 10

torr and during operation down to 10

torr.

The good vacuum turned out to be good for everything. Especially
it was found that the Xray background from the tank becomes
higher when the vacuum becomes worse.
The beam from the tandem is once more stripped (in case of 100 MeV
40

Ca to 16, 130 MeV

5

Ni 21) and is bunched by a small buncher

about 14m before SchweIN, which increase the beam intensity con¬
siderably. There is no focussing element in the tank possible
because the tandem beam is already very stiff and the tank is
short. There are, however, quadrupole lenses before and after
the tank, which gives satisfactory focussing. The beam goes
further through a pair of 90 degree magnet, between which sits a
quadrupole lense. This system acts as a achrometer. The target
is in a lead

covered house which protects detecotrs from a

strong Xray background fromt the tank.
The beam current obtains for

°Ca and

Ni was about 1

particle nA, which was enough to carry out the standard

Y~ spec-

troscopy. (second part of this lecture). The linit of the beam
comes from the life time of the stripper foils.
The system works now quite stable and after putting it in
operation one does not have to touch anything. Recently we
got a new anode power supply going up to 200 kW. We hope to
upgrade the SchweIN to 6^7 MeV in the near future.
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•II.

The (HI,yp) Reaction
As a continuation of the in beam y ray work, which has

been going on in our group, we have taken again the in beam
y~work by using our new postaccelerated heavy ions,
and

Ca,

Ni

Ni. If we shoot such heavy ions on proton-rich targets,

whose barrier is already surpassable, we can come to a very
neutron-excesB nuclei in high angular momentum, but rather low
4O
excitation energy. For exmaple, if 160 HeV
Ca is shot on
58
Ni the excitation energy becomes 68 MeV, but with 230 HeV
Ni on
152

Mo the excitation energy of the compound

nucleus

Yb (far from the stability line) is only 39 MeV. Such com¬
pound nuclei emit mainly only protons. In

the latter case 2p

or 3p. The small number of emitted particles make the spectroscopy easy. Also, even after emission of 2 protons, the excess
of proton is such that the ground state is not yet known, i.e.
we can do spectroscopy in regions which is otherwise totally
unreachable. For the assignment of V r a y s the study of short¬
lived activity helps us considerably. The excitation function
ahould help us the assignment, but so far we depend mainly
on the cross bombardment for assignments.
A great disadvantage of those very heavy projectile is
a) the very large Doppler shift and b) even with

Ni, which

is rather spherical, the large Coulomb excitation.
The large Doppler shift may be corrected in certain cases, but
it would be simpler if we could successfully study cases where
isoroers, like Yrast traps sharpens the lines.
Mainly because of this reason and partly because of con¬
venient target-beam combination we have chosen half magic nu¬
clei as study object, where isomers are expected. The Ni-beam
was relatively easy and leads to favourable cases. Ca beam was
not so easy but again a good combination and good proton excess.
Both give relatively small Coulomb excitation.
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As spectroscopical means, we have used already singles
(O°,9O°) aniśotropy measurement, Y- V-tirae coincidence, plunger
measurements for very short half-lives multiscaler
measurements
for short-lived gamma emitters. The targets were all several
hundred ug enriched target with ° Pb stoppers to avoid the
Coulomb excitation.
Three regions have been investigated:
a) proton-rich N«50 nuclei
b) neutron deficient Z«50 nuclei
c) proton-rich N»82 nuclei
a) 160 MeV 4 0 Ca on

58

Ni and 5 4 P e
94
The most elaborate Yrast level scheme of
Ru has been made
Ni,

60

Ni,

64

Zn,

by Nolte et al. as shown in fig. 5
of
K U is shown in fig. 6
b) Nolte shows also decay scheme of
in fig. J

64

. Also partial decay scheme

Sn and

Sn as shown

.

c) The levels in

Er has been now worked out. Several new

activities are being found in this region. After raising the
152
^fl
Q4
energy

Yb should be studied by

expected that 2p channel populate

Ni on

Ru. There it is

Yb most strongly.

RBHBRENCB
E. Holt* at al., Knol. In«tr. and Math. Jj8, 311 /1979/
Figures ara trom priv. OOHB. froa X. Nolta
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TABLE 1
Energies of tanden and poataooelerated. beams.

¥

MeV
2

P ^T'^P
MeV

^eff
MeV

^T ^ T * 2
MeV

¥

p *lr+2,*lp+2 ^^j»f
MeV
MV

S

125

192

4,8

150

225

4,7

°Ca

138

220

4,9

163

253

4,8

8

Ni

138

247

5,2

163

285

5,1

Br

150

282

5,5

175

319

5,3

9

TABLE U
Energies of beaas baln^ us*d now

°Ca
8

Ni

VT MeV

E i MeV

E o MeV

9

100

160

11,2

130

230

11,6
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240

¥

Coul
MeV
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Interacting Boson Model and Its Application
to Orthonormal Solution of the Five Dimensional
Spherical Hazmonic Oscillator
S. Szpikowski and A. Góźdf
Institute of Physics
H. Curie-Ski odowska University,
Noifotki 10, 20-031 Lublin, Poland

The present nuclear theory 1B based on the two fundamental
assumptions:
( i ) A nucleus i s a system with protons and neutrons only
(ii) A nucleus can be described in terms of nucleon-nucleon
interaction.
The first assumption i s of obvious approximate nature,
We do not know precisely in which nuclear problem i t i s
essential to consider an elementary particle level or even
more - a subelementary level of quarks.
An approximation of the second assumption follows the
first one: talcing a nucleon-nucleon interaction we believe
that an elementary or a subelementary level is averaged in
that interaction. However, well known difficulty to construct
explicitely an operator for a nucleon-nucleon interaction i s
probably caused by an influence of an elementary level. But
what's more, a methodological eriticizm against the interaction
picture i s also expressed. To confirm this I can quote

:

"Physicists have learned that certain questions cannot be
asked not because the level of our knowledge does not permit
us to find the answer, but because such an answer is not stored
in nature. I think that the future theory will reject the
examination of the process of interaction between particles.
It will show that in this process there are no exactly
definable characteristics even in terns'of quantum mechanical,
precision. Description of the process of interaction is an
illusion just as classical trajectories turned out to be
illussion". These are the words of Lew Landau, Russian famous
physicist and Nobel Prize Winner, However, none positive program
has been created to substitute for an interaction notion.
Let's suppose then, that we have constructed the Hamiltonian
in terms of many nudeon degrees of freedom and of nudeon-nucleon interaction

where a t
and d: are creation and destruction nucleon
operators. To solve the Schrodinger equation

we should choose any complete set of one-particle state-vectors,
say | jm \ /mx y
-vectors of

. and form completely antisymmetrized state-

Tl -nucleon configuration

; '"•f

where
1\

1*8
The arising technical problem is that even for a small number
of nucieons, and for a rery restricted

j -space, the number

of n -particle state-vectors is tremendous and includes
thousads of members. Ho* to truncate the basis or how to
diminish the number of freedom - degrees to a managable size that i8 the question.
The

most

developed

2

answer was given

5

by A . Bohr ' and A. Bohr, B. Itottelson * collective model
of nuclei. Instead of many one-particle degrees of freedom
there were chosen a few collective degrees of a rotational
and vibrational motion of a nucleus as a whole. Recently the
great effort was put in a microscopical interpretation of col¬
lective degrees of freedom by microscopical evaluation of the
collective observables* The model is based on geometrical
macroscopical notions. Quantisation rules applied to the model
give, among others, the phonons of a given energy and an
angular momentum number.
Second

answer

was provided by symmetry

consideration imposed on unknown nuclear interactions.
Symmetry conditions influence a nucleon configuration in nuclei
or, in other words, many particle state vectors. General as
well as specific, for each case, symmetry discussion helps to
choose only a certain kind of symmetry for description of low
energy nuclear properties. In such way, the number of many-body
microscopical states is much diminished without or almost
without losing

any part of the physical background.

There is also a quite recent

third

answer

which has taken the notion of collective bosons from the fir--

1*9
and a symmetry method from the second procedure. The answer is
call 3d the Interacting Boson Model mostly due to k. Arima and
P. lachello

4 7

" ^.

That soheaatle dlTision is not, of course, a complete one.
It merely shows the parentage of IBM model to the other methods.
The IBM bosons are still waiting for their microscopical
interpretation. But results of a group theory method applied
to a boson system do not depend on their microscopical inter¬
pretation* She results do depend on the symmetry conditions
imposed on a boson system. Hence, we may consider different
physical problems as well old as new ones in a boson picture
if we make proper assumptions of a boson-interpretation and
of a boson-syumetry.
Te show, in what follows, the example of an application
2-1)

of boson consideration to Bohr-Motteleon

J

' old problem of

collective motion of nuclei.
2.

We briefly sketch the Bohr collectire model of nuclei
in this part which will be needed for our purpose.
Ye start with the Ramiltooian

in the system with the aass and potential parameters B * C " )
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and in the ft units, ot u and » u

are generalized dynymical

variables of coordinates and momenta fulfiling the relations

ex* - H ) V t t « o C M

(5)

We can also present the Hamiltonian (4) in a boson picture

H•s

a; J"* \

where

(9)
The dynamical conjugate variables CC^ , ft ^ and spherical
tt

bosons operators d

•

, dM

^
where

fulfill the comutation relations

-ii

OH i s an usual Kronecker's

(11)
6 . Hence, the eigenvalue

problem
HV«EY
has an evident energy solution

(12)

15J

where N

1 B a number of bosons. Solution of (12) in its

eigenfunctions is much more difficult and bas been solved
satisfactorily only recently. At first the system must be
transformed to body fixed principal axis with the new
coordinates

where

a-t ' a Ł i fir ]2> *m y
a e * p cos y
The Hamiltonian (4) is then

l J ^ J ^ J ]

(.6)

where

(17)
and

L^

are the components of the angular momentum operators

in internal coordinates. The Schrodinger equation with the
Hamiltonian (16) was then separated into ji and

Y-parts.

The ft-equation gi-es as a solution the associated Laguerre
functions which we write in the normalization adopted in '
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Ca)
whe

are Laguerre polynomials and T ia a boaon seniority number.
The general shape of •igenfunctiona in ( R , T , £ ) coordinates
ia also known

where %

is an additional quantum number to specify the solu¬

tions fully. The symmetry conditions Imposed on the function
are followed by the relations
j —

K odd
(21)

• for ł( even

Hence

K tvtu

122)
There remains to find th- functions

Q._,„(r)

and that

occurs to be a problem. Recently at least four big papers
devoted to that problem have appeared. But even thert,
presented complete

solution of the

v -dependence

the
i.e.
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flvxLK C T )

func-tions

»

d i d ao fc

'

the functions ^vNxLM (P £ ^ )

provide the orthogonality for
* I n this sense the problem was

still open for further considerations.

At first we would like to mention that the solution of
the Bohr collective Hamiltonian we present once more is a by-product of our work on IBK.
We start with d 4 w

a

dm

boson creation operators which

interpretation is given by (8). Five one-boson states,
span the basis for the vector irreducible representation of the
group 5U (5) .We can follow, to some extent, the fermion case
of 1*2, and consider the symmetry of a

N boson system according

to the group-chain
$U(S)=> 0(5)=>0(»
where the quantum numbers N » v

(23)

, and I- denote the irreducible

symmetric representation of the chain (2?). But it is much more
convenient to adopt the quasi-spin method known for .he fezmion
case '

, and instead of (23) we can take eqnivalently

0(5) x 50(1,1)3 0(3)
where

30(1,1)

is a non-compact quasi-spin group for a boson

system. Quantum numbers associated with each of the chains (25),
(24) are used to factorise the state-vectors of a N -boson con¬
figuration fully. Hence, the state-vectors are

|vNxLM>
where the number x
triplets (cTcTcL*)
L«0

125)

is taken as a maximum number of the boson
coupled to the total angular momentum

, which appear in the state (25). It means that the

state (25) comprises linear combination of components with
a different number of boson triplets.
The construction of the boson-vectors( 25) hae already been
done '

, and the result is

vN*LM)-S Ka'.-nJVVV)

with the transformation coefficients

<<n.t'>.«^'",'"t l v N l t L M ) o

given by the analytical formulae (21), (22), (17). and (27)
of ; . The state-vectors (26) form an orthonormal basis
and orthonoxmality is this required property. The vectors (26)
of a given symmetry according to the chain (24) are also the
eigenvectors of the Bohr Eamiltonlan (16) belonging to the
eigenvalue N+-§- . However, the farther problem is how to
transform those vectors to the J3,Jf,ffi coordinates. The
straightforward way with the help of the relation 18) is simple
in principle but not possible in practice.
We then made use of the very powerful Dragt's theorem * « n / V ;
If the state vector P(d*)lO^ , where P ( d + ) is a boson polynomial,
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i s a vector of a given seniority v * N , then the relevant
eigenfunction i s

(27)

where P{*\) i s of the ssjne shape as the polynomial P(d*)
but with the coordinates of a five-dimensional haxmonic
oscillator.
The theorem also holds for spherical bosons and
Application of the theorem to the vector (26) for v *%
gives the relevant function in the coordinates c£«. • Hence;

t-ł
We have slightly changed the numerical factor in 128) M
adopt the same normalization as in

'

fo mat i on to the coordinates ( f i T 2 )

. The further
has the standard dfccre
125)

where now

^

cos

T56

and

Comparison of the remits obtained in (30) and (31) with the
standard shape of eigenfunctions (22)and ti8)forv«N

gives

the ¥-dependence of the eigenfunction (22)

X

( if (
The summation i s restricted essentially to ft e
v

(52)
only because

'Vfl«Mt

(33)

Te have completed the construction of the orthonornal eigen¬
functions of the Bohr collective Haailtonian in the internal
coordinates (J5 f fi) • Ihey are given by the known fornala (22)
and (18) with the

^-dependence obtained in (32)

.

The orthonornal and complete solution in the coordinates
(fty^foxaa a rery useful base for i t s applications to different
probleaB of nuclear eolleetiTe motion as for example to evaluation
of higher order corrections i s the potential energy V (Ji ,Y j . On
the other hand the orthonormal and complete solution in the boson
picture can be applied directly in different problems of the
Interacting Boson Model.
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SEARCH FOR FOUR-NUCLEON CORREUTION IN " S i ' 7
J. CSEH

i
i
A group of 0* states in 2*Si near 13 MeV are reported. The
fact that they are seen only in or* scatter! ng measurements is
considered as an Indication of the strong four-nucleon corre¬
lation in these states, L - j j l O t l

In the energy region where the Coulomb penetrability is
not too low and the level density is not too high the elastic
scattering of a particles is known as a useful tool in
searching for four-nucleon correlation in nuclei. This gave
the inspiration for the work presented in this paper.
The a elastic scattering experiments on 2 *Mg target were
performed with the beam of the 5 MeV Van de Graaff generator
of ATOMKI. The differential cross sections measured at four
backward angles were analysed with the one- and two-level
formulae of the R-matrix theory [1]. There were three levels
in the excitation functions with J* = 0+ below E ^ 6 = <4.3 MeV
[2], Table 1 shows the resonance parameters.
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The analysis of the data between "ł.3 and 5 MeV is in
progress. No other resonances of this spin and parity were
found in earlier work either [3],
Table 1. The parameters of the 0+ resonances

Ea(MeV)

Ex(MeV)

r(keV) l y r

3 .496
3 .565

12.982
13.0H1

l.t+0. 2
3.2*0. 3

1 .0-0.1
1 .0-0.09

3 .792

13.235

3.0+0. 3

0 <9/

„-•0.03
-0.1

23
•»<•

23

The 0+ states were not detected in the (p,p), (p,y) and
(p,o) reactions [t,5,6], although channel effects do not ex¬
clude their appearance in proton reactions, where t= 2 is
needed to populate the. 0+ levels. In this partial wave the
penetrability is not too low, which is shown by the facts that
(i) resonances were found at and below this energy region with
I Aft
*= 2 [6,7] and (ii) the £= 2 penetrab.ility at E„ = 1.5 MeV
P
LAR
(Ex= 13 MeV) is the same as that for t=* 1 at about E^ = 1.1 MeV
and really, resonances of considerable strengths were detected
at lower energies [7]. In agreement with what was found in
the p channel, the a partial width is equal (within error) to
the total width in each case. The sum of the reduced widths
amounts to about 20 percent of the Wigner limit.
These facts bring us to the conclusion that the reason why
the 0* resonances prefer the o channel to the p channel is the
structure of these states; they are characterized by a strong
correlation of the four nucleons to be emitted. If a simple
excitation of this kind exists, as we suppose, then it is
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probably fragmented because of the coupling to the background
states. So, the number of states that really can be found in
a reaction depends largely on the level density of the
background states. The formula of Gilbert and Cameron [8]
predicts a density of 7/MeV of J = 0 states, which may give
the explonation for the small number of fragments.
The centre of gravity, 13.08 MeV, of these 0 + states
Ifig. 1) coincides remarkably with the A E ^ ' g j - 1
= 13.U3 MeV
two-quartet intrashell excitation predicted by Satpathy, Schmid
and Faessler [9]. This coincidence is not an evidence of
course, for the identity of the two-quartet excitation with
the states found by the experiment. To answer the question
whether they correspond to each other or not 'Be transfer
measurements on the one hand and widths extracted from the
model on the other hand would be needed.
To sum up, the experiments performed show the existence of
a simple excitation in 2 *Si with strong four-nucleon corre¬
lation, although do not give further information about its
detailed structure.

The inspiration and kind help of Drs. E. Koltay,
E. Somorjai, and L. Vegh in this work are gratefully ac¬
knowledged.
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THE D3SCRIPTI0U OF THE ONE-PHONON STATES
OVER THE YRAST-LINE fflTH THE STRENGTH
FUNCTION METHOD

Dubra, 1980

•Abstract

«'j i //.;
ovtir

The evolution of the quadrupoie cr.e-ph.onor. statesT^the yrart
line has been studied within the strength function method. The
strength function of the reduced probability of the electric
quadrupole transitions in the vicinity of the yrast line has been
calculated for

1 = 0 - S"Ot

in the nucleus

i68

Yb. ,u> ..*... j

In the last years the interest in the evolution of onephonon nuclear states with increasing angular momentum has .
arisen' '•". However, the solution of the RPA equation of the
microscopic theory of rotation even for very small values of the
spin, is related to many difficulties of calculation. For instan¬
ce, these are:
1. The phonoc vacuum is now the yrast-line and we need a
good description of these rotational states.
2. The equation of the average field includes nor? a srankinj
term.
3. With increasing of the rotation the energy pairing gap
decreases and then increases the density of low-lying two—quasiparticle poles.
4. For

I - O

for the case when

the nucleus has axial symmetry, wherees
1 + 0

states with different
5. When

X^O

lO*

this symmetry may disappear and the
are mixturing between them.

the secular equations for the energies

of one-phonon states over the yrast-line turn out to be much
more complicated. These dificulties

are probably removed by the

strength function method, which is successfully applied for
analyzing the structure of complex nuclear spectra with inter¬
mediate and high excitation energies'

. In this seminar we will

•employ the strength function method to study the one-phonon
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excited states in rotating nucleus./The Hamiltonian includes the
quadrupole-quadrupole and pairing forces

as the residual inter¬

action. The symmetry properties of the wave function with respect
to the rotation with the angle *if around the

X

axis, allow us

to classify the phonons with the quantum number of signature 6*

where

Og-

is the phonon creation operator and

€"*±x

. The

secular equation for the excitation energy of positive signature
phonons in a rotating nucleuB has the form'

TU*
(2)

The energies of the negative signature phonons satisfy the equa
tions

X^^K.I

2_
(3)

When

T-0

these equations have a block-diagonal form. Each block

corresponds to the excitation with certain quantum number 0*±*,2

m e matrix elements <&, *%', « 4 &\ ^.v ,

fl*?

•are

the

coefficients of the expansion of certain combinations of the compo¬
nents of the quadrupole tensor over the boson operators' ' .
Let us now explain the main assumption of the strength func¬
tion method* The strength function of a physical obsermole
is defined in the following way

whore

Suppose that we can write 01^,7 in the form

(5)
where

F(w)-0

is the secular equation for the. eanergi-es

excited states*
If

'2'/P(2.) , as a function of the complex variable has

no singularity, except for the simple poles corresponding za -he
zeros of

F(2) , and if

then, by employing the Cauchi theorea it is possible to obtain the
following expression for the strength function
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KAM=

TT * -

the last formulae allow us to perform the calculation of the
strength function without finding the solution

of the secular equa¬

tion..
The possibility of employing the strength function under the
condition (5) has been shown for any stationary problem in the
article

. In that work the wave function has been expanded over

some basis |K>

The coefficient

C

> coming from the normalization condition has

the fora

where

P(w)=.o

gives the energies of the system. So, every

physical quantity proportional to

C

may be rewritten in the

form (5). It is not difficult to show that in the RPA, as a parti¬
cular case, we can separate a factor like

C

, what allows us to

employ the strength function method. Now we present the results of
the calculation of the strength function of the reduced probability
of electrical quadrupole transitions from the RPA one-phonon states
to the vacuum (yrast-line)

(7)
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where t

is the change of the angular momentum for the transi¬

tion and the coefficients

AK

characterize the weight of the one-

phonon wave function components with different values of
k zO fi | JL

/ /. ihe numerical calculation has been perfonn168
ed for the nucleus
Yb. The properties of the average field are
described with the Nilsson Hamiltonian including monopole pairing
forces and cranking term,
Wa have employed the standard parameters for the single-part¬
icle potential (for A«165^6') with
( (r-» 0 3 » 2 ± ? , 4 ^ ^ ) A

MW)

pairing forces
an<1 axial and nonaxial quadrupole

deformation* In the calculation we have included all proton and
neutron shells with

Hi 7. The summation in the Hartree-Foek-

Bogolubov equations has been performed over the

£ /|S"2(W)lowest

quasiparticle states. The energy contribution of the Coulomb inter¬
action has been taken into account* Por more

details, see paper ^.

The Pigs. 1,2 show the strength function curves ( £ b(E^,T))
of the reduced probability of the electric quadrupole transitions
from the low-lying one-phonon states with positive signature to the
yrast line, performed for

T* O -5V%

. The energy is related to

the yrast line. The effective charges

6 h »0.15,

Cp «1.15

have been determined so as to obtain the experimental values of
/7/

the fc(E2,0*JS + 2 1 ) * S",JlSp.U.
quedrupole interaction parameter

oc

. The quadrapole-

has been determined from
lal

condition of spurious states elimination'
The positions of the

Y- and

.

|&-vibrational states for

are in good agreement with experiment provided that the one-phonor.
states are described using

one interaction constant only* Table *

1S8

presents the experimental and our energy values of

y - and fi-

vibrational states. It is seen from this table that the general
tendency of the theoretical

c- and

£> -

state energies to

decrease is close the experimental one.
The energy average parameter

A

in expression (6) for the

strength function has been chosen sufficiently small ( A

«50KeV)

in order to be able to trace the evolution of the more collective
states with increasing angular momentum.
In Pigs. 1,2 we can observe the evolution of the
vibratior.al states until

1= 4Z"ti . '.'/hen

I

y-and fi~

increases the collect¬

ivity of these states decreases and the Coriolis interaction mixes
the states with different

K

, thus leading to complementary

difficulties for the identification of

y-

and

|3- vibrations.

The loss of collectivity of the one-phonon states over the yrast
line is caused by the disappearing pairing forces. The neutron
pairing forces are very small at

X«io1? , whereas the proton

ones at I <t 4S~%.
Table 2 shows the coefficients

AK

(see expression (7)) for

the more collective positive signature states. The Coriolis inter¬
action, as a rule, leads to the mixture of two
+

in the collective states: 0 with 1
case of strong rotation

+

K

+

-components

+

or 1 with 2 . Only in the

( IflsS'OX )

we can observe essential

contribution of three different components in the structure of the
one-phonon states. The contribution to

&(Ea,T)

from different

components of the wave function is to a great extent determined by
the geometrical factors in formula (7). In the limit
have

X > > 1 , we

Prom these values v»e see that the components with
the

T "+2 transitions (they are 6 times stronger than the T»0

transitions). The 1 + components favour

T *>2 transitions. The (J+

components give the transitions with any
show the spectrum and collectivity of
the

K 3 * favour

0* «-1 states are degenerated with
The evolution of the first

seen until

T »0,±2. Figs.3,4

CT »-1 states. For X=-<D
€^»+1 states*

i"*^*»-l

state is clearly

I=$01l • Its collectivity decreases slower than tihe

collectivity of the

y-v^brational state.

In our theoretical scheme among the solutions of equation
(3), there is a spurious state with energy

%Sl . (In Fics.3i.4

above these solutions we have placed the values of "fcA. ).
•iCQ

So, we see by the example of

Yb, that the strength func¬

tion method may be very useful for the study of the complex spec¬
tra of the one-phonon states over the yrast line. This method
allows us, without much computer time, to observe the evolution cf
collective low-lying states in a wide region of the angular mo¬
mentum.
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1-72

Fig. 1. Reduced probability of electric quadrupole transition
strength function from one-phonon
function of the angular monentus.
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1*16

Fig* 3* Reduced probability of electric quadrupole transition
strength function from one-phonon
function of the angular momentum*
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TABŁS 1
Experimental and theoretical energy values of t- and
-bands with respect to the yrast line*
W 4 k«T

I
OttlOOl.

0

-

z

•xp.

c«loal.

•xp.

-

t2<lO

1156

896

1290

11*6

k

830

884

1215

1105

6

790

860

1210

1035
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TABLE 2
The square of
o"% d

A * for the more collective s t a t e s

?/ith

in SP/Mev u n i t s .

1

*»V

4

*?

A*
*2:

5

790

0.03

1.3

73.03

1010

0.0

3.7

2.77

1210

14.1

0.3

0.00

710

0.3

2.09

25.2^

1130

0.0

7.0

1.122

1230

2.7

6.0

0.5

&4O

1.12

16.0

21.2

1010

0.9

10.5

1.5

1200

2.7

2.0

0.5

390

0.0

16.0

0.0

1150

0.03

12.28

0.O2

1540

0.0

19.6

360

0.0

9.04

0.08

640

2.0

3-52

4.48

740

4.16

8.36

1.6

1460

0.03

6.8

11.84

12

16

30

50

16.0
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1. Introduction
At present, the unique way of extending the periodic table of elements, where
ataaic physics can b* pursued, lies in heavy ion collision*. By now it is wellknown, and generally accepted that during slow tin terns of the K-shell electron
velocity) collisions of heavy atom* a guasiaoiacule is formed and finally, at
closest approach, a quatntoa. He have learnt that tins becomes the closer to
the truth the heavier tne ions are. But let us first review the novel aspects
being promised by this new, the superheaw, area of atoaic physics (see Fig. 1).
Its boundary is set, on the low-2 side, by the heaviest accessible stable
eton*, i.e. 1—100. The upper boundary is given by the heaviest available com¬
bination of projectile and target, presently 0 and Cm, i.e. around 1-190. In
this re?ion three interesting and unparalled things occur successively : (I) at
t»13? the Oirac equation stops to have stable s- and p^ ,,-wave solutions for a
point nucleus. This is cured by the finitcaass of the nucleus but it means that
the wavefunctlons of s- and p,,,-w»v« electrons become extremely sensitive to
the nuclear £:t», or m the case of two approaching ions, to the separaticr,
between the two nuclei. (II) at 1-150 the K-shell electrons have lost all their
reat energy due to strong binding in the Coulomb potential. He enter the truly
rolatlvistlc region where relatlvlstic effects are no longer a snail perturba¬
tion, but dominate the behavior of the Inner-shell electrons. (Ill) at 2-173
the binding energy reaches the threshold where spontaneous pair production be¬
comes possible. Here, at last, we witness a change of the ground state of quarttun electrodynamics to become the charged vacuum . Thia event Is signalled by
the emission of positrons with a substantial cross section. (For recent reviews
on the theory of supercritical fields see Refs. 5,6).
These effects are interesting enough by themselves, because they extend
considerably the phenomena that can be studied in atonic physics. They are,
however, even more interesting as they form a unique testing ground for our
ideas about the nature of strong fields, and it may well be that the methods
developed to understani the physics of sucerheavy atoms will help us to under¬
stand the phy«*c* of elementary particles at high energy.
In the following article we will first discuss the theorotig.l tjcicrjBt'""
of electronic excitations in Heavy Ion Collisions using the adiabatlc picture^.
Then the formalism is extended to include supercritical collisions where the
Is level enters the lower continuum. In the next two sections numerical results
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on the creation of inner shall vacancies, 6-electrons and positrons ir. various
eolliaion systems are discussed*. Section 6 deals with the influence o: tine
delayed nuclear reactions on electronic excitation processes and with the sugges¬
tion to use {-electrons »s an "atonic CIOCK*. Finally, section 7 is concerned
with the aore theoretical subject of point.ike particles with charge Zo>1.
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Figure 1:

Schematic view of novel processes occurring
in superheavy icn-aton collisions.

2t—Electron Dynamics in a H M ^ Y T"n
To describe the production of inner-shell holes and the emission of positrons
and (-electrons it is essential to account for the strong Couloab force experi¬
enced by the electron-pcsitron field in tne vicinity of the colliding nuclei.
Since the adiabatic criterion is satisfied for the notion of inner-shell elec¬
trons, it is most natural to adopt the quasi-molecular picture. Thus we start
from the complete set of solutions of the stationary Two Centre Dirac eouatlon' 0 " 12

We will not treat noncharacteristic X-ray production which gives a
direct signature of the forsied quasiraolecule. In particular, the anist,tropy
of quasimolecular X-rays can be employed for a spectroscopy of the confined
atomic system. This was systematically investigated by KSlfli's group" vho
succeeded in determining L- and M- shell transition energies up to clement 134.
The first mcasureaents of suoerheavv systems were nerfornod by Kaun and collabq

orators . They also discovered a two-component structure of the X-ray continu¬
um which is attributed to transitions filling holes in the ls= and Ip Iz
levels.
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(1)
where

i-.i o runs ever the set of bour.d states and the upper and lower continuum. The
bib it fCT.cticn» c (fti depend paranetrically or. time via the changing lncernuciear distance R(t). The nuclear notion, therefore, will Induce transitions
betweer. thes» adiabatic states.
Ax an illustration Fig. 2 shews the adiabatic correlation diagram, I.e. the
dependence :t the energy c:.;cr.val'..es E (R) or. internuclcar distance for the very
heavy asyrarctrir ny»te» U-Cn. Ps.rticv,lariy łnportar.L is the very strong gain
In binding energy of the inner shell states at small values of R. The corre¬
sponding contraction of the quasimolecular wavefunctioni also Is reflected In
the increase of radial coupling matrix elements <c |!/JR[»,>.

30 50 PO 3X500130

Figure 2:

SB) Rlhni

Relativistic correlation diagram Cor the
C ;• Or. systss. Ei.-.iir.5 anargict for the
lowest e (solid linos) - and n-s»ates [dashed
lines) as function of two-center distance R.
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To treat the dynamic* of the collision and calculate the various possible
excitations one ha* to solve a problem with Infinitely M n y particles, since
according to Dirac's hole picture the negative contlnuun Is occupied with elec¬
trons. In addition various bound states nay be occupied depending on the charge
state ot the colliding ions. If one neglects the electron-electron Interaction
it turns out, however, that it i* sufficient to solve the one-electron problea
and to include the effect of the Pauli-prindple only afterwards 13 ' 14 ' 15 .
Let ns therefore look at the fate of a single electron which initially occu¬
pies the level » ± before the collision. The time development is deternlned by
the Mae^deptndent Pix«C

12)
with the initial conditionfait•*-<")•ftTo obtain the functions ^ (t) one expands in the adlabatic basit

with the phase
Inserting in (2) and using the orthonoraality of the basis functions, one ob¬
tains a set of coupled differential equations for the expansion parameters a^.
(4)
.The initial condition is i^l-*) - 4 ^ . Eq. (4i can be solved numerically after
the infinite set of basis states has been suitably truncated . The squared
amplitudes then give the probability that the electron is excited from state 1
to state f during the collision.
To discuss the aany-particle problea we note that the functions f,(t) torn
a complete orthonornal set at every instant t. Therefore the set ^ (t), al¬
ready containing the dynamical excitations, can be used as a basis for solving
the many-particle problem. To do this, one can expand the total wavefunction
in a basis of aany-clectron configurations which may be represented by Slater
determinants of the single particle basis functions ti- The amplitude for ex¬
citing a final configuration starting from a given Initial configuration, turns
out to be just the determinant of the corresponding single-particle amplitudes
More formally ono can use the language of quantum field theory to construct
a state, vector |*H> In the Heiscnbcrg picture, i.e. 3£/\)*&
(5)
Introducing an asynptotically defined Ferntl «urf»ce F the (tise-dependenli field
operator aay bo expanded as
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The so defined particle and hole operators b q , d q both annihilate the state
vector |»B>.
The "physical" particles and boles are described by the wave functions » q froa
Eq. (1). For the corresponding operators we will write fcq, %*, d q , d q .

These physical particle operators are related to the tlae-independent operators
(6) via the expansion coefficients a ^ fro» Eq. (3).
To calculate the number of particles (or holes) excited in a particular
level,. <jne simply takes the expectation value of the number operator ń «b„ b
(or n -3* d }. One rewrites the tilded operator in terns of the tiM-dependcnt
ones and uses the definition of the Belsenberg state to obtain:
the number of particles:

the nunber of holes:

<8b>

Thus, if one is interested only in the number of created particles (holes), it is
sufficient to calculate the single particle transition probabilities for the
various initially occupied (empty) states and to SUIT, them incoherently. If one
is interested in the nunber .of correlated particle - hole pairs one has to calcu¬
late the expectation value n •ft. This leads to

This formula should be applied to analyze experiments like those presently per¬
formed for coincidences between electrons and characteristic X-rays. Eq. (9)
holds also for particle - particle or hole-hole correlations if the si?n of the
second tern is inverted. If the calculation involves channels which are treated
incoherently, Eq. (9) has to be supplemented by incoherent terns to account for
random coincidences.
For positrons, one is priaarily interested in the probability to create a
positron'with energy E in a certain collision, this is NIE ) froa Ec. ( 6 _ ) .
The probability of a positron in coincidence with a high enercy electron can be
obtained froa Eq. ( 9 ) . The total cross section for the emission of electron-

positron pairs is obtained by integrating the squared pair amplitude over elec¬
tron and positron energy and over impact parameter, and by sunning over angular
momenta! :

where (2jŁ • l) denotes the multiplicity of the initial state.
At this point, one may ask whether the choice of the adiabatic basis «i(Rit:i
for the expansion of the fully time-dependent states 4^ was the best choice, or
whether one could have done better. It is clear that the adiabatic basis must be
good in a very slow collision, and that it should be replaced by a sudden (atom¬
ic) basis in an exceedingly fast collision. But what in between? This was stud¬
ied by J. Theis and two of the authors
and also by 0. Jakubassa . Theis et. ~
al. employed a varlational principle which selects that set of basis functions
which minimizes the excitatory couplings among the basis states over the whole
collision:

The f,(f) are. sigenstates of the model Hamilton i an h(f) • H_,_iR»f) and one seeks
the function fit) that gives the minimum. If f(t) closely follows the true
internuclear distance R(t), than the adiabatlc basis may be called good.
The calculations of ref. 1* showed that this is indeed the case. The devia¬
tion of the optimal basis from the adlabatlc one for the iso-lcvei. in Pb-Pb
collisions does not exceeds 1 fit in the nuclear separation parareter. A wore ci
caution is in order: this does not mean that the collision is fully adiabatic!
The calculation shows also that the 1sc electron has a chance cf 20 percent to
be excited into a higher level during this collision. As a consequence, first
order perturbation theory is not valid and multi-step processes ire of oreat
importance for a quantitative understanding of the ior.ization probabilities.
3. Dynamical Treataent of Supercritical Collisions
Thc^forg"1*1^"" nT ""T th»ory of positron production in heavy ton collisions
presented before, is applicable only in undercritical collisions where no bound
states have joined the lower continuum. In the supercritical situation one. or
several, of the bound states has disappeared from the discrete spectrum \-^>.
Its wave function is smeared out in the continuum |», > as a Breit-Wiancr reso¬
nance with a certain width!*. Indicating the possibility of a spontaneous decay.
Me want to find a dynamical description of the excitations in the presence
of the "diving" level which is a smooth extension of the treatment of undercrit¬
ical collisions . To achieve this, we observe that the resonance wave iur.ction.
i.e. the continuum solution !<r
*» closely resenbio* a noraal bour.d state ex¬
cept for an oscillatory tall of small amplitude indicating the occurrence of
tunneling through the particle - antiparticlc gap between E-V<r>»n and L-V(r>-».
Therefore it nay be possible to construct a "reasonable" bound state I;,* cv
cutting off -£_ > at a carefully chosen distance r » r and ncrnuliilna the
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truncated wave function.
The problen then is to construct a new continuum ]Ttg > which Is orthogonal
to tht resonance state |iR> and complete.
Such a problem has been treated in the context of nuclear physics by pro¬
jection operator techniques^8'18 . In this language we originally (i.e. after
diving) have an operator projecting onto the set of free positron states

and the compltmant

a

<10b)

.' f '&><&'

where 1» > Includes all bound states |»> (but not the one that has dived) and
the upper continuum |»E >.
Our objective is to remove the resonance contained in |fc > froa P-«p»ce
and to transfer it into O-spacei

Here and In the following derivations we make the Important assumption that
|»R> is orthogonal to all states |»a>. Except for this property the choice of
!•„> is arbitrary and must be made on physical, not mathematical, grounds.
We now define the modified continuum |~, > by the eigenvalue equation of
the projected Hamlltonlan PHP:

I

(12)

Using Eqs. (11) and the orthogonality requirements, this equation can be re¬
written as
.A

...... ...

.

^ ^

i.e. the modified continuum satisfies the original Dlrac equation with an addi¬
tional lnhomogencous term proportional to f*R». Due to its special form (It
has a degenerate kernel) the intogro-dlffcrential equation (13) can be solved
by direct Integration. The new basis set |», >, !?„>, \*n*> l"j. * can b* used
to expand the tiae-dependent wave-function (3). Me obtain the usual set of dif¬
ferential equations with one additional coupling between the resonance state and
the modified continuum:
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(14)
The second term can be understood to describe a spontaneous transition with the
decay width

"

'"

""

(15)

Apart from the spontaneous decay also induced transitions are present and the
theory allows, in principle, a separate investigation of these processes. Ex¬
tensive coupled channel calculations using matrix elements obtained in the for- malisit sketched above have recently been carried out. He will demonstrate the
main results in section S.
4. numerical Results onjlonUatlóńyand Delta Electron Emission
Me start with a discussion of the theoretical results for electron excitation and
Ł comparison with existing experimental data.
The purely electronic effects ara important by themselves, because It has
been proposed20 that they could be utilized for a spectroscopy of the interme¬
diate quaslmolecular states (asp. the lonizatlon probability K b ) and the delta
electron spectrum). They are also important as an Ingredient in the calculation
of positron creation which will be discussed In the next chapter.
Although the general predictions of perturbation theory
have been found
to be in good agreement with recent experiments
on X-shell excitation,
there remained an unexplained discrepancy in absolute magnitude: experimental
data lay above theory by a factor of 3-S.
To obtain quantitative agreement it is important to go beyond perturbation
theory. He demonstrate the importance of multi-step processes, where an elec¬
tron is excited via various intermediate states, *y full coupled channel solu¬
tions of Eq. (4) . For practical use the basis must be.restricted to a finite
and not too large set. In particular the continuum must be discretized into_
finite segments. This is most simply achieved by replacing the integral
by a finite sum £4E, f(E^). Numerical calculations arc feasible down to
4E-5O keV at low kinetic electron energies. The upper energy limit for states
to be included is determined by the Fourier spectrum of the collision and by the
energy dependence of the coupling matrix elements.
The coupling matrix elements were obtained in monopole approximation which
was proven to be remarkably good in heavy collision systems for s,^ 2j 4 n d pl/2.>
states (angular momentum quantum numberK» * l ) . All radial matrix elements were
extrapolated to distances (t>200 fm by a power law and cut off saoothly with a
Gaussian factor at R>1SOO fa to simulate the effect of translation factors. The
integration was performed along Rutherford trajectories up to R-3C0O fm using a
standard predictor-corrector Haeminq routine.
The most remarkable new result of the coupicd channel treatnent Is an in¬
crease of vacancy formation rates by up tc a factor of 5 due to icuiti-stcp exel*
tations, the effect being largest for very heavy systems.
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The number of created vacancies depends monotonically on the number of ini¬
tially occupied states. To obtain accurate results for vacancy formation (and
thus for positron production) the initial distribution of electrons (i.e. the
position of the Permi surface) oust be known. Electronic equilibrium excitations
which lead to an (e.g. teriperature-like) trnearlnc of the Penal surface nay be
easily included in the calculation. They only lead to additional occupation fac¬
tors in the suanatlon over initial boundary conditions.
Fig. 3a shows the impact parameter dependence of K-vacancy production for
Xe-Pb collisions at E/A-4.6 MeV/u calculate? in perturbation theory (dashed line)
and in the coupled channel approach (full line) far the (last occupied) Fermi
level F~3so. The multi-step excitation is seen te lead to an overall increase
of P(b). Also shown are recent experimental results obtained by two group* in
Darmstadt and Stanford2*1 . Theory is in remarkable agreement with these data
and also with aeasureaents in other systems like Xe-Ao.

'0
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Figure 3a:

60

80

1so ionization for Xe-Pb collisions at
4.6 HeV/u lab energy. Solid line: coupled
channel result assuming a Fermi level
above F»3so, dashed line: perturbation the-ory. Also shown are experimental results
of Greenberg ct. al. 2 * (circles) and Anholt
et. al.27(1979) (triangles).

For the recently measured2 very heavy system Pb-Cm U-,-1^ « 178), however, only
at the highest energy S.9>ieV/u there is reasonable agreement wit.i the K-vacancy
rate calculated in the coupled channel formalism using monopole approximation!
see fig. 3b. At lower bombarding energy the calculated values are too snail.
Furthermore there seems to be 3 systematically steeper increase at snail impact
parameters not predicted by theory. Fig. 3c t.i<en fron ref
shews this very
clearly usinc the scaling variable *O1O'*Q- :s /*„ " v 'iti! c n o distance of closest
approach Ro. Whether this deviation has tc do with additional
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Figure 3b:

1>o ioniiation proba¬
bility for Pb-Cm
colliiions »t .
S.9NeV/u lab ansryy.
Coraparad with axparimental data of Lie»cn
et. . ! . « '

Figure 3c:

Probability of 1»O hola production
varans the scaling variable " o ' o
taken from Liesen et. a ] . 2 8 '
Note the deviations at close col¬
lisions in the Pb-Cm system.

dynamical couplincs or is caused by anre fundamental effects is not yet under¬
stood. Some uncertainty is brought into the experimental data by the nuclear
conversion background subtraction and by the 2p-ts vacancy sharing process.
In order to obtain an unas&iguoui spectroacopy of the quasi-aolscular states,
it will be important to include the information that can be deduced from contin¬
uum electrons and quasi-nolecular X-rays. The enlsslon of delta-electrons is
particularly sensitive on the energy and the high conentum components of the
bound state Iron which the electrons originate. In perturbation theory, tha lascontribution can be written in the fora**
(16)

The strength function d(E,Z) depends slowly on E ana contains information on tins
wave-fu.netion, R o fb) is the distance of closest approach. Eq. (16) can be inte¬
grated over electron energies E, giving a similar scaling law for P(b). The fact,
that the excitation probabilities are chanced (almost! only in absolute magnitude
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by multi-step processes, gives good hope that similar scaling laws nay hold for
the results of coupled channel calculations. These scaling laws can be em¬
ployed to extract first information out of measurements like that shown in Fig. 4
(delta-electrons from Sn-Pb collisions in coincidence with Pb K-x-rays, from
Ref.29 ) , but in the long run more intricate methods will be devised. Fig. 4
shows good agreement with theory, which nay be taken as information on the quastatost 8" 132.

fe]

Pb-Sn
4.7 M#/u
cowled channel
cstaiiotion
Figure 4i

iff6

Delta electron spectrum in
Pb-Sn c o l l i s i o n s in coincidence
with Pb X-Xrays. Data from
Ref. 2 9
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Positron Creation
If the coupled equations (4) arc solved in perturbation theory, three different
mechanisms for positron creation can be distinguished: spontaneous pair crea¬
tion when the lso state is bound by more than 2mc , dynamically induced pair
creation involving deeply bound quasi-molecular states and direct creation of
continuum electron-positron pairs (the so-called 'shake-off of the vacuum polar¬
ization cloud*). M l these processes are of highly non-perturbative character
when they arc looked upon as being produced by multiple interactions with the
Coulomb field. This is supported by a very rapid increase with total nuclear
charge 2.
Calculations in the framework of perturbation theory have been presented
earlier 30,31,13_ They ware in rather good agreement with the experimental da¬
ta 32,33 especially concerning impact parameter and energy dependence. But also
absolute cross-sections were found to aqree with experiment, in contrast no
those for inner-shell ior.ii.ition. The question was, therefore, how the strongly
increased ionization amplitudes from coupled channel computations would influence
the positron creation probability.
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Tha main effect resulting fron the use of amplitudes which are solutions of
the coupled Eqs. (4) is an increase of pair production probability. It is less
pronounced, however, than in the case of X-hole production, never exceeding ».
factor of 2.
Fig. 5 shows the resulting positron spectra for four different systems with
total charge Z^+Zj-164, 174, 184, 190 at bombarding energy S.» McV/u. Here and
in the following figures |t|"1 levels have been included in nonopole approxima¬
tion and F is taken to lie above the 3*0 and 4Pi<j states. The last two systems
are supercritical. The emission probability for positrons as a function of the
minimum intornuelear distance RBin»a(l4l+<b/al')is shown in fig. 6. In the left
part the Fermi level F was chosen »» discussed above, the rlgbt part is valid
for collisions of two fully stripped nuclei. Her* excitation into the Iso level
is dominant and leads to a very strong Increase with charge Z.+Z,. Generally
one observes a steep increase with nuclear charge but there are no striking qua¬
litative differences between the shapes of the positron spectra or the impact
pa'rameter dependence for the various systems.

ISODE.'teVI
Figure S:

Coupled channel calculations of energy spectra
of positrons emitted in S.9 MeV/u collisions
of various systems.

To obtain these results, however, it has been essential to include the
"ipontaneous" coupling for collisisns where toe Iss state joins the lever continuura. If It is left out of the calculation the resulting positron spectrua
(Fig. 7) or inpact parameter dependence denoted by the dashed lines is strongly
altered. The "induced" radial coupling (first icra in Eq. i U H is reduced at
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Figure ft Probability for Positron mission In S.I MeV/u collisions as
a function of the distance of closest approach.
a) The lowest 3 si and pi states are assumed"to be occupied.
b) Collision of fully stripped nuclei. The Isi contribution
is dominant.
*
the saae tine as the spontaneous coupling (second tern) becomes Important. Both
contributions add up coherently and cannot be observed separately.
^,. Several experiments to detect QED positrons have been performed up to now
at GSI, Darmstadt 32 " 34 . Pig. B shows the calculated positron emission probabil¬
ity in Pb-Pb, Pb-U, and U-0 collisions at E u b /A»5.9 MeV in a specified positron
energy window as a function of scattering angle. The experiments dat«, obtained
with an orange-type e^spectrooeter, are taken tron Rcf. 34. Results from a sec¬
ond experiment ' using a solenoidal spectrometer, where positrons have been
measured at scattering angles 8iav,"3SO~55° f o r various bombarding energies, arc
presentend in Fie. 9 together with the theoretical calculation*. The background
due to pair conversion of nuclear T-rays has been subtracted in both eases.
Obviously, while there is sou* quantitative discrepancy with one of the e:.-peri•ents, the kinenatical dependence and - above all - the stronę dependence on
nuclear charge agrees with theoretical predictions. This is also true for the
recently measured positron energy spectrusi", sea fig. 10. • While the 'lijht'
system u-Pd shows only nuclear background positrons (thin line). the measured
spectr*' In U-Pb and U-U collisions are oyj-ialnod by tho sum of nuclor and pre¬
dicted CEO positrons (heavy lines). Th-. apparent deviation at high positron
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Figur* 7:

U-Cf
?i > 17 la

CIK'I

tnargy spectra 01 ««itt>d po»ltron».ln fupcrcrltlcal U-U
and D-Cf collisions, only th« <• -1 contributions have
bacn drawn. Black linasi Fuli coupled channel calcula¬
tions. Dastwd curvas: Th« spontaneous coupling has bten
•aUttco.

Figure 8» Positron emsslon probabilities for i systems in the *n"jul«r window
e ion c45°±io° as function of nlninal intcrnuclcar distance. Exp. data from Rcf. i*
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Positron •mission versus ion Figur* lot
scattering angl* in 5.9 MeV/u
collisions. Exp. dat* fro*
Kef. 33

Measured energy spectra of
positrons in three systems
coapared with theory. Thin
lines: background due to
pair conversion of nuclear
Y-lines. In the U-Pd sys¬
tem the QED-positron contri¬
bution is negligible. '

energy in the U-U system has to be investigated more closely.
/'
The discussed experiments uniquely demonstrate the production of pairs duź
to the tine dependent strong Coulomb field of colliding very heavy ions. Per¬
haps the only way to get a clear qualitative signature for spontaneous positron,
however, will be to go above the Coulomb barrier and select collisions with pro¬
longed nuclear contact time35 . The nuclear delay time T provides a. handle to
distinguish both types of coupling. For undercritical collisions an assumed time
delay T leads only to modulations of the spectra (see also the next section) duo
to interference effects as demonstrated in the coupled channel results (si con¬
tribution only) of Fig. 11 for the Pb-Pb system. In the case of supercritical
collisions, however, a delay T in the order of the decay timu of the resc.ianco
would generate a sharp and intense (several percent probability) positron line.
The onset of this effect aay be observed £or contact times of the order 1C~ sec
as demonstrated in Fig. 12 tor the U-U-syste» (coupled channel calculations in¬
cluding si and pi states, F»3). Whereas the observation of a sharp line would
require tfie forcation of a long-lived soperheavy compound nucleus, delay tiroes
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up to 10

see say be realistically expected in deep inelastic collisions.

Pb-Pb

Figure 11s

Positron spectra in the
Pb-Pb system assuming
nuclear tiae delay.
Coupled channel calcula¬
tion including only
si-states.

Figure I2i

Positron spectra for the
supercritical U-U systca
assualng various nueltar
time delays. Coupled
channel calculation Inclu¬
ding st- and pt-states.
For large tlaci t a line
due to spontaneous positron
production is appearing.

'5. Delta-Electron Eaisslon in Deep Inelastic Bo»vy ton Collisions
•

—2*

In the following section we calculate the influence of a reaction tine T > 1 0 " I
in deep inelastic Xa-Pb collisions on the energy spectrus of delta electron*
ejected in the sane collision. Me show that the life tlae of the superheavy com¬
posite systcB causes pronounced oscillations of width t • h/t In the electron
distribution, which survive the Inclusion of aultlstep excitations and the foldIng with a life tine distribution function. This effoct «ay serve as an atoaic
clock for deep inelastic collisions 36 ' 37 .
Deep inelastic heavy ion scattering3* has becoste one of the best-studied
phenomena' in nuclear heavy ion physics. The detail* of the reaction process
depend sensitively on the available reaction tie* T. The magnitude of this
tine, however, aust usually be determined by teal-eopirical. procedures ' •
which yield times in the rancc I O " 2 I S < T ; , I O ~ M S . A S the basic assumptions of the

various model* are not accessible to airecc experimental verification, it is ex¬
tremely difficult to discriminate bev-een the various proposed models. Iv
would, therefore, be of great interest to have an independent clock for the tine
scale in deep inelastic nuclear reactions.
The delta-electron distributionrca;-oe employed
for the analysis of elec¬
tronic binding energies and the t.x^.-i soa^ntua components of bound state wavefonctlons in the transient united atest4'. The spectrum has an exponential shape,
the steepness being a function of the combined nuclear charge 2 • !, * Jj and
the raininal distance of approach of the two nuclei. For a typical center-o£nass energy of 3 HeV/t., a minimal distance of 15 fm corresponds to a time-scale
of the order of 10~ s. Any modification of this ti«e structure due to nuclear
reactions will produce observable cnar.ges in tr.c lonliatior. process.
Tha simplest modification is a nuclear delay time T that separates the in¬
coming and outgoing Coulomb trajectory
I*, is easy to see that this corresponds
to s phase shift between the loniiaticn amplitudes iron tha tvo parts of the
Coulomb orbit, the magnitude of which depends on the energy transferee, to the
electron.
The calculation of electronic excitations in those delayed reaction* pro¬
ceeds as in section S. Neglecting excitations during nuclear contact the tine
T enters only via the ph'.te differences T*&E^. between incoming aid outgoing
part of the nuclear trajectory. In first order perturbation theory the modifica¬
tions are found immediately.
If we denote the ionlzation amplitude at the end of the incoming Coulomb
orbit by a,., we find the probability of ionizing an electron froa state i into
the continuum state j in this approximation is giver. b y " :

4f
Here AEj. • E. - E ; is the electronic energy difference between states i and j
in the nuclear compound cor.figursti.cn. Obviously, P . exhibits regular oscilla¬
tions in the delta-electron energy E^ of width c(T) • h/T. The minima « through
zero in this approximation.
These oscillations become slightly damped 1-t higher-order and many-electron
effects are included in the calculation. To show that srach of the effect still
survives we have solved Eg. (4) by coupled channel calculations for the well
suited system Xe-Pb (or Bi).
Assuming 7 MeV/u bombarding energy, grazing lapact parameter b • 6.4 fm and
fully occupied K-, Ł- and M-sholls we find the electron spectra shown in Pig. 13.
Without nuclear reaction tine the spectrust is a smoothly falling function (solid
line, T • 0), a sticking tii-w T • )O~2Os produces oscillations with a period of
400 kev and a maximum to a i m iua ratio of ca. 3.5:1. This ratio is considerably
increased {to 1=1:1) if one obs -ves th>! lead K-vaeancy in coincidence. in this
way, one- obtains a suppression o the contributions froo elections not origin¬
ating Crc.-a the Is; level. Several unavoidable accompanying effects such as
nuclear kinetic energy loss and annular nomentun iissipativn will not crovor.t
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the occurrence of oscillations. It is a critical problem, however, whether it
will be possible to single out collisions with definite tine delays.

(00

tOO

Q00

tOO

Figura.13: Differential emission probability with
respect to kinetic delta-electron energy.
A coincidence with created Is: icraation
' is required. The nuclear delay times
T - O, 3-1O"Jis and 10" 20 s are considered.
The dashed-dotted line represents the total
delta - electron spectrum (T - !O" 2O s)
originating from lsc, 2se and 3»o -lonisation.
Por any chosen set of experimental parameters, the nuclear reaction time T s*y
(and will) not be sharp but distributed over a certain range. The influence
of a distribution function ftT) • 6{T-T ) has been discussed in"
Taking a
gaussian centered at T :
(181
and T42T Q Eq. (17) is codified to
(19!
For increasing electron energy, the oscillations becone more ana more daspc£.
l«n/T0> tho nuirier of
Remoriering that the r.-th oscillation occurs at
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observable oscillations Is limited to n<To/»x. The ratio T Q / T accordingly
limits the range of detectable delay tines. It also Indicates that the reaction
time must be fixed in the experiment as good as possible. Provided this can be
achieved and the severe background problems can be overcome, a detailed investi¬
gation of the 4-electron spectrun nay even yield more detailed information on
the nuclear reaction process. E.g. the assumption of periodic oscillations of
the lnternuclear distance during the contact time have bean found to lead to
remarkable aoculations of the S-electron spectrum.
we conclude that we demonstrated the existence of a precise clock which
may serve to measure absolute tines in the order of 10"21...1O~19 sec involved
in deeply inelastic encounters and other processes. For other suggestions to
study tirae delay influences on external brerasstrehlung42, Xray emission
and
atomic ionization44"46 we refer to the references.

7. PointUfce Particles with Za>1 ?
The behaviour of the electronic bound states in a strona Coulomb potential
V(r) =• -Zo/r is a long standing problem. It dates back to Sommerfeld's finestructure formula which is known to have a singularity at In * |t|. Por charges
I>137 th« si and pi solutions of the one electron Dlrac aquation break down,
leading to infinite oscillations of the wavefunctions »">d to unphysical imagin¬
ary energy eigenvalues.
In the case of superheavy atoms this difficulty has been resolved by Intro¬
ducing a spatial extension of tho potential source, i.e. the finite nuclear ra¬
dius which eliminates the singularity of the — Coulomb potential. For extended
nuclei the levels can be traced down to the negative energy continuum and beyond,
leading to the emergence of a charged vacuum by spontaneous positron emission.
The effects of strong binding in sub- and supercritical atomic systems have
been basic to all discussions in the previous sections. There remains, however,
the question of the possibility and physical nature of polntlike charged objects
with effective coupling constant Za>l. This question, although perhaps academic,
is interesting in itself and its solution might be relevant to other areas of
physics where strong- binding is important.
In the following we will present a short discussion of a nodel
which sug¬
gests that the charge of a pointparticlc can not exceed 1-137, since any initi¬
ally present surplus charge will be screened by the supercritical vacuum: Kith
decreasing "nuclear" radius more and more levels enter the lower continuum and
become filled spontaneously. Their wavefunctions shrink to a point together with
the radius of the source. The importance of self screening has been first dis¬
cussed in Kef. 48 for the case of (extended)
normal nuclei using a relativlstic Thomas-Fermi model.
He will rely on tho external field approximation for the Coulomb potential
(I.e. the "nucleus" has to be very heavy) and noalcct all fie'* f-hcoreticil cor¬
rections like virtual vacuum polarization. By investigating the negative energy
continuum solution of the Oirac equation in the vicinity of a small but not yet
pointlikc supercritical nucleus one obtains the electronic vacuum charce
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distribution
(18)
where the approximation pr « 1 has been used. Bare T -~j[2-f • K* and A, B are
constants dapanding on the resonance energy. The phase a in addition depends on
the size and shape of the nuclear charge distribution. Thus the vacuua charge
distribution has an oscillating structure in the variable ln§ with the frequency

2Y - 2/fiW»-«* •
Numerical solutions of the Dirac eq. using the potential of a homogeneously
charged nucleus with radius R»R O (2.5*1)'" confirn the validity of this result.
The energy of a supercritical state la found to be proportional to R Q ~ 1 and the
charge distribution shows the shall structure of eq. (.11) • This is demonstrated
in fig. 14 for the case I«1SO, F - 1 0 f». The wavefunetions shrink together with
the /nucleus according to the scaling variable !"§•

o
V2

*»<r*

w*

ir'

Figure 14: Single particle electronic charge distribution
of a hypothetical nucleus with Z»1SO, It «10~ fa
Due to the logarithmic stretching of the radial scale in eq. IS, wo can estiaate
that nearly all of the electric charge of a state is localized at the outernost
maximum of the charge distribution. Thus we can describe the vacuusi charge dis¬
tribution of a supercritical nucleus by a serie* of concentric shells each con¬
taining the charge -4e (due to the equivalence of states with the sace > | ) .
taking into account that for Z<274 only electrons with angular nomentum i«j can '
reach the negative energy contiauun. Now tha screening of the Coulcsb potential
can be considered in the following way: Kc replace in foraula 18 the nuclear
charge Z by an affective * e j« (r)«Z-Ov<IC tr>,where 0 V O Q (r) is tha vacuum
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contained In the sphere with radius t. Because 2 appears in the argument of the
sine, this replacement leads to a broadening of the outer maxima in the charge
distribution. The replacement of I by Z e f f is an approximation which has been
checked numerically using a Dlrac-Hartree-prograra. A theoretical proof for the
validity ot this approximation in the frame of a Thomas-Fermi-model is under
investigation.
A» a consequence of the discussed screening, all states with the outermost
•aximum, screened by Bore than Z-137 electrons, do not become supercritical.
Dsing formula 18, the position cf the maxima and the diving point R c r l t - r where
the electron enters the negative energy continuum, can be calculated. It is
found that for Z<137+4(n-1) the n si -and the (n*1)pl - state never becoae super¬
critical, even if the nucleus shrinls to a point, cf fig. 15.
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Figure 15: Critical radius parameter RQ for the four
lowest n s^ states.Dashed curves: no screening.
Full curves : Screening by the electronic
vacuum shell Included.
The innermost 8-137 electrons in the vacuum shell of a shrinking nucleus follow
the sin Un|) - law and reach an arbitrarily large binding energy. The outer
electrons never reach the negative energy continuum: the inner rsaxima of their
charge distribution also follow the sin (In £) - law, but their outer maxima
which contain nearly the whole charge behave like a normal wavefunction of an
undercritical ate* with Z<137. This indicates tha-. no point nucleus with Z>137
can exist because t-he screening vacuum charge reacses the limit 2-137 ana is
doqenoratc to a point too.
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Electron-Positron Paircreation and K-Sheii Ionization
in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions

"~

Gerhard Soff
Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung (GSI), 6100 Darmstadt, West Germany

.Abstract:
The method of equivalent photons has been applied to calculate the cross
section for e , e -pair creation and K-sheii ionizaticn in relativistic
heavy-ion collisions with E i(Jn > 10 GeV/u. For U-U collisions o '* was
found to be typically on the order of 10 3 - 10 b. [^ci-^ »x\j

3) £
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I. Introduction
Electron-positron paircreation has beer, observed in collisions of very heavy
ions below the Coulomb barrier (£< on * 7 HeV/u)
with theoretical calculations ' wf

'. Good agreement was found

.1 the quasimolecular model employing adia-

batic basis states. This type of dynamical processes is mainly determined by
the Coulomb distortion of relativistic electron- and positrcnwavefunctions for
(Zi + Zg) o > 1, which manifests Itself in a strongZ-dependence of differential
and total pair creations cross sections. On the other hand in the high energy
domain (4 =Y>> 1) only elementary particles such as protons and muons
have been used as particles to measure pair creation distributions in nuclear
emulsions*"8'. To date, theoretical attempts to explain some of these experi¬
mental results, in particular the total cross sections, have been less than
satisfactory.

At GSI in Darmstadt and in Berkeley there are plans for the construction of
relativistic heavy ion accelerators with lab energies up to E.

< 20 GeV/u.

This makes investigations of pair creation processes in the relativistic energy
domain feasible even for U-U collisions. In this paper we employ the method
of equivalent photons for simple evaluations of e + , e~-pair creation and K-shell
ionization cross sections in collisions with 10 - y - 1000.
The method of equivalent photons, which was developed in 1924 by E. Fermi '
and later called the Weizsacker-Killiams method 10 " 12 ) allows for a factorization
of higher order processes. As main approximation one ignores the fact that
exchanged photons usually are not on the mass shell (q * 0) and have no trans¬
verse polarization. The relativistic projectile is considered as a source of
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real photons whereby the number of emitted photons can be computed either by
a Fourier integration of the classical electromagnetic field or can be
derived quantumnechanicly from the Feynman rules. The" underlying principle
in a classical calculation of the photonspectrum is the assumed equivalence
of the effect of the classical electromagnetic field of a fast moving charged
particle on a fixed target system compared with a number of real incident
photons, which add up incoherently

'. A characteristic feature of the photon-

spectrum 1s always a relatively uncertain cut-off parameter which rakes accurate
cross section calculations only in the high reiativistic domain possible.

Before presenting the obtained numerical results we briefly review the
basic formal ism.
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IŁ Formalism

The number n(u) of equivalent photons with respect to the energy interval
du is calculated for a relativistic particle moving on a straight line with
constant velocity v. A collision with classical impact parameter b on a target
Zo is considered. The equivalence of the classical electromagnetic field with
a number of real photons n(&s) is performed by the equality of the energy flux
per unit area. For Maxwell-fields the energy flux in the direction of motion
is determined by the time-integral of the x3-component of the poynting-vector S.
CD

?

A n(u) u d»
o

-

\ S

dt

-«•

For the photon spectrum as a function of photon energy u and impact parameter
b it follows 13 )
Z2 e 2

2 2

e • v/c
K^(i) are the modified Besselfunctions of first kind. n(u) therefore shows
a quadratic dependence on the creating charge..One obtains the total photon
spectrum n(u) by integration of n(u,b) over impact parameter b.

The upper limit of integration is simply b „ v * ». However the lower limit
IMA
b

cannot

min

b

min * " łs d ^ergent. The introduction of a cut-off parameter is justified,

^ chosen as zero,

since the number of equivalent photons for

if the obtained results show only a weak dependence on b . . In highly
relativistic collisions the influence of a variation of o . is negligible since
the motion contains high Fournier frequencies also at large impact parameters.
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However in low energy collisions the classical method of equivalent photons
is not applicable, since in this case the number of photons n(u) shows an
exponential dependence on b ^ . Therefore the choice of the minimum impact
parameter i s determined by the investigated scattering process. For ionization
in relativistic collisions b . corresponds to the radius of the bound state
electron shell whereas for a scattering on a free electron b B i n is the Compton
wave length of the electron Ae -v. 386 fm. The total photon spectrum then
becomes

13 14

' >

n( w )

x

K (x

min V W

l min»

with

min

Employing the photon spectrum n(u) and the Bethe-Heitler formula the total
pair creation cross section in collisions of relativistic particles can be
calculated by

-max

w

"me
BH

806

The Bethe-Heitier formula defines the differential cross section with respect
to positron energy E+ for e + ,e'-creation by incident real photons

q2 - 4 - P

- O,

eu q" x 0

on a fixed nucleus Zg. The total cross section for this photo process cannot
be determined analytically and has to be computed numerically.

With

P+
15 16

' )

1t follows

J d . E + /p! • 1 , E 4 / P ; - 1 , 1 . - Ł -

V

^?

pjp? -

2P+P.

u

4

.H. " P.P. • «,

S

E, -

Here plane waves for the electron- and positron wavefunctions have been in¬
serted. The use of Couloub waves leads even for Z^ * 82 only to a 10X correction
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and therefore can be neglected. The upper limit of integration u m _ ¥ in
principle is given by the kinetic energy of the projectile. Because of the
exponential decrease of n(«) for high frequences a special choice of «
e

e

has practically no influence on o '

v

in the relativistic domain.

In close analogy we can estimate the total cross section for K-shell ionization
in relativistic heavy ion collisions by '

•••

I
E

n(w)

°Phot ( w )

K

with
exp (-In e o t " 1Ł
n)

z^z

E K denotes- the binding energy of the K-shell target electron. Here the minimum
impact parameter in the photon spectrum is determined by the K-shell radius
of the target atom. It is therefore assumed that collisions with b < b m ^ n
give no considerable contribution to the total cross section.
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III Results
In fig. 1 the total cross section for electron-positron pair creation
(ae >e ) as well as for K-shell ionization of the target is displayed
for relativistic U-U collisions. Since the photon spectrum is proportional
to the square of projectile charge (n(u>) t Zj), the corresponding values
for other projectiles can be easily obtained. The same situation holds for
the pair creation process concerning the target charge (oe
e

>e

% Z2).

e

<j ' varies between 10 - 10 b a m in the considered energy range. In
contrast to pair creation o» stays constant to within a factor of two, a
result which follows from the steep fall off of the photoionization cross
section as a function of photon energy u. Since we have neglected contri¬
butions due to electron screening etc. we assume that the calculated cross
sections are of logarithmic accuracy.

In future calculations we will treat ionization as well as pair creation
within the semiclassical trajectory model with special attention given to
retardation and magnetic field effects.
He acknowledge enlightening discussions with 0. Reinhardt and W. Greiner.
We are grateful to P. Vincent for critical reading of the manuscript.
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Fig. 1: Total cross sections for electron-positron pair creation ( r e

>e

and K-sbeii ionization (oK) in reiativistic U-U collisions as a function
of

the kinetic projectile energy.
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A
6-Electrons Emitted In HI-Colllslons

F. Bosch"1"', F. Gttttner, W. Koenig, C. Kozhuharov+ ,
B. Martin, L. Meyer-Schtttzmeister++', B. Povh, H. Skapa,
J. Soltani, Th. Walcher

During Hi-collisions with projectile energies below the
Coulomb barrier, the atomic shells of the target nuclei
and the projectile penetrate each other and form a socalled quasiatom with

Z

U"

Z

+Z
T

atom is of the order of 10~

p-

The

lifetime of the quasi-

seconds.

Information about

the momentum distribution of the quasiatomic electron states
is obtained by the study of high energy 6-electrons emitted
in these Hi-collisions.

The essential part of the experi¬

mental set-up is an achromatic magnetic transport system for
electrons £l] connected to the Heidelberg MP tandem van de
Graaff accelerator.

In addition to single electron spectra

coincidence measurements between 5-electrons and characteristic
K-X-rays of the target nuclei were performed.

These invest¬

igations allow to separate^ the contribution of the quasiatomic
K-electrons from the entire cross section £2"] . The impact
parameter dependence of the cross section is studied by co¬
incidence measurements with scattered particles.

Measure¬

ments of single spectra were made for colliding systems with
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Z

between 48 and 135 for several projectile - target com¬

binations.

Until now coincidence measurements were performed

for systems S and Br onto Pb for different projectile velocities.
' Not only the single spectra but also the coincidence K-electron
spectra are rather well described in the framework of the Born
approximation.
oRed
4

In this model the "reduced cross section"

^'id^/dadE)'

i^/Z

) 2 /k f is given by o R e d > a 7 \FikL)\2/
*lo

q •gdg, where F(K.) represents the form factor of the united
atom.

It should be independent of the projectile - target

combination for fixed Z
velocity.

and independent of the projectile

Within the error bars the experimentally deduced

"reduced cross section" agrees with this prediction.

Further¬

more, the slope of <?„„, (gQ) should be independent of the shell
from which the electron is emitted. A slope analysis of
°Red ^ q o = -^ E B' +E f' > ' v cm' a s a f u n c t i o n o f E R a l l o w s a n estimation
of the K-binding energy of the emitted atoms.

The results are

in quantitative agreement with the predicted theoretical values
(e.g. E B exp =(200*20)KeV; E B t h e o r '=216 keV [3] for Br •• Pb and
E D exp =(130*10)keV; E„ t h e o r "-135 keV fa] for S * Pb).

This

indicates that the observed coincident electrons stem from the
K-shell of the united atom.

+)
++)
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Ij.

Introduction
The ascent of heavy ion accelerators has created

the possibility to study nuclei that carry as much angular
momentum as they can accomodate without fissioning.

The

region of a few MeV excitation above the yrast line is
being intensively studied.

In this yrast region the ro¬

tating nucleus is cold, i.e. its level density is com¬
parable with that near the ground state'. Moreover, it
takes the rotating nucleus at least 10~

s

to deexcite

into the ground state. This time is very long in com¬
parison with the typical nuclear time of 10~ s and the
states in the yrast region may be considered as stationary
ones.

This led to the concept of "Yrastspectroscopy" which

extends the spectróscopy of low lying states to the whole
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yrast region1'.

Present experimental yrastspectroacopy

of discrete

j4-lines has reached angular momenta of

1fit30 *

The region at higher angular momenta i

.

being explored by studying the

J"-continua^X

Since the nucleus is cold in the yrast region the
mean free path of the nucleons is large enough that the
independent particle model is expected to work.

The

majority of the excited states above the yrast line
should correspond to a rearrangement of a few nucIconic
orbitals.

Thus it is obvious to base the analysis of

the yrast region onto an appropriate version of the shell
model.
1)

One may distinguish two Important cases:

The nucleus rotates about its symmetry axis.

The

rotation does not directly modify the nucleonic orbits
(only via changes of the potential) and one may employ the
standard shell model with a spherical or deformed potential.
The experimental data are consistent with such an approach '
ii)

The nucleus rotates about an axis perpendicular to

its symmetry axis.

The rotation of the deformed potential

modifies the nucleonic orbits which depend on the angular
frequency.

The rotation is collective and the states group

into rotational bands.
My talk will only deal with case ii). It bases mainly on
the work by R. Bengtsson and S. Frauendorf ' ' (cf. also
ref. 1 ) .
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2.

j The Cranked Shell Model )
We assume that the deformed shell model potential

rotates with the constant angular frequency

a? about

an axis perpendicular to Its symmetry axis.

In the frame

of reference attached to the potential the shell model
Hamiltonlan reads

h' »' h - u> iM
where
and

h

,

(1)

is a standard deformed shell model Hamlltonian

2- and

*

are chosen to be the symmetry and

rotation axis, respectively.

We suggest to call the Hamil¬

tonlan "Cranked Shell Model" (CSM) in order to relate it to
the Cranking Model.

The latter notation (also Cranking

HFB) is usually used in the context of a selfconsistent
treatment of the independent particle Hamiltonian (1)
providing total excitation energies with respect to the
ground state.

The simpler CSM continues the tradition of

shell models assuming that
figuration;

h

h

does not depend on the con¬

may depend on CO

, but so far the conse¬

quences of this possibility have not been studied in de¬
tail.

As any shell model CSM aims only at the calculation

of excitation energies with- respect to a reference con¬
figuration that depends on the frequency 63
In order to explore the basic structure of the
spectra the residual introduction between particles is
neglected.

Then the spectrum may be generated by adding

the single particle energies given by the CSM Hamiltonian (1}
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Obviously this additivity holds only if states with the
;

same frequency

co

are combined, which may correspond

to rather different angular momenta I.

Hence, to reveal

the underlying single particle structure the experimental
spectra are characterized by the angular frequency which
is essentially equal to one half of the frequency of the
E2-f-radiation.
The detailed structure of the CSM Hamiltonian (1)

*

is shown in Table 1 that contains a hierachy of nuclear
shell models in the cronological order of their appearance.
In the region I-£ 30 -fi the yrast spectra indicate signifi¬
cant pair correlations and the analysis must be based on
the cranked quasiparticle Hamiltonian h

, where

is Nilsson's modified harmonic oscillator.
mation parameters

g,»

£4

and

tne

«def

The defor¬

chemical potential

A

are kept equal to the ground state values, the pair field
A

is chosen to be 0.8 of the even-odd main difference in

order to account for blocking in many quasiparticle con¬
figurations.
Table 1 demonstrates how new components of the poten¬
tial break the symmetries.
two distinct symmetries.
parity T

.

The CSM Hamiltonian has only
Space inversion implies the

The invariance of

h 1 with respect to a re¬

flection through the x-y plane implies the second symmetry
quantum number called the signature1'.
the rotation «AX ( T )

We define it by

about the x-axis by an angle T*

:

Table 1

model

Independent particle •
Hamiltonian

spherical

h

deformed

h

def " h sph + v def
V, f deformation
aer
potential
(axial, reflection symmetric)

quaslparticle

h
qp - h def " A + *
A - monopole pairfield
A - chemical potential

type of shell

cranked

h

h»
spn

Symmetries

j, K,TT, N. o(

kinetic energy +
spherical
potential

sp - h def - h def" "1*
o>jx -cranking potential

conserved quantities

r
A* (T) , J>

» > , A/

cranked
quasiparticle

Hierachy of nuclear shell models and symmetries of the Hamiltonian. Notation of
symmetry operations: Jt , A , J? -rotations, P -space inversion,, J?-rotation in
gauge space, J^-time reversalyand of conserved quantities: j-angular momentum,
K-angular momentum projection onto z-axis, T-parity, N-particle number, « -signature.
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In the case of even particle number the signature just de¬
termines, whether the wavefunction is even or odd with
respect to <%x (T)

VW « f± if)
where

if

••

for «~ °

(3)

is the polar angle in the y-z plane and

In the case of odd particle number the spin of the unpaired
if it
particle contributes an additional phase factor 6
i.e.

(5)

Fig. 1.
Quasineutron energies for N * 96 as functions of
the rotational frequency. The energy unit is
TJt*>o - 41 MeV A-I/3. The figure is calculated for
«£ - 0.12 1)b>« and
£&
« 0.26. For
u> >
0.05 <*Jo A
decreases linearly reaching 0 at
to « 0.1 CJO .
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Fig. 1 shows an example of cranked quasineutron
levels as functions of the frequency

co

are classified with respect to <x and

T

.

The states
.

The Nilsson

quantum numbers f W *% A K J serve as additional labels
for the trajectories.

The various configurations are ob¬

tained by distributing quasiparticles over the levels.
The occupation number representation for quasiparticles
somewhat deviates from the familiar Fermion representation.
As seen in Fig. 1, for each level there is a conjugate
partner which lies symmetric to the zero line and has the
opposite signature and the same parity.

The number of

possible configurations is restricted by the rule that if
a level is occupied its conjugate partner must be free.
Furthermore only the excitation energy of one of the con¬
jugate partners interchanging occupation must be taken into
account.

The equivalence of this occupation number repre¬

sentation with the more familiar representation in terms
of quasiparticle operators is discussed in Ref. 5.
The quasiparticle levels form trajectories that re¬
flect the change of the quasiparticle motion with the fre¬
quency

CO .

Each configuration defined by a certain

distribution of quasiparticles over the trajectories
corresponds to a rotational band.
of the trajectories with

u>

The smooth variation

implies a similar intrinsic

structure of adjacent band menbers.

Rapid variations at the

quasicrosslngs between trajectories (like the a-b crossing
at
(cf.

<«>- 0.034 u?o in Fig. 1) are interpreted am band crossings
Section 5 ) .

zzz
The lowest configuration is the vacuum, where all
levels of negative energy is occupied. It represents states
of the yrast line (the convex envelope) which nay serve
as a reference to count the excitation energy from.

The

excitation spectrum is obtained by exciting one, two, ...
quasiparticles from the reference configuration obeying
the rules mentioned above.
In the region of the first crossings between positive
energy and negative energy trajectories the ground state
configuration (g-conf.) is a more instructive reference,
because it represents a purely collective rotation to which
the excited quasiparticles add extra energy and angular
momentum.

Below the first crossing (a-b in Fig. 1) the g-

configuration coincides with the vacuum, above it
corresponds to the configuration a-b occupied (-a, -b free)
which preserves the character of the wavefunction.
mixing region may be bridged

The

by the interpolation (thin

lines in Fig. 1) suggested in Ref. 6 ) .
Instructive information about the geometry of the
quasiparticle orbits is provided by the expectation values
of the angular momentum components.
z-component, denoted by

Besides the familiar

K , the rotation induces a finite

x-component which is called the aligned angular momentum
It is given by the negative slope of the trajectories

at,1

de'

(6)

i.
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3.

Geometry of the Quaslpartlcle Orbits
The guasiparticle motion is governed by the com¬

petition between the guadrupole force caused by the de¬
formation of the potential and the Coriolis force. The
guantal orbitals react to these forces like gyroscopes
The competition results in the different coupling schemes
illustrated in Fig. 2 by means of the precession cones
described by the angular momentum vector of the quasipartide.

The figure also shows a fingerprint of the quasi-

OAL

RAL

FAL

Fig. 2. The three coupling schemes and their corresponding
fingerprint in the guasiparticle energy diagram.

zstk
particle trajectories corresponding to the coupling scheme.
At low frequency the torque of the deformed potential
causes"? to precess about the z-axisr i.e. <Ą* >
is about zero, whereas < j a > * J(

* %

is nearly constant.

The trajectories are horizontal and degenerated with re¬
spect to the signature

oi .

Since the deformed field

tries to aligne the quadrupole moment of the orbital with
its own one the coupling scheme is called deformation
aligned (DAL).
At large frequency the Coriolis force prevails
which causes j

to precess about the x-axis, i.e.

constant and K M 0

.

i

is

The quantization of the orbitals

corresponds to the quantization of

3y- •

Therefore,the

trajectories have a constant slope and are ordered with
respect to the eigenvalue of

^x

X * <x + even number).

This coupling scheme is called rotation aligned (RAI.) .
The pairfield supports the rotation alignment of the
orbitals lying close to the Fermisurface, because the
mixing of particle- and hole states (whose quadrupole
moments have the opposite sign) effectively reduces the ,
quadrupole moment of the quasiparticle and thus its coupling
to the deformed potential.

As discussed below, the pair-

field may cause a new coupling scheme that corresponds to
a precession of

j

about an axis

4^

defined by the

intersection of the precession cone (at to = 0 ) of the Fermilevel with the xy-plane ( X >0)•
K

and

i

As seen in Pig. 2, both

are finite and approximately constant.

The
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fingerprint corresponds to constantly sloping trajectories
which are degenerated with respect to Of

.We

suggest

to call the precession axis Fermiaxis and the coupling
scheme Fermialigned (FAŁ).
The different coupling schemes are clearly developed
for the high-} 'intruderstates, which determine the high
spin behaviour.

Following Bohr and Hottelson

, let us con-

sider the classical orbits of the angular momentum vector
A .

Since the intruder states are almost pure with re¬

spect to

j

the motion is restricted to the sphere

Without pairing the eguienergy surfaces are well approxi¬
mated by the parabolic cylinders

•' - * it - "i, .
The orbits lie at the intersection between cylinder and
sphere.

The curvature of the parabola is

vertex lies at

jk « e '/to

.

16/u?

ant-; its

Hence, with increasing

energy the cylinder moves from the right to the left
through the sphere as illustrated by Fig. 3.
The eguienergy lines in Fig. 3 are obtained by putting
a spline

through the exact

i,,,--energies of the Nilsson-
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Hamiltonian

h.fif.

The position of the vertices

corresponds to the eigenvalues

•

( to- 0.025w. ) of

the cranked Nilsson-Harailtonian

t*

, shown in Fig. 4.

(ML
RAL

Fig. 3. Classical orbits of an i13/-. particle in angular
momentum space. The orbits lie on tie surface of a sphere
and the figure is understood as projection onto the xz-plane.
The deformation of the potential is £ t » 0.26 and the rota¬
tional frequency
Co • 0.025Afc .

There are two different kinds of orbits that are separated
by the separate ix

s

whose vertex touches the sphere.

The

DAŁ-orhits revolve the z-axis and the RAL-orbit» the x-axis.
As in any symmetric one dimensional potential, where even
and odd states follow each other, consecutive RAL-orbits
correspond to opposite signature.

For each energy there
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exist two degenerated DAL-orbitals (K ^ 0

) . Combining

them into an even and an odd superposition the characte¬
ristic signature doublets

are obtained.

Tunneling

through the classically forbidden region causes some
splitting of the doublets near the separatrix. Fig. 4
illustrates how the separatrix devides the spectrum into
the tiro coupling schemes easily recognized by their finger¬
prints. Fig. 7 demonstrates how with increasing

u>

the

RAL-region occupies a larger and larger part of the phase
space.
Fig. 4. Energies
of an i 13/2
-particle ifiJ/*a poten¬
tial rotating with
the frequency to .
The thick line is
the separatrix 5
and the numbers at
the levels are K.

0.01

0.02 0.03 QOt 005
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The CSM-Hamiltonian

h'

with pairing is analyzed

in the familiar basis of the quasiparticle states at
W •> 0, which consist of the two sets of positive and
negative energy solutions

e|

and

e_, respectively

(cf. Fig. 6 ) . The couplings among the positive solutions
determine the quasiparticle motion.
eigenvalues

e+

of

h'

Fig. 5

shows the

obtained by neglecting the

coupling , to the negative solutions.

As seen, they

approximate rather, well the exact quasiparticle energies
displayed in Fig. 1.

Dsing this approximation the

Hamiltonian for the positive en»rgy quasiparticles reads
(approx iinately)

(9)

Fig. 5. Like
Fig. 4 for the e solutions of an
i 13 > 2 -quasiparticle.
The gap parameter is
A
* 0.12 hio»
and
X
is the
zero line in Fig. 4.

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
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RAL

Fig. 6. Like Fig. 3 for the i13/,2-quasiparticle of Fig. 5.

The angular momentum sphere now intersects a 4th order
energy cylinder.

Fig. 6 shows the orbits; which again

base on the exact ± 1 3 / 2 ~ N i l ł * o n energies. The location
is fixed by the cranked guasiparticle energies shown in
Fig. 5.
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The topology is more complex.

As a new type, the FAL-

orbits revolve the Fermiaxis marked by X

Like for

the DAL-states there are always two degenerate FAL-orbitals ( K ^ 0 ) that may be split by tunneling into a
signature doublet.
separatrix

S1

The FAL-states are separated by the

from a RAL-region, which is divided by a

second separatrix

S2

from two distinct regions, one con¬

taining the DAL-particle like the other RAL-hole like or¬
bits.

Fig. 7 demonstrates that a FAL-region is only de¬

veloped for low CO and A

lying about in the middle of

the shell. The two separatrices divide the spectrum into
the three discussed regions which are easily recognized
by their- fingerprints in Fig. 5.
S,

corresponds to the single separatrix

Fig. 7.
S^

The crossing of
W«

S,

and

0.013fofe in

Below the crossing the topology is changed:

divides the FAL-region from the DAL-hole like orbitals

and above

S2

lie the RAL-hole like and DAL-particle like

states.
The full cranked guasiparticle Hamiltonian contains
the couplings between the levels

e|

and

e^

which cause

the repulsion between the crossing trajectories seen in
Fig. 1.

The interaction matrixelements oscillate as

functions of the chemical potential

6

'8).

Fig. 8 illu¬

strates this point by the crossing between the lowest
and the highest

e|

e^-trajectories.

The oscillations are caused by interferences similar
to the ones observed in the classical two slid experiment of

.831

A-0

oao.

Fig. 7.
Sequence of separatrices.
labelled by
(O/u> o •

optics.

The classical action W

the optical path.

Using

jz

angle X of the angular T — ^ m

The separatrices are

is the generalization of

as coordinate and the polar
projection onto the xy-

plane as conjugate momentum, the action reads

W * f% cth
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60 90 92 9( 96 96 I10O2 tt 06

6.3

6*

65

66

6.7

68

69

Interaction matrix element V between the i,, .-FAL-orbitals with the lowest le'/
._
_r
,„_ values
.„,
. The experimental
are obtained from the analysiss of the
where
th g-s-crossing,
i
h
the various symbols denote isotopes:« Dy, Q Er, A Vb, 0 Hf,
^ W , o Os . The matrix elements are compared with the backbending limit (cf. Ref. 6) denoted by the heavy sloping lines.
The arrows denote the position of the "

The lowest

e^ -level corresponds to the FAL-orbit situated

furthest right.

The orbit of highest

e>level is related

to it by

i.e. it lies sywaetric to the yz-plane.

This implies for
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the actions

The coupling Is accomplished by pair-transfer due to the
pairfield and dominates therefore at Fermiaxis

1

Assuming a $-function, the matrixelement becomes propor¬
tional to a trigonometric function of the difference be¬
tween the actions (optical paths) and therefore oscillate
with a halfperiod

UIt
what is qualitatively born out by Fig. 8.

Tunneling and

the finite width of the coupling as function of

i

cause

deviations from Eq. (13), which dominate at the small

4.

Analysis of the Experimental Spectrum
The spectra are grouped into rotational bands which

are interpreted as quasiparticle configurations.

The total

signature of a configuration restricts the angular momentum
to the values

(14)
J a

ct + even number.

This relation determines the experimental signature of the
band.

(We apply the term "band" for a AI - 2

sequence,

what is at variance with the conventional definition).

The (average) angular velocity with which the
potential rotates about the x-axis can be obtained by
approximating the classical relation

0>«

—

oil*
by the quotient of finite differences

- I. (I-')
calculated for adjacent levels within the band.
Seaiclassically, the component

(!>•
K

V ( T - " **

X

is determined as

"*•

<17)

being the angular momentum component along the symmetry

axis.
For K » 0, Eg. 16 expresses the familiar result of
classical electrodynamics that a reflection synnetric
charged body radiates electromagnetic waves with twice the
frequency of its rotation. Por K + 0 Eq. 16 corresponds to
the frequency ratio

CJ - *£&*» JĄ - K'/I
containing an additional geometry factor due to the fact
that the radiation is generated by rotation about the
angular momentum I which is tilded by sin <f • fA-

K m /I*
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with respect to the xy-plane. The analysis by means of
Eqs. 16 and 17 provides the projection of the angular
velocity vector onto the xy-plane,which indeed is the
quantity controlling the quasiparticle motion.
Classically, energy in the rotating and lab. systems
are related by the Legendre transformation

£ ' - E ~ «*> I *

(19)

which is approximated by

Employing the terminology of classical mechanics , E'
may be called a Routhian.
As discussed above, the CSM aims only at excitation
energies with respect to a reference band.

For moderate

angular momentum the g-band is a reasonable reference.
Thus we define the energy
momentum

e' and the aligned angular

i of the excited quasiparticles aa

Q (CJ ) =

C V t*V ~

C o (**V /
(21)

Ł ( W ) * Ix CuO - Xjjf C W )

where the reference quantities

E"

f

and

I»

are cal¬

culated from the experimental g-band levels. The experi¬
mental g-band is usually not well known in the crossing
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region with other bands.

There, the reference is gene¬

rated by extrapolating the g-band with the help of the
Harris (VMI) expressions .

(22)

001

.

Fig. 9.

002

MJ

OC4

"/*>

• i . . . . i . . N . i . . .

Experimental Routhians of

167

Yb.

Fig. 9 shows the experimental Routhians of the
N * 97 nuclid

167

Y b obtained from the data of Ref. 9.

The excitations are of one quasineutron type and, hence.
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represent the experimental counterpart of the quasiparticle trajectories in Fig. 1.

The two lowest IT - +

trajectories form the first FAL-signature doublet, which
is somewhat split at higher <*> .

The next trajectories

have TT = -, a much smaller slope and no signature splitting.
They may be interpreted as slightly perturbed DAL-orbitals.
The quantitative agreement between calculated and experi¬
mental quasiparticle trajectories is rather good.
A crucial test of the independent particle approach
is provided by the spectra of even-even nuclei, because
the lowest (non-collective) excitations are two quasiparticles states.

Neglecting the residual interaction,the

excitation energy

e 1 must be the sum of the energies of

the excited guasiparticles.
additive quantities as

i

The same holds for other

or ot .

Fiom Fig. 1 the follow¬

ing two quasineutron excitations are expected:

an of » 0 +

band (the i 1 3 / 2 signature doublet occupied) called S-band
and somewhat higher two of « 0~
bining the lowest i k+

and

and two 1~ bands (com¬

±fe~ trajectories) lying close

in energy.
Fig. 10 shows the experimental Rotfthians of
obtained from the data of Ref. 10.
bands from the T »

Er

The S-band and two

- quadruplet are observed.

Moreover,

all other observed non-collective bands may be interpreted
as two quasiparticle excitations.

The excitation energy

and the aligned angular momentum of the bands agree

well

with the sums of the respective quasiparticle quantities.
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Fig. 10.

Experimental Routhian of

164

Er.

Fig. 10 clearly demonstrates the predictive power of the
CSM.

Other two and three guasiparticle spectra in the

rare earth region have been analyzed with similar success
(cf. Refs.5f n r

12). These analyses provide certain

evidence for residual interactions, the discussion of
which is beyond the scope of this talk.

5.

( Band Crossings
The independent particle picture implies that a

crossing between quasiparticle trajectories should
correspond to a family of band crossings at the same fre-

839
guency since the crossing trajectories may be combined
with an arbitrary distribution of quasipartides over
the remaining levels. Crossings between trajectories
with the same IT and tx play a special role because no
selection rule forbids the mixing of the quasiparticle
states. The corresponding coupling causes irregularities
in the crossing rotational bands. The experiments clearly
reveal these structural changes since the J" -cascade tends
to follow the lower Lraiiriwa of the crossing bands resulting
in a perturbed sequence of f-lines.
The crossing between the g- and the s-band in even
rare earth nuclei

is the best studied case. It belongs

to the family of band crossing implied by the crossings of
the trajectories -ab in Fig. 1. For
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Er shown in Fig. 1

the crossing is observed at the expected frequency of
fiu>c *c 0.28 HeV. The description of the crossing region;
by the CSM is not correct. Angular momentum conservation
implies that bands cross and mix at fixed angular momentum
and not at fixed frequency. Bengtsson and Frauendorf
suggested a way to circumvent this difficulty. Near the
crossing the two quasiparticle trajectories may be decom¬
posed into unperturbed states and a (constant) interaction
matrixelement (cf. Section 4).

The unperturbed trajectories

(corresponding to the thin lines in Fig. 1) are used to con¬
struct the unmixed bands whereas the interaction matrixelement is identified with the coupling between states of
the same I belonging to these bands.

The yrast line follows the g-band up to its crossing
with the

S-band, then it is continued by the latter. Since

the aligned angular momentum of the S-band amounts to about
8 -ft" the yrast sequence corresponds to backbending functions
I (to)

or

i (eu) as e.g. shown in Fig. 12.

The rapidity of the backbending is controlled by the
interaction matrix element
' the hybridization region.

V

that determines the width of

As discussed in Section 4 this

matrix element oscillates as a function of the neutron num¬
ber due to interference between the FAIrorbitals.

Fig. 9

expresses the rapidity of backbending by |V( , which is
clearly correlated with the oscillations predicted by the
CSM.
Fig. 11. Quasineutron e n e r g i e s
for N <* 90 (cf.
Fig. 1 ) . T h e
figure is c a l c u ¬
lated for
Zl * 0 . 2 0 ,
€« *-0.02 and
£t « 1.02 M e V .
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Fig. 12. Experimental aligned angular momentum of
Yb.
The letter combinations suggest the guasiparticle con¬
figurations of the band.

The g-s crossing is the best studied example for the
expected crossings between bands of the same " and oc and

2kZ

all said about it holds for other crossings too.

Thus,

each encounter of positive and negative energy trajec¬
tories gives rise to a family of backbending like irre¬
gularities.

However, backbending is restricted to con¬

figurations where only one of the crossing trajectories
is

occupied.

If both are free or occupied the crossing

is "blocked" as a consequence of the antisyntmetrization of
the wavefunction.

This independent particle pattern is

clearly born out by the Copenhagen experiments
loO-162 Yb

suimnarized

in

pigs. 12-14.

on

'

Below % U> = 0.4 MeV

the spectrum consists only of neutron excitations, which
can be generated from the quasiparticle spectrum Fig. 13.
Fig. 12 contains the corresponding classification of the
bands (Note, the different use of the letters in Fig. L! ) .
The measured values of
dictions.

i

compare well with the CSM-pre-

As seen there are two basic frequencies, ~^OJC^

Si 0.23 MeV and

t}t*>CŁ ft* 0.35 MeV, corresponding to the

crossings A-B and -AD, -BC, respectively.

The A-B inter¬

cept reveals itself as the g-s-crossing seen in

160

'162Yt,

at ilU>CĄ = 0.25 and 0.30 MeV, respectively. It occurs
also in

1

Yb if the odd quasiparticle occupies a

IT = - level.
at

tj ujc-f

As seen in Fig. 13,the backbend is found

** 0.22 MeV.

The lower frequency should be

attributed to the residual interaction.
W

c a

The crossings at

are blocked in these configurations.

In the
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d

= ^ -band of

are occupied.

Yb the trajectories

-h -band .

and

-E

This leads to the reverse pattern:A-B

is blocked but -BC is active.
bends up at

A

Indeed, the fc -band

1ic«>ca = 0.3 5 MeV.

The same holds for the

Both configurations may be combined with i

guasiparticle on a

T = - trajectory leading to the

IT = - two quasiparticle bands in
a cluster of upbends in the

160

Yb.

Pig. 12 shows

IT = - bands at )} Ct7cJfr 0.35MeV.

In the configuration -B,A,C occupied both the crossings
at <Ocf and
<X

T

CJo^ are blocked.

It is observed as the

LO

= 1 -band in • ^Yb which is regular in the region

0.2 MeV< "tj co < 0.4 MeV.
as expected.

All other bands show an up? ind,

However, it is not understood why the two

frequencies uJcj and

U>ez are about the same in this nuclid.

15

10 -

i.«V

1

J

Fig. 13.

The

aT"

.2

J

Like Pig. 12 for

l+-ł>and and the

161

.4

5

Yb.

l~-band show upbends at

1)w«0.2 Mev which should be attributed to crossings
with the collective ^ -

and octupole bands, respectively.

The hj^ »2 -intruder states in the proton system be¬
have similar to the i 13 ^ 2 -neutron states.

Thus, the next

basic frequency corresponds to the A-B crossing in the
proton system.
160,161 yb (<jf

It is observed at

* R O ? C K 0 . 4 2 MeV in

Recent progress in continuous yrast spectroscopy de¬
monstrated the possibility to discern the basic frequencies
of band crossings directly from the f -continua 3) .
shows a f-y-- coincidence spectrum.

Fig. 16

The scale %U> is half

(li)

Fig. 14.

Like Pig. 12 for 162,

of the transition energy.

The figure displays the proba¬

bility, for two transitions "fcw4 and
one cascade along a band.
follows

iiuz

to belong to

At a band .crossing the cascade

the lower branches.

The distance A u? from the

central valley is equal to the difference between the fre¬
quencies of the transitions.

The first ridge corresponds

to consecutive transition differing by two units of angular
momentum.

A CO

Its distance from the diagonal is equal to

.I)- wCI-2)

(22)

Thus, if there is an upbend of the function I(o>) the valley
is pinched.
a bridge.

A vertical upbend or a backbend correspond to
The spectrum is generated by the dominating

evaporation residues Z - 68 and N * 91, 92. The figure

also shows the values of the basic frequencies obtained
from the discrete spectra.

Part of the information had

to be taken from the Z = 70 isotones discussed above.
Due to the smaller deformation the frequencies are somewhat
reduced in Yb compared to Er.
sumably correspond to

The first two bridges pre¬

~^(^Cit/ (A-B neutron) in the odd and

even mass isotopes/ respectively.

The following two bridges

should belong to iiuiClt/l-BC, -AD neutron).

The valley is .

closed by a faint bridge at the frequency t)UJc1p (A-B
proton).

The disapperance of'the valley at high frequency

might be due to a clustering of crossings.

There are many

candidates: - BC proton, - EG neutron (cf. Fig. 12) but
also crossings due to the j. • .--neutron, ^9/2

an<

* *l3/2

-proton orbitals which may come into play at these frequen¬
cies.

It might also be that there are experimental problems

Fig. 15. Coincidence
spectrum obtained in
the reaction 1 2 4 S n
(60Ar, x) 1 6 4 Er with
185 MeV projectile
energy. The arrows in¬
dicate crossing fre¬
quencies obtained from
the discrete spectra,
where the numbers
correspond to Z, N.

at the highest frequencies, which are not yet understood.
Nevertheless, the example demonstrates the possibility to
discern information about the guasiparticle motion up to
an angular momentum of about 40 -ff.

6_.

Conclusions and Perspectives
The examples presented demonstrate that the complex

yrast spectra may be disentangled into configurations af
guasiparticles moving in the deformed rotating potential..
The guaaiparticle diagrams calculated from the CSMHamiltonian form a sound basis of such an analysis.
Now, that we understand the structure of the spectra
it is time to extend and refine the investigations.

The

study of the excitation energies must be complemented by
calculations of the transition probabilities.
14)
attempt into this direction
mising.

The first

turned out to be quite pro¬

Another important aspect is the residual interaction

between the quasiparticles.

The spread of the .basic -.fre¬

quencies in Pig. 13 might be attributed to it.

In psax-

ticular, the configuration mixing leading to collective
excitation should be studied.

The collective f- and. coctu-

pole bands are observed up to the region where they caroas
with the two guasiparticle bands.

The study of the qguaSru-

pole mode is closely related with corrections to the: CSU
due to the angular momentum conservation .

The latter i hare

the same order of magnitude and also a similar form aas ssotationally induced time odd components

of the average;

- So far, the assumption of an to -independent ro¬
tating field has not led
with the data.

to any obvious contradiction

However, major changes are expected, like

the^break down of the pairfieId or significant changes of
the nuclear shape, which remain a challenge for further
spectroscopic work.
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Problea of the third aiaimiw in the potential energy of heavy nuclei

Adam Sobiczewski
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Krzysztof Pomorski***
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1. Introduction

Systematic calculetiona of the ootential energy of heavy nuclei
nave s-.own that ossides usual first minimum (ground state and usual excit
ea states') end more exotic second minimum (fission isoneric states') there
Ł I S O appears for some nuclei (isotopes of lh) the third minimum, I'he mini
mum is rather shallow (its-depth is around 1 KeV or even less) but it
seems to be broad enough to make a formation of quasi-bound states in it
possible, xhe most exotic feature of these states is a very large defor¬
mation, much larger than all nuclear deformations observed up to now.
Discussion of the deformation aad of some.other properties cf "nuclei in
such states is the main 3cope of the present talk. The properties are to
be discussed in a wider context of various deformed nuclear states and
a general mechanism of appearance :f stable or quasi-stable deformations

* Supported by the Polish-US tiaria Sklodoirska-Curie Fund, Grant
No. P-P7*O37P.
* * Present -^ddra3S: ?echnische Ur.iversitat -iunchen. rerchini. Fed.Hep.
of Oernany
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is intended to be illustrated.
In sect. 2, we shortly discuss the states of lower deformations,
i.e. the states in the first and in the second minima. Seeli- 3 is devoted
to the states in the third minima and in sect. 4 we descrltise the mecha¬
nism of formation of the minima in cne potential energy.

2. Deformations observed up to now

2.1. Ground state
Huclei which are deformed ir. their ground state were rii*eov«rad
a long time ago (more than 25 years). The existence of the iMZormmilta
tras deduced from the characteristic low energy ssectre of th*3«se nuclei.
Such spectra were known earlier in the molecular physics anc- '.they were
ascribed to rotation of the molecules.
?rom the spectra (rotational nuclear saectra}, wnich for aven-?•.-•nuclei have the font

E

*IT r «+ ^ '

vrhere I is the angular momentum of a nucleus, one could determine : :.e
moment of inertia 3 . In addition, from the transition prob. uilities
between the states of the spectra, B(E2), one could deduce the internal
quadrupole moment Q. , the main component cf the deformation.
The deformed nuclei appear so have a shape which is close to that
of an axially symmetric ellipsoid. Ihe ratio of the longer 3smiaxis c
of the ellipsoid to the shorter one a, e/a, is equal to about 1.25. Such
value of c/a means a rather small deformation (fig. 1b).
The mocient of inertia revealed to be a non-triviel quantity. Its
value is contained between the irrotational value (corresponding 10 the
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irrotatior.al flow of ihe nuclear matter) and the rigid-rotation value ,
and is strongly dependent on t.-.e internal structure of the nucleus.
Nuclei which- are deformed in their ground state are rather common.
The.y appear in those re£ions)pf. the nuclear chart which are sufficiently
far from the lines corresponding to the neutron or the proton macic
numbers.

sph.

c/a
£

I min.

O O

II min.

III min.

1.0

1.25

2.0

3.0

0

0.21

0.60

0.86

(a)

(W

(c)

W)

Fig.1. Illustration of the ahaoe» of a nucleus at the first, second
and third minima. The spherical shape is also given,for comparison. Cor¬
responding values of the ratio of the semiaxes, c/a, and of the Hilsson
quadrupole deformation parameter & are give at the bottom.
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2.2. Shape isoneric states (fission isomers)
Fission isomers were discovered accidentally (in Oucna in 1962 )
while synthesiting heavy elements. There was observed a fission activity
which was such slower than the prompt fission but, simultaneously, much
faster (by more than 20 orders) than the .round-state (saontaneous ) fission.
The first idea was to consider the activity as due .to .he usual isomers,
i.e. to the states with quantum numbers (e.g. the projection K cf s->in
on the internal symmetry axis) much different from these of the neighbour¬
ing state*. Such isomers would not fastly decay by gamma transitions to
the ground state and, simultaneously, could faatly fission, if having suf¬
ficiently large energy and thus sufficiently small fission barrier. How¬
ever, the subsequent investigation has not supported thi3 idea.
The right explanation came from elsewhere, namely from otritin3ky s
calculations of the shell effects on the fission barrier. According to
those calculations, the shell effects may result in che formation of the
second wel-1 in the potential barrier (the first well,appearing at lower
deformations,corresponds to the ground state) which for some nuclei nay
be large enough to get quasi-bound states in it. rhe well is expected
to appear at a large deformation, around c/a «t 2 (fig. 1c).
rhe first strong support for such interpretation of ths fission
isomers was supplied by the observation [ 2 ] of the rotational band for
the isomer of

240
Pu. The moment of inertia deduced from the band

was around two tinea larger than that for the ground state

Although being a strong support, such finding was by no means a proof
of the correctness of the interaretation. fhis is because the moment of

35*

inertia, although strongly dependent on the shape of a nucleus,

is also

strongly dependent on the internal structure of the nucleus, as mentioned
above. Thus, its value is'far from precisely determinic the deformation
of the nucleus (cf. e.g. the discussion in [3])>
The proof was obtained later by the measurement of the internal
quadrupole moment Q. of-the fisaion isomer [4]. fhs measurement has finalli demonstrated that flsWion isomers are really the shape isoners, the
highly deformed nuclear states.
The theoretical values for both the moments of inertia [3,5,6] and
the quadrupole moments f5-7] are in good agreement with the experimental
values.

3. The third minimum
?he third minimum in the pocential energy has been predicted by
the calculations of Holler [1] for nuclei around Th. The minimum appears
at a very large deformation, c/a * 3 (fig.id), -much larger than that of
the first and second minima observed uo to now. An other iaportent featu¬
re of the third minimum,distinguishing it from the other minima,is the
odd-multipolarity (3 and 5 ) component in its deformation. Ihis means that
the shape of a nucleus at the third minimum is expected to be of the pear
type, i.e. not having tha reflection symmetry with respect to the plane
Derpendicular to the rotetional symmetry axis.
The dependence of the potential energy on deformation for the nucl¬
eus

3

Th is sketched in fig.2. naturally, the ratio c/a does not soecify

the total deformation; it does not give the total shape of a nucleus, ihe
third minimum itself is rather shallow. Its depth is around 1 iieV or even
liss. On the other \\nd, it is rather wide, so that it gives a chance for
a formation of quasi-bound states.
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232

1.0

min.:

Th

3.0

ł

2.0
t

I

n

m

c/a

t

Fig.2. A sketch of the dependence of the ootential energy or. 2«fcr232
station for
Th. ihe lositions of the first, second and third cinima are
indicated.

An -indication for existence of 3uch 3tates is obtained from the ob¬
servation of thin resonances in th: neutron.-induced fission cross sec: ion.,
for isotopes of Th [3-10j. ihe energy of the neutrons is measured very
Precisely oy the method of time of fliphtj the energy resolution around
2 keY is reached, ihe resonances are interpreted as due to the rotational
bands in the third minimum. Two rotational bands with opposite parities
are built on each intrinsic state, due to the lack of the reflection sym¬
metry at the minimum. The two bands are somewhat 3hifteć in energy but
they have the same moment of inertia.
The moment of inertia deduced oy such interpretation from the bands
in

Th

^at the neutron energy of aoout 720 keV ) is £io}

500 i 25 Aie

s»iC^.:

Yii-LL-t
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data for the bands in

Th (at the neutron energy around 1.6 Xe

imply [10]
- 400 2 32 MeV"1 .

Accounting that the moment of inertia in she ground state ot the neighbouring nucleus

23?

Th is asout

120 KeV"1

tne value (.1) Is around 4.2 and the value (.2) is around 3*3 times larger
than the ground-state value ^ 3 ) .
The theoretical value obtained b,\ us is

and is around 3.6 times larger than the experimental ground-state va¬
lue ^ ) Th and

Tiie theoretical value (.4) is calculated for tae neighoouring to
233

32

T h even-even isotope

Th in the following way. The defor¬

mation of the third minimum calculated by Holler [i] in the usual Nilsson
parametrization, cf. ref. [ n 1 ] . is

0.85,

t"*

- 0.12,

t" r

- 0.18,

Disregarding for a while the deformations

tj

fc"1

- -0.081.

and Ł 5- , the moment of

inertia is calculated in the microscopic way, the same as described in
ref. [6"] on -he occasion of th9 calculations for the second minimum.
Ihsn the effect of the deformations Łj and

Ły

is calculated in the

aosroximation of the rigid rotation. Inis approxioation fnould be very
sood nere, as for such large deformations the m;~ent of inertia is already
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ver., close tc the ri,_-id value (cf. discussion in ref. [i~\). .esidss,
total effect of fcj and t j

on

3

:r.e

is very small (,cf the order of 1%).

It is worth mentioning here that the combination of e 3 ar.d £ j '-'hich .-r.ir.imizes the liquid-drop potential energy leads to a relatively small rigid
value of the moment of inertia.
Comparing the theoretical value (4) with tne experimental oner. (.1)
OTT

and (.2) we see that it is close to the value (2) for
14$ smaller than the value (J) for

°^

Th and is Ground

Th. Although a 14% discrepancy is

not large,it is still not easy to see tne reason for it. The odd-oarti?Ie
effect, disregarded in our calculations, is not expected to ce 30 larce.
ihe part of ihis effect which consists in decreasing the oairin,; in taraction and thus increasing the moment of inertia 3
here, ad we are close to the rigid linit for

3

should oe ne^-li^iule

. Also the e:'fect of tha

odd oarticle on the deformation of the third minimum should not ae large,
as we are in the region of deformation wnere the singls-particle levels
have many crossings and *he p".tential-energy surfaces of an even-even
and a neighoouring odd nuclei snould not oe nuch different.
jne 3hould also mention that the rieid value of

3

at the cetor-

nation (,5) is
Ą-

3 ^

- 444 fi>V ,

(.6 )

i.e. only slightly larger than the microscopic value (4V Thus, the
experimental value ^1) Ł3 rather much larger than the rigid value (,6).
As it should not be larger at all, one mitht think :hat the calculated
deformation ^5) of the third minimum is too 3mall. However, tr.is defor¬
mation allows to reproduce the moaent of inertia (2) for

Th rather

well, ifcus, ths discreoancy oetween the calculated value (_4^ ano the
experimental one (_2} for

Th remairiS unclear and needs some mere con-
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sideration [i2]. Also some other characteristics of the rotational spectre,
like the decoupling parameter a and the energy separation £ £ oetween the
opposite parity bands are under consideration in ref. fi23>

4. Kechanism for formation of minima

~o discuss this mechanism let us remind the standard method which
is used xo calculate the energy (or mass) of a nucleus. This is the method
proposed by Świątecki in which the energy is composed of the smooth part
E

(usuallj given oy the liquid drop or droplet model} and the shell

correction part

A£ .. (usually calculated by Strutinsk^ s prescription")

E(def) - E

(def) + A S . (def) .
SID

fhe smooth part E_

(.7 )

3X1

, as given e.g. by the liquid drop, .ias only

one minimum m, at spherical shape, and one saddle point s (cf. fig.3. 2
tie position of which depends on ths composition of the nucleus (it de¬
pends more strongly on the proton number Z than on the neutron number N ) .
The correction A £ s h is a fluctuating quantity the amplitude of which
decreases with increasing deformation (fig.3»AE v ) • oupericposed on
3

, it may make the minimum m (i Din.) deeper (fig.3. E(aV) or shift it

slightly off .the spherical shape (fig.3i E(b>) but always leaves it existing. It also nay create some other minima which, however, in only few
"lucky" cases oay i>e deep or oroad enough to give cuence for formation
of quasi-bound states.
Universality (i.e. appearance :or all nuclei) of tne minimum in of
ć s p at the sptierical s.nape is a reflection (or the reason, if you prefer)
-f the universality of the sanerical or weakly deformed snape of nuclei

)
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in their ground state, throughout ai: the nuclear chart, -.he s-.-nerical
shape appears when A i

h

< 0 for the spherical shape (.additional eindi.-..?

for this shape, fig.3a); this happens for nuclei close to the ma*ic ones.

•»m

def

(a)
def

AEsh

A\

(b)
def

(a)

S??

7

^

\

def

^def

Pig.3. Total energy £, its sraooth part E s m and shell correction
ń E

for a nucleus, as functions of deformation. ;ases of negative ^ 2 s j j

for spherical shape (a) ^spherical ground state) and positive {b) (deform¬
ed ground state) are illustrated.
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ihe deformed shape is preferred when A E . > 0 for the spherical shape
(leas binding for this shape," fig.3b); this takes place for nuclei far
from the megic ones.
Thus, the first (ground state) minimum of the potential energy is
due to the minimum m in the smooth part £

of the energy. The shell cor¬

rection & £ . maj only weakly modify it (in depth and in the position
Su
in deformation). The other minima are entirely created by tne shell cor¬
rection

A S , . iihese minina are esoecially deep in the following cases:

(.1) whsn the correction A £ . is especially large,
(ii)v.'hdn it happens that this correction is superimposed on the .flat
part of the smooth energy E

(i.e. around the saddle point a ) , x'he lat¬

ter case is illustrated in fig.4: the same 4 E .

superimposed on Eg|j]

in the region of its saddle point results in a considerably deep mini¬
mum la), while superimposed on £

in the re-ion of its large slope reom

suits only in a "pocket" (b) from which the nucleus can easely "escape".
She shel.1 correction A E , is especially large at specific, having
a. high symmetr,', shapes of a nucleus. For example, if we consider only
spheroidal shapes and use harmonic oscillator to describe nuclear poten¬
tial, the largest shell correction is obtained at the deformations
c/a - 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,...

The first value (spherical shape) coincides with the position of the mi¬
nimum m of the smooth energy £

end leads to the first minimum of tne

total energy E, discussed above. The second one, corresponding to a lar¬
ge deformation, may lead to a relatively deep minimum only when the sad¬
dle point s of £ s m appears at eround the same deformation. This just
happens for nuclei around Am and results in the "island" of fission
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sm

def
?ig.4. Illustration of the fact that the same shell correction
may result in a considerably deep minimum (.a) when superimpose- on .r.
smooth energy Sga

in the region where it is flat or only in a bend or

small ooci.et C b ) , when superimoosed in the region of a large slcpe of
E

sm •

isomers situated in the neighbourhood of the beta-stable Am isotopes,
on the nuclear chart, jhe third value corresponding already tc a very
large deformation, coincides with the saddle point deformation of E
for lighter nuclei, around Th, and may lead to the third minimum. One
should stress, however, thet the shell correction for such large deform¬
ations is rather small and may be connected with some other 3hapes than
the ellipsoidal ones considered in eq. ( 8 ) . the main point seems to be
that the smooth energy of such nuclei like those around i'h, wnich have
the saddle point a at 30 large deformation,is flat enough to make even
small, secondary fluctuations of A £ , (corresponding to "deformed
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subsrieils" )

sufficiently effective to produce rather broad, altnough

not deep, minima, .aid such i s the third mirfeum discussed in s e c t . 3 -

We would l i k e to tnenk Drs. J.jlons and D.Paye for helpful discus¬
sions and comments on their experimental results and for communicating
tiie results prior to publication. One of us ^K.P.) expresses his grati¬
tude to GSI, Darmstadt for the grant.
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FISSION WITHOUT BARRIER, A NEW INTERACTION
MECHANISM IN HEAVY IONS REACTIONS.
F.Hanappe* and B.Borderie,
Physique Nuclgaire Expferimentale, University Libre de Bruxelles,
CP 229, B 1050 Bruxelles, Belgique
and I n s t i t u t de Physique Nuclćaire, BP n ° l , 91406 Orsay, France

Some experimental data concerning fusion cross-sections cannot be fully
understood in the framework of the rotating liquid drop model. Studying the
mass distribution of "fission" products, I t was shown that a large broadening
i s registered when fission barrier vanishes. This change i s interpreted as a
signature for a new mechanism intermediate between fusion and deep i n e l a s t i c
reactions. The conditions under which such a mechanism can be observed are
discussed and very recent experimental results obtained using ALICE heavy ions
facility are presented. ( V c C * h ^ * /
For many years, two types of dissipat.ive reactions
in heavy ion collisions :
- the fusion process where the two ions merge into
ci eons,
- the deep inelastic (D.I.) process, corresponding
1-waves where two fragments with masses close to
emitted in the exit channel.

have been proposed
a single set of nu¬
generally to higher
the initial ones are

In the fusion process, the compound nucleus (C.N.) which is formed is
characterized by a certain amount of excitation energy and angular momentum.
Therefore i t will de-excite by emitting light particles and f-nys (leading
to residual nuclei) or by fissionning into two fragments. Then, considering
the mass distribution of the products froix dissipative collisions, the most
general feature is expected to show four peaks (fig.l) corresponding to :
1) the light fragment from D.I., 2) a symmetric component generally associa¬
ted to the fission of the compound nucleus, 3) the heavy fragment from O.I.
Chercheur qualified FNRS, Belgium.
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and 4) the evaporation residues from compound nucleus. Depending of the respective masses of projectile and target, the symetrie component or the peak
which corresponds to evaporation residues are not present (f1g.1 and 2 ) . For
rather light systems, the fission probability 1s very low and the compound nu¬
cleus de-excites only by emitting particle and y-rtys whereas for systems with
a medium mass projectile (A<50) leading to heavy compound nuclei, the fission
barrier is low enough or reduced sufficiently by angular momentum to permit
fission with a large probability.
Until now, total cross sections for fusion (op) were obtained by sum¬
ming cross sections from evaporation residues (low partial waves) and cross
sections corresponding to the symmetric component. However some experimental
data concerning op cannot be fully understood. Theoretically, the rotating
liquid drop mode)2 predicts that the fission barrier vanishes for an I value
called &BfBQ, and consequently according to this model the fusion process
should be limited by t B f « 0 - Only partial waves smaller than this value could
lead to fusion. Experimentally many systems have been studied and i t is possi¬
ble to select some of them (Table 1) where the maximum l-value which leads to
fusion ( t h i s value is usually called c r i t i c a l angular momentum : * c r i t ) Is
greater than * B f j l 0 . Then a question appears : for partial waves greater than
Ł
Bf«O* i s i t y e t f i s s i o n f o i l w i n a fusion of the compound nucleus or not or
does i t exist an intermediate mechanism between fusion and D . I . ?
A SIGNATURE FOR A NEW MECHANISM
The Inference of Table 1 is that we can try to look at the properties
of the symmetric component as a function of angular momentum and see i f there
are some changes
g when i-values larger than Łg^g
gg are involved. Recently,
8

Lebrun et a l . 8 have studied the evolution of the mass distribution (FWHH) for
the symmetric component versus angular momentum. Two systems giving the same
compound nucleus
At were studied (Ar+Ko and Ne+Re) and the results obtai¬
ned indicate a rather strong broadening of the width when * c r j t exceeds Łg f l O.
The points indicated in fig.3 were corrected for neutron evaporation to ob¬
tain the FWHM of the primary fragments and normalized to a temperature T of
1.6 MeV using an empirical law (A(FWHM)2«610 AT) extracted from a compilation
of available data at very low angular momenta. Indeed, 5t should be noted
that the temperature increases the FWHM because of statistical fluctuations
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and this is well understood in the framework, of liquid drop model7. However,
the previous conclusion concerning the change of the evolution of FWHH around
l
Bf=O w a s s u s t a i n e< 1 b y only one experimental point. More recently, Hanappe et
al. and Peter et a l . ° have then undertaken a comparison of various "fission"
mass distribution measured in different laboratories. The data for which the
symmetric component is clearly resolved from the O.I. peaks were selected.
The results are plotted in figure 4. The ordinate is the reduced FWHU, i . e .
the FWHM divided by the total mass of the fissionning nucleus and the Ł c r j t
is deduced from a sharp cut-off approximation using cross-section treasure-,
merits. In the cases where cross-section values were not available, l c r j t weere
calculated as in ref.8 by using the critical distance concept and the energy
density potential. Data are normalized to the same temperature 1.6 MeV. Itt
appears clearly that the mean pattern is quite different below and above %f-_o
and that the evolution presumed by Lebrun et al. is confirmed. In the conven¬
tional fission range ( * c r j t < &Bf»o) the variation of FWHM is weak but beaeoies
very strong as soon as the fission barrier has vanished ( * c r i t > ^fxc.)- ;Me
think that this change of the width of the mass distribution can be intertpreted as a signature for a new mechanism. The continuous evolution between tthe
two regions fccr-jt<*Bf-o a n d )lcrit>ilBf«0 1 S n o t surPi"ising since the percentage
of "fission without barrier" (as we tentatively named the mechanism) gradual¬
ly increases when I increases above Ag^n and is not zero even at * cr it xe 8l5"0
since the sharp cut-off approximation is not realistic.
It should be noted that for a given system, the reduced width increases
strongly with the angular momentum. In figure 5, the same data are plotted as
a function of the f i s s i l i t y parameter x- For a given value of the f i s s i l i t y
parameter, one observes strong variations of the reduced mass widJi which are
due to the angular momentum as the data are already corrected for the tempe¬
rature effect. The relevant parameter which determines the width is thus the
effective fission barrier which depends both on the fissility parameter and
the angular momentum.
The reaction time associated should be intermediate between fusion and
D.I. since mass equilibration is more or l e » achieved.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANISM

How can we understand this new mechanism in an oversimplified view

?
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If we consider that in the entrance channel the reaction is dominated
by a sudden interaction, i . e . by an interaction potential corresponding to a
frozen density configuration (that seems reasonable if we remember the success
of calculated fusion cross-sections with such type of potentials 1 2 ), this po¬
tential may exhibit or not a pocket. Then including friction, dynamically two
possibilities are present : the two fragments are scattered by this potential
with a part of kinetic energy lost and after an exchange of mass (D.I.) or the
system is trapped into the pocket of the potential. In this latter case the
"di-nuclear*- system formed can evolve either to formation of a compound nucleus
or if the driving force goes towards symmetry to a fragmentation in approxima¬
tely two equal partners. The time associated to the relaxation of the degree
of freedom asynmetry of mass being large, we can consider that the sudden ap¬
proximation becomes less and less valid whereas the exchange of mass occurs.
Conversely, an adiabatic approaci. becomes more and more justified, i t is why,
in the exit channel, the fission barrier is the relevant parameter.
Such a description needs some conditions that we can try to summarize :
1. The interaction potential calculated within the sudden approximation
should have a pocket ; that means that the product of the two atomic numbers
in the entrance channel has to be lower than 2500-3000 1 3 " 1 4 . When this con¬
dition is fulfilled, due to the centrifugal potential, limiting values of an¬
gular momentum (* lim ) cannot be exceeded.
2. The "di-nuclear" system has to evolve towards symmetry : i t is only
possible for not too asyranetric systems.
3. Angular momenta must be greater than &gfxQ .
From conditions 1 to 3, we can deduce a more general condition for the
presence of the new mechanism : t}-jn)>*Bf,o# ™s l a t t e r condition limits the
mass region of the surface (M|jroject » "tarqet^ w n e r e t n e n e w mechanism can
be observed. This mass region is indicated in fig.6 with two minimum values
(2 and 5 MeV) for the depth of the pocket. In this calculation, the energy
density potential was used and it was assumed that the rolling stage was
reached at the moment of trapping in|p the pocket.
The condition 2 limits a l i t t l e bit more this region (fig.7). The evolution towards symmetry was deduced from the potential energy curve of two
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tangential spheres for ft ^ lOOfi (greater than Łg f=0 ) as a function of mass
asynmetry. The symbols 0 indicate the cases where we can consider that the
new mechanism was experimentally observed 5 ' 6 ' 7 (broad distributions of the
symmetric component). The symbols • indicate the cases where no prominent
symmetric component were s e e n 6 ' 1 6 ( f i g . 8 ) . The agreement between data and — calculations i s quite nice. Moreover, in table 1, are also indicated, for
the different systems, the limiting values of angular momentum corresponding
to depths of 2 and 5 MeV. We see that no experimental t c r i t exceed £ 1 i m .

NEW EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Now, we want to present very recent r e s u l t s 1 ' obtained for two systems
giving the same compound nucleus

205

At : ^ A r + ^ H o and

24

Mg+ 181 Ta. For Ar+Ho.

where the new mechanism can be seen (ref.6 and f i g . 7 ) , only two experimental
data concerning the FWHM of the symmetric component were obtained previously
and a more systematic study was of great i n t e r e s t . For Mg+Ta, figure 7 shows
that the new mechanism should not be present and then i t is a good test for
the previous theoretical assumptions.
The FWHM of the mass distribution and the cross-section for the symme¬
t r i c component were measured using the experimental method described in r e f . 6 .
In a l l the c a s e s , the separation between the symmetric component and D.I. pro¬
ducts was possible without any d i f f i c u l t i e s . - It should be noted that for a
given system at a given bombarding energy, the FWHM i s , as one expects i t ,
independent of the detection angle (measurements were made forwards and back¬
wards the grazing angle).
Ar+Ho system

Figure 9 which represents the values of the FWHM as a function of the
bombarding energy in the center of mass confirms that Bf=O is a relevant va¬
lue and that we can really distinguish two mean values of widths. In the con¬
ventional fission range (Bf>0), the mean width is about 36 a.m.u whereas
about 55 a.m.u i s obtained when the new mechanism i ś present. Points indica¬
ted here are normalized to a temperature of 1.6 MeV (the corresponding correc¬
tion remains very small). We have previously mentioned that a limiting value
for a-waves contributing to the new mechanism must be observed. For the sys¬
tem Ar+Ho, i t correspond to -v- 13On\ In figure 10, are indicated the measured —
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c r i t i c a l angular momenta versus the bombarding energy in the center of mass.
The differential cross-section ^
of the symmetric component was supposed
close to I/sine (that seems reasonable) and a F is equal to o f i s s i o n since i t
was shown in ref.18 that a e v a p o r a t i o n r e s i d u e s was negligible. In figure
10, we see that there are indications for such a saturation of * c r 1 t around
the predicted theoretical value.
In figure 11, the width of the mass distribution of the symmetric component is plotted as a function of the measured c r i t i c a l angular momentum ' .
The experimental points are corrected for neutron evaporation and temperature
effect. In addition, experimental results obtained on other systems leading
to tre same or almost the same compound nucleus 11 are also presented. We see
tłie
that the FWHM remains constant for e ^t<JlBf7_Q , but for ^(-^^Hf^O'
FWHM of the fission products mass distribution is taken equal to 29 as given
by the experiments. The FWHM of the symmetric fragmentation component arizing
in the region ^ c r it i i l Bf=O w a s c a 1 c u 1 a t e d u s i n 9 Vie following equation : P(X)
-v exp - S i £ i i !
where P(X) is the probability to observe a given mass asym¬
metry ratio X, s(X,s.) is the potential energy of the composite system cal¬
culated at the bottom of the pocket and using the sudden approximation and
T is the temperature of the composite system. An harmonic approximation was
used for e{X,£). Despite the simplicity of the model, namely the transition
between the sudden, and the adiabatic potentials occurs only when mass asynrnet r y has completely relaxed to a s t a t i s t i c a l equilibrium, the agreement between
the calculation and the experimental results is not tc bad.

Mg+Ta system
A change of the mass distribution for the symmetric component, which
is the signature of the new process, should not be observed. Results of the
FWHM, presented in figure 9, show that i t is true i f the correction for tem¬
perature is yet v a l i d . Indeed, the empirical law previously mentioned was de¬
duced from a compilation of data for temperatures up to 2 MeV and these in¬
volved with Mg+Ta at 248 and 300 MeV were respectively 2.5 and 2.8 MeV. To
make a comparison in a simplest way, results from Ar+Ho at approximately the
same temperature (ECM = 247 MeV ; 2.3 MeV) can be used : a difference of at
least 10 a.ra.u for the FVIHM can be noted. Experimental c r i t i c a l angular mo¬
menta were not obtained in this experiment and i t w i l l be of great interest
to Know them to confirm these interesting results for the Mg+Ta system.
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Both experimental and theoretical investigations 1 9 * 2 2 argue in favour
of this new mechanism intermediate between D.I. and compound nucleus forma¬
t i o n . Amongst the already published calculations, the one from Nbrenberg and
Riedel

seems interesting because i t predicts also the region where this new

mechanism can be observed. These authors have introduced, in the frame of a
diffusion model, the formation of a doorway configuration which occurs during
the fast approach and following diabatic states. They take into account the
fact that the dissipation of energy, at the f i r s t stage of the c o l l i s i o n , can¬
not be share out in the most "adiabatic" way ; thus a diabatic potential is
introduced. A long l i v i n g component is found which exists beside the w e l l known fast component ( D . I . c o l l i s i o n s ) . This new component is characterized
by s i m i l a r i t i e s to compound nucleus fission but differs by a broader mass dis¬
t r i b u t i o n , a threshold in bombarding energy and by dependence on p r o j e c t i l e target combination. This component is expected, to exist only for large com¬
pound masses (200*As300), and large i n i t i a l mass asymmetries (0.5ca<8). In
figure 12, such a treatment has been applied to the Ar+Pb system. Different
trajectories are plotted in the (r,a) plane, r being the distance between the
fragments and a their mass asymmetry r a t i o . The trajectory with 1=51 leads to
the compound nucleus. The £=104 one corresponds to a deep inelastic c o l l i s i o n .
The trajectory with Jl=102 is captured for a while (2.10 '"seconds) so that the
system develops towards mass asymmetry and f i n a l l y s p l i t s into two fragments
with I/sine angular d i s t r i b u t i o n since the l i f e time is much longer than a
rotational period.
Further experiments as well as more involved calculations are yet neces¬
sary. Experimentally, we have to confirm more systematically theoretical hypo¬
thesis which concern the mass region where this new mechanism exists. On the
other hand, the study of systems where the fission barrier is close to zero
(£Bf._o-v£) might permit to isolate the new mechanism at the threshold and con¬
sequently i t s evolution with the bombarding energy. Finally, the most interes¬
ting experiments are perhaps the study of the shape of the fragments via neu¬
tron measurements23. Indeed, the valleys followed in true fission and in the
new mechanism are not the same.
Theoretically, we car. expect more complete dynamic calculations.
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Table 1

Soice systems for which Z

.

(deduced from o„ in c sharp cut-off

approximation) is larger than £._, -(according to the model of
ref.2).Limiting angular momenta (1.. ) are indicated for two mini¬
mum depths of pocket : 2 and 5 MeV.
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INFLUENCE OF THE PAULI PRINCIPLE ON THE ONE-QUASIPARTICLE
STATES IN ODD SPHERICAL NUCLEI

Chan £uy Khuong

JINR-Dubna USSR

The effect of the Pauli principle on the fragmentation
of one-quasiparticle states in odd spherical nuclei is studied
within the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model* It is shown
that the Pauli principle influences considerably the position
and structure of a few low-lying states. The fragmentation
of one-quasiparticle states at intermediate and high excitation
energies is slightly affected by the Pauli principle, and the
calculations can be performed by taking the Pauli principle
into account roughly.

(&*JXKAC\
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1. Introduction
The structure of the low-lying state of odd-A spherical
nuclei and the effects which strongly influence it are inves¬
tigated in the paper by Kuriyama et al. ( 1975 )- (see also the
references of this paper). In the present paper we show how the Pauli principle is taken into account within the quasiparticle-phonon model in odd-A spherical nuclei.
The wave function of the model for an odd-A nucleus con¬
tains the following components: one-quasiparticle, quasiparticle
plus one phonon, quasiparticle plus two phonons, etc. A rough
antisymmetrization of the wave functions with respect to free
quasiparticles and those forming the phonons has been performed
in the papers by Soloviev et al. (1977, 1978, 1979) Dambasuren
et al (1976), and Vdovin et al (1979). This antisymmetrization
neglects the terms containing the phonons in which the compo¬
nents violating the Pauli principle give more than 50% contri¬
bution to the normalization of the phonon wave function. It is
necessary to study the cases when a rough antisymmetrization
of the wave function ia used and ?fhen the Pauli principle is
rigorously taken into account.
In this paper we derive an

equation for the wave function

of an odd-A spherical nucleus consisting of one-quasiparticle
and quasiparticle plus phonon components taking into account
the Pauli principle. Having simplifed the equation we study
the effect of the Pauli principle on the fragmentation of onequasiparticle states over many nuclear levels.
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2. Model Hamiltonian and Commutation Relations
The model Hamiltonian includes the average field for
protons and neutrons, the interactions resulting in the supperconducting pairing correlations and the multipole and spinmultipole isoscalar and isovector forces.
Let us consider odd-A spherical nuclei. The model Hamilto¬
nian is as follows:

f-J

- 4-1

+ hi k
,x

.. .r

(2)

43)

In these formulae

TJJU.

is tne

single-particle reduced

matrix element of the multipole or spin-multipole operators;
7

«n,p is the summation over neutron (n) and proton (p)

single-particle states;
and

S; is the one-quasiparticle energy
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In expressions (3) and (4) and in the following the upper
stand
signsVfor the multipole-forcea and the under signs - for the
spin-multipole ones.

ei; m

is the quasiparticle creation

operator* The phonon creation operator is

Z
J

& U;
j

where

A)

Xv0

and

)

H )

A)

JC\ are

the isoscalar and isoveetor constants
spin-multipole forces.

x»V -

%A+1

of the multipole and
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To obtain the model Hamiltonian (1)~(3) we use the secular
equation determining the energies of the one-phonon states and
having the following form (see the paper by Soloviev, 1978).

f

•

Note, that the above formulae have been derived under the
assumption that in the ground state of a doubly even nucleus
the number of quasiparticles is small, i.e.

BÓJ

= 0

(9)

The investigations (Soloviev, 1979) have shown that in the
nuclei with one closed shell and in those differing from them
by two nucleons, the conditions (9) is fulfilled.
The quasiparticle and phonon operators satisfy the follo¬
wing commutation

relation;

i0*/" j r ^ j
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How we calculate the quantity:

The functions o L j

give the effect of the Pauli principle or

the qr.asiparticle plus phonon components.

3. Exect model equations
Let us write the wave function of an odd-A spherical nu¬
cleus as follows:

where

J. 0 is the wave function of the ground state of a

doubly even nucleus. In the paper by.Dambasuren et al (1976)
and Vdovin et al (1?79) the neutron strength functions an the
fragmentation cf one-quasiparticle states in the 3pherical
nuclei have been calculated with the wave function (12). Using
the exact commutation relations for the operators
j,

^im

and

» , we obtain the normalization condition for the wave

function (12) in the form:

Jj h U
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1(13)

The equations for the energies

f\~ and coefficienta l_ •- an

• /3v A can be derived by using the variational principle

'

= o

As a result we get the following system of equations

,,.

'utihhhW -

J

Lo
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where

From eqs. (15) and (16) we f~nd the secular equation:

It is easily seen that the following relation is valid:

v

fc P- -

(19)

Note, that assuming <dL~-0 in these formulae, we get the
equations derived in Soloviev (1S76) and Vdovin and Soloviev
(1S74).
To determine the energies

7)^

, one should solve,

equation (16) and substitute the obtained function

[J' /jy J

into the secular equation (18), i.e. one should diagonalize the

matrix in the quasiparticle plus phor.on state space. This
matrix is of a very high rank, in which the nondiagonal elements
give snail correction. Therefore, one should use the approxi¬
mate equations.

4. Approximate equations
Among the matrix elements of the model Hamiltonian, we
conserve only the diagonal ones because the Pauli principle
is most strongly violated in the quasiparticle plus phonon
eonponents of the wave function (12),

which contain three

identical quasiparticles. In these cases the absolute values
of jLj are ".arge .Table 1 shows the values of the function
oCjUiMj/jiA»iaJ

, It is seen from the table that the non-

diagonal terms of 0C3 with respect to (/^')

less than the

diagonal ones in the absolute value, lioreov :r

oCj

are the

alternating quantities, and therefore the diagonal terms are
most important in all

the sums of eqs. (15) and (16). Table 2

shows the two-quasiparticle components giving a large contri¬
bution to the normalization of the one-phonon state wave func¬
tions given in table 1. It is seen -from table 2 that the ma¬
ximum violation of the Pauli principle occurs in the case of
three identical quasiparticle.
In this approximation from eq. (16) we get

VX

f.+OX,-7L'-kfl>\0

(20)
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The secular equation has the form

,v

i

where

The stunmation
rity

X

Ł over all one-phonon states of the multipola-

is due to the effect of the Pauli principle in the

function fii[Tj^ij. The normalization condition

(13) of the

wave function (12) in this approximation is as follows.'

One can easily show that relation (19) is fulfilled. The frag¬
mentation of one-quasiparticle state over nuclear levels at
intermediate and high exitation energies is efficiently studied
within the method of strength functions. Following the papers
by Soloviev (1978,a,b) we construct the function:

(24)
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Using relation. (19) and expressing (24) through the contour
integral for O j (9 ) »

A

we

1 *

Ut)

The function (25) concides formally with the expression for
obtained in Oambasuren et al (1976) and Vdovin et al
(1979a). The Pauli principle causes the change of the functions
()

5. Discussion of the results
It is seen from eq. (21) that the Pauli principle causes
the renormalization of matrix element and the shift of the poles
in the secular equation. The influence of the Pauli principle
depends on the function Ju an K
of l£ for some states of

. Table 2 shows the values

S

/Vi . Por the calculations we have

used the same parameters as in Vdovin et al (1979a). The value
of JU

is close to - 1 for the states with 3 quasipartides

which are forbidden by the Pauli principle. These states are
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automatically excluded from the normalization condition and
from the secular equation . Note that the corrections depend
on the collect!veness of a phonon in the wave function (12).
The normalization condition of the collective phonons wave func¬
tion is contributed by many two-quasiparticle components, and
therefore it turns out that the contribution of the component
violating the Pauli principle in the wave function (12) is
relatively small. Thus, the values of «C are small for the
quasiparticle plus phonon components with the collective pho¬
nons. This fact has been used as a basis for a rough antisymmetrization of the wave function (Soloviev, 1976). In the paper
by Dambasuren et al (1976) from the wave function (12) there
were excluded all the component with three idential quasiparticles for the noncollective phonons, a part of the components
permitted by the Pauly principle being neglected. Our equations
allow one to take the Pauli principle into account and to
investigate its influence on the structure of different states.
The Pauly principle has roughly been taken into account in
the calculations of strength functions (Dambasuren et al, 1976,
Vdovin et al, 1979). Figures 1-3 show the strength functions
calculated taking the Pauli principle into account
rigorously and roughly. As it is seen from figs. 1 and 2 the
strength functions for

11

°Sn and " N i differ very slightly in

both cases. These is a noticeable difference for the states
7/2" in 5 7 Ni in the low-lying region (fig.3)> A pronounced
redistribution of strength of the hole state 7/2* in this region
is due to the Pauli principle; this is an agreement with the
experimental data on the fragmentation o.f deeply-lying hole
state. The detailed calculations of these states and the
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comparison with experiment are given in Vdovin et al (1979b).
As it is seen from the figures the results are very close in
both the cases at intermediate and high excitation energies.
This testifiea to the fact that the neutron strength functions
can efficiently been calculated by taking the Pauli principle
into account roughly.

6. Conclusion
We have shown that the Pauli principle can rigorously
be taken into account in odd-A spherical nuclei within the
quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model. Host strongly the Pauly
principle influences the structure of the low-lying states.
This is due to the fact that the quasiparticle plus phonon
components of the low-lying states are mainly formed by the
one-quasiparticle states near the Fermi level and by the first
roots of the quadrupole phonons. The structure of the quadrupole
phonons is much contributed

by the two-quasiparticle components

formed of the states also lying near the Fermi level. Therefore,
the Pauli principle is most frequently violated in these cases.
The effect of the Pauli principle are insignificant in the
calculations of different strength functions at intermediate
and high excitation energies. Thus, one may roughly take

the

Pauli principle into account as in the paper by Dambasuren
et al (1976).
The author expresses his gratitude to Prof..

V.G.So¬

lo vie v and Dr. V.V.Voronov for their stimulating interest in
this work and for useful discussions.
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Table 1. Values of the coefficients

for

I*.
1/2"

1f

*S
A

5/2

2p

3/2

A

2p

3/2
2p 3 / 2

lf

5/2

2p

3/2

1P 3/2

A
A
A^

2p 3 / 2

1f ? / 2

Ao

1f7/2

1f

A

2p

3/2

2p

1/2

1d

5/2

2P 3 / 2
2p

3/2"

3/2

7/2

1f 7/2

4

1f 7/2

1f

5/2

1d

5/2

2

?
A
A
*\
A

-0.95
-0.65
-0.004
-0.04
0.17

37

-0.05

2

-0.36

lo

-0.13

4

-0.1
0.01

labie 2 . Values of the coefficients et+il ifrli [Ax ) and tth»
phonon structure for the Btates violating the PavdLi
principle in 5 9 N i

Phonon structure
Two-quasiparticle
components

^

Contribution to norma¬
lization of one-phonon
wave functions (in %)

1f

5/2

[ U 5/2 łlf 5/2] 2 +

94.9

-0.949

1f

7/2

[1f7/2'1f7/2]4+

99.9

-0.999

2p 3 / 2

f 2p 3/2' 2p 3/2] 2 |

65.4
4.3

-0.666

p

2p

f 3/2' i/2] 2 +
lf

r

7/2 > 2 p 3/2} 2 +

2.3

T'

1.4

2p

3/2' 1 f 5/2j 2 +
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Figure Captions

Pig. 1.Strength

function

£3 m

for the state 5/2+ in

119

Sn;

the solid line is. the inclusion of the Pauli principle
the dashed line is a rough antisymmetrization of wave
functions
Pig. 2.Strength function

O^^/for the state 1/2" in

59

Ni

the solid line is the inclusion of the Pauli principle
the dashed line is a rough antisynmetrization of wave
functions
Fig. 3.Strength function ^

(v) for the state 7/2" in

57

Hi

the solid line is the inclusion of the Pauli principle
the dashed line is a rough antisymmetrization of wave
functions
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Angular Momentum Dissipation in the Cu + Au Deep
Inelastic Collisions it E* - 400 MeV.

D. Chapoulard, M. Berlanger , B. Borderie, C. Gerschel, F. Hanappe ,
J. Kuzminski++, J. Natowitz*, C. Ng6*, N. Perrin and B. Tamain.

Institut de Physique Nucleaire, BP n' 1, ORSAY, F 914O6, France.

In a recently published paper, Gerschel et al (1) have studied the
angular momentum transfer associated with the deep Inelastic collisions
for the Cu + Au system at 443 MeV. {-ray multiplicity data have been
obtained and contribution of collective modes such as bending has been
suggested in order to explain the rather high mean values of the trans¬
ferred angular momentum, its variation with the mass asymmetry ratio
of the outgoing fragments and the lsotropic angular distribution (In and
out of reaction plane) of the emitted

{'•rays. Indeed simple model

predictions as rolling or sticking configurations were not able to repro¬
duce the experimental data.
f"ift.i '" ( A'- ***
,
«0f '* C
In t h £ work performed on the Cu + Au system at 400 MeV, we-hed ihree
,-- •'"""
*
aims

: & tp obtain a good precision on the absojjłt* value of the

f-ray

m u l t i p l i c i t y artd * 0 to confirm the previously obtained r e s u l t s /
' to obtain the variance associated^with the I- ray m u l t i p l i c i t y
distribution 'and t h i s oait-he^jrfwe by- analysing the twofold—coincidence'
av»n%M**m&

iatM to obtaifi the repartition of the

/-ray m u l t i p l i c i t y

between the outgoiwrr ragments, -this iitferaatien carrT5e~^e<l>ie«d by mlnu

y ayłLWM . At the

tiyarfnr

bombarding energy the labagatory emission directions of the two correlated
light and heavy fragments are perpendicular. Therefore "the number of
J*- rays recorded by the detectors located in the flight direction of the
light fragments («^BHI F) and in the opposite direction (B) are the saae
if they are emitted by the heavy fragments, but the ratio F/B is not the
same if the j-rays are emitted by the light fragments . In this case the

Physique Nuclcaire Expcrimcntale, II5N et FNRS, University Libre de Bruxelles
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1O5O, Belgique.

University Slaski, Katowice, Poland.
•
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effect amounts to about 3O% depending on the fragments mass ratio
Jlnrniirr from observed differences between the numbers of

)f- rays detected

in F and B directions, one can deduce the repartition of emitted
between light and heavy fragments.

1.

/-rays

I tN-uA. r\>0 1/ I

Experimental technique

He have measured the

f-ray multiplicity in the deep inelastic collisions

for 400 MeV Cu + Au system. The experiment has been performed using IPN
Orsay Heavy Ion facility ALICE. The experimental set-up is shown in the fig. 1.
The Cu ions beam bombards a thin gold target (4OO yttg/cm ) . At two angles :
40° (forward the grazing angle) and 63* (close to it). The mass and energy
of outgoing reaction products have been measured using a time of flight
technique. Four Nal detectors have been located around the target in the
reaction plane. The distance between target and f- ray detectors was at least
45 cm and allowed us to discriminate between

J-rays and neutrons by uning

their time of flight difference (see fig. 2). In the scattering chamber,
252
Cf source glued on a small solid state detector was placed close to

a

the target and provided us with a on-line calibration of our
detection system. Indeed, as the
252
of the

r-rays

V-ray multiplicity for spontaneous fission
'

cf is known (4) we were able to use it for the normaliration of

our data, in fig. 3

V- ray energy spectra are shown, in the upper part the

X- ray spectrum from the Cu + Au collisions, in the lower part, V- spectrum
252
from the
Cf fission. As one can see, both have the same shape which
juatiilEssuch a calibration method.
2.

Experimental results.
The mean value of the

/- ra Y multiplicity

n/

Is related to the number

of coincidences between the f-detectors and the particles detectors. If N
is the number of coincidences and N.

the number of events counted by the

particles counter, then we have (S)

if {If

the total efficiency of

is small, (in our experiment

y. detector (including the solid angle)

Xi„ "^> 10~ ) . In the same way, by counting the

twofold coincidence (2 V -rays) N.., one can determine the variance
of the

V~

rav

multiplicity distribution P ;K y

).

V
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It reads

. z.z.a.n.
where il . , il .

are the efficiency of

IT-detectors i and j.

In ord«r to get the overall angular momentum carried out by the number of
the

y-rays, we have to make an assumption about the swan value of the V- ray

multipolarity. Using the arguments presented by Gerschel et al
assume that the mean

(1), we

\f- ray nultipolarity is 1.8 -j| • Raving estiaated

that the angular momentum carried out by the neutron evaporation is /v

Oit

(3) and knowing that no at-particles are emitted during the collision or
by the fragments

(2), the relation between the mean value of the y.aulti-

plicity and tranferred angular moaentua

u I

reads

:

At - 1.8 "fr Mj, .
Variation of

M>

with the energy dissipation

The variation of My

with the energy dissipation has been aeasured for

given mass of Lie final products since Mr

also varies with the aass ratio.

In fig. 4, one can clearly see that the N^

first Increases rapidly with

the increasing energy dissipation and after reaains rather constant. The
same behaviour has been observed at 365 and 443 MeV (1) and for other systems
(6). For this figure, particular care has been taken to discriminate and
remove quasi elastic events fron the deep inelastic ones.

Variation of M * with the mass asymmetry

rather puzzling. Let us recall that in the case of rolling, the transferred
angular momentum 4 i

is related to the initial angular •omentua *.

f A I /%. J - 2/7, and in the casa of sticking one has

¥

x

\

wher* J &

by :

:

fl

*r« the moa«nts

'S
of inertia of light and heavy fragments and J r e l is the aoment of Inertia of
the rotating whole system.
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In fig. 5, the mean value of the transferred angular momentum is plotted
as a function of the mass asymmetry ratio H«SK,

•A s

iŁ can

b* seen,

the

shape of the experimental curve is not in agreement with the prediction of the
simple model where sticking is assumed to be reached. The same behavior has
already been reported for the beam energies of 365 and 443 MeV

(1). The mea¬

sured transferred angular momentum value is high but cannot be explained by
a multipolarity value error. Indeed, a value of 1.2 %
should bo assumed to observe an agreement

for the multipolarity

between experimental M ^

values

and sticking limit prediction.
For

the initial mass asymmetry , the value of the transferred angular

momentum is close to the rolling limit prediction. The complete data set can
be explained as in refs. (1, 7) by a transfer of angular momentum which increa¬
ses with the increasing mass transfer and by the contribution of collective
modes as bending .

Angular momentum repartition between the fragments

In the fig. 6, we plot the ratio F/B of detected

jf. rays if. PMF (forward

direction <v 50°) and PMB (backward direction-vl30°) as a function of the
mass asymmetry parameter M /M, . The predictions corresponding to the rolling
and the sticking configurations are given by the dotted and full lines respec¬
tively. Even if the error bars are large, one can conclude that the sticking
configuration alone is rather difficult to deduce from the experimental results.
This seems to indicate that the relaxation time associated to angular momentum
transfer is quite close to the one connected to mass asymmetry or a little
bit smaller.

Variation of the multiplicity distribution
From measured numbers, of two-fold coincidences we can deduce the second
moment of

v -multiplicity. Assuming that the distribution of

J- multiplicity

is a gaussian one, we obtain rather large values of variance : for instance
at 4O° the FWHM is equal to 22 over all range of masses whereas the mean value
of transferred angular momentum varies from 17 to 31 as one goes from the ini¬
tial asymmetry to the symmetric configuration (see fig. 7 ) . Such a large value
cannot be explained by the number of partial waves which might contribute
to this particular angle. Indeed, as shown by the calculations, even if all
partial waves would contribute, the deduced value of the width would remain
too small. This indicates that statistical fluctuations in the orbital angular
momentum and collective modes connected to angular mocar.tud, iixe bending,
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are present.
In/odt of plane

Y- ray angular distribution

He would also report that as in previous experiments at 365 and 443 MeV
(1, 7), the counting rates in the plane and out of the plane are almost the
same. The anisotropic behavior expected if the

V- ray spectrum is mostly

composed by E, strecked transitions from highly aligned system is not observed.
In order to explain the small differences between, the counting rates in and
out of plane

('V 14%), one has to assume that the E

60% of the total

f- transitions. Such a high E

contribution would be

contribution is not proba¬

ble and is in contradiction with the observed shape of the

/-energy spectra.

This quasi-isotropy is as in the previous work taken as an argument in favor
of the bending mode in deep inelastic collisions

(1).

*

Conclusion

As we have seen , the all experimental results presented here s«en to
confirm the earlier hypothesis that the sticking configuration is not reached
in the deep inelastic collisions of the Cu + Au system. In order to explain
the rather isotropic in/out reaction plane angular distribution of emitted
V- rays, Berlanger et al

(7) have introduced the influence of collective

modes such as the bending mode, which is known to be present in spontaneous
fission as theoretically described firstly by Nix- (6). the calculations of
Dietrich and Pfabe (9) and Horetto (10) show that if such a mode is present,
one can generate an angular momentum up to 15 %

. The bending mode could

also contribute to explain the variation of the Jf- ray multiplicity versus
t1 .-> mass asymmetry ratio and the large values of the variance of the multi¬
plicity distribution.
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Fig.5. Transferred angular momentum as a function of the fragments mass
asymmetry ratio .Sticking and rolling predictions are also displayed.
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HIGH SPIN STATES OF DEFORMED NUCLEI
Hans Emling
Gesellschaft fUr Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt

Introduction
The collective behaviour found in the two regions of well deformed heavy
nuclei (A- 160, A-240) stimulated an Immense spectroscopical work from
both the experimental and the theoretical side. Due to experimental limi¬
tations the investigation was concentrated on the deformed rare earth
region where a rich pattern of rotational like bands could be observed
even at very high spins (I - 30 h). These bands were interpreted in
terms of ground state rotation,
rotation-vibration coupling and of
rotational aligned quasi-par tide configurations. Many of the experiments
and theoretical studies have been devoted to the "backbending" effect
now.being understood as the crossing between the ground band and a ro¬
tational band built on an aligned I13/? t*0 quasi-neutron configuration.
Our knowledge in the actinide region-the second area of strong ground
state deformation - is much less comprehensive. It results from the
fact that heavy ion induced fusion reactions - the most frequently
used production mode of high spin states - here lead mainly to fission.
Heavy ion accelerators such as the UNILAC at GSI now provide a second
powerful method of high spin excitation, i.e. multiple Coulomb excitation
(MCE) with very heavy projectiles like 2 0 8 Pb, entering into competition
with heavy ion induced fusion. The maximum angular momentum I__v being
WO A

transferred to a well deformed target by MCE depends strongly on, the
projectile charge. The population of levels in the ground band of 2 3 8 U
after bombardment with several projectiles at an "safe" energy 1s
demonstrated in fig. 1 (obtained in the semiclassical approximation
using rigid rotor matrix elements). A maximum spin of - 32 h should
be observable. For deformed rare earth nuclei the estimated I||ax amounts
to - 20 h and is comparable with the highest discrete spin state ob¬
served in (HI,xn)-reactions.

£1<L_L.Excitation probability of
ground band members In Tl with
heavy projectiles at a safe bombar¬
ding energy and 8 ^ * 165°(semiclassi*
cal approximation). The arrows Indi¬
cate a classical estimate of I_.v
obtained by calculating the classi¬
cal torque of deformed target nucleus
in the inhomogeneous electric field
produced by the passing projectile.

Both production modes of high spin states, MCE and fusion, complement
each other from the following aspects:
*
- The application of MCE is limited to stable or longlived isotopes. Due
to particle evaporation or fission the n-rich rare earth nuclei and the
actinides are not accessible by (HI,xn)-reactions.
- MCE populates only excited states strongly coupled to the ground state,
which do not necessarily belong to the yrast-sequence. The electromag¬
netic excitation procers is one of the rare cases in nuclear physics
which is almost perfectly described by theory and therefore the reaction
mechanism itself can be used to determine the relevant transition matrix
elements.
In (HI,xn)-reactions mainly yrast states are observed. The feeding
pattern of a particular state 1s complicated by the statistical nature
of the deexcitation process of the highly excited compound nucleus. The
pre-yrast y-transitions cause a time delay before reaching the yrastline
and contribute to a large unresolved background in the y-spectra.' Further¬
more the deexcitation of several residual nuclei is observed at the same
time.
- The reaction kinematics in MCE together with the high particle velocities
involved require strong experimental efforts to compensate the Doppler
spread of *' emitted r-rays. In contrast the evaporation residues recoil
in a narrow cone around the beam direction.
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In the first section of my lecture I shall report the results we have
obtained so far by Coulomb exciting several actinide isotopes including
a short description of our experimental technique which can be rather
generally applied in MCE-experiments with very heavy projectiles. In the
second part I shall concentrate on our attempts to measure B(E2)-values
between high spin members of backbending and non-backbending Dy-i sotopes.
Those B(E2)-values have been determined using MCE as well as the recoil
distance technique in combination with an inverse (Hl.xn) reaction.

I.

Multiple Coulomb Excitation

Experimental Procedure
All experiments employing multiple Coulomb excitation were carried out
using the 2 0 8 Pb beam supplied by the UNILAC at GSI with been energies of
4.7 ... 5.3 MeV/u. Due to the high particle velocities (v/c * 10 t) the
y-radiation is strongly Doppler shifted and appears to be smeared out
because of
- the spread in recoil velocity (kinematics, slowing down in the target)
- the spread in scattering angle (kinematics, finite size of the ydetector).
It is therefore difficult to observe Y-spectra with good energy resolution
and to extract reliable Y-yields needed for the determination of transition
probabilities.
To overcome these difficulties a special set-up was developed which allows
a fast online correction of the Doppler shift (fig.2). The Y-rays are
detected in coincidence with the target nuclei recoiling out of a thin
target and the scattered projectiles, the time of flight and the scattering
angle of the particles being measured by means of two large area, positionsensitive parallel plate counters '. A fast online Doppler shift correction
was achieved by utilizing a specially shaped micro-strip delay line as
the cathodes of the gas counters. From the measured kinematical relations
between time of flight and/or both scattering angles it was possible to
distinguish the scattered Pb projectile from the recoiling target nucleus.
The different s.teps performing the Doppler shift correction are demonstrated
in fig. 3.
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scattered
projectiles

Fig.

2. Parti cl e-Y-coincidence set*

up for Doppler correction in Coulomb
excitation experiments.

TKOilS
Doppler correction d e t w n r

The multiple Coulomb excitation of states within rotational-like bands is
strongly Impact parameter dependent. Therefore a unique determination of
reduced transition probabilities for low spin states as well as for high
spin states is only possible if the y-yields are observed in wide region
of Impact parameters. Our particle detectors cover c m . scattering angles
65° i 8 - 150° and therefore allow to determine B(E2)-values in a model
independent way at least for the strongly populated ground band.

Fig. 3. Procedure of Doppler shift
correction
- single y-spectrum
- yspectrum in coincidence with
particle detector
- Y-spectrum after Doppler shift
correction
- coincidences with
Pb projec¬
tiles suppressed.
tfa

so
ID
Energie (keV)
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Coulomb Excitation of Actinide Nuclei
In a series of Coulomb excitation experiments the nuclei 2 3 2 Th, 2 3 4 » 2 3 5 > 2 3 8 u 2»3)
and
Cm ' were investigated.An exampleof Doppler corrected spectra is
shown in f i g . 4. The excitation of the ground band is observed up to spin
I n = 28+ ( 2 3 2 Th, 234 U) or T « 30* (other nuclei). High spin levels of
the K* * 0 octupole vibrationai band are also identified. The spin
assignment is based on energy systematics and the 9^-dependence of the
an
Y-yields.
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Our measurements for the first time extend the excitation of the ground band
of actinide nuclei up to similar frequencies where for many deformed rare
earth nuclei the backbending effect was observed (h =.25 HeV). In the rare
earth region the backbending was interpreted as the crossing of the ground
band with an excited band built on a rotation-aligned -'i13/o - two quasiparticle configuration. In the actinide region the jie/j neutn>ns and/or
^3/2 Drotons are expected to align first5'. The effective moment of inertia
vs. fi2^ is plotted in fig. 5 . These curves increase smoothly with the
rotational frequency, their slopes reach a maximum around nw = .2 HeV
(I » 20 .. 22 h). A similar behaviour is known from many rare earth nuclei
- referred to as "upbending" - being caused by a strong interaction bet¬
ween both crossing bands. An equivalent interpretation seems to apply to the
actinide nuclei. The assumption of a crossing between two strongly inter¬
acting bands is also consistent with the experimental B(E2)-values which have
been determined for 2 3 2 Th and 2 3 8 U and have been found to be close to the

r i g i d rotor values. The amount of aligned spin can be estimated by subtracting
the spin of the rotating core from the measured angular momentum6^. Describing
the collective core rotation by the rotation vibration model 7 ' a maximum
aligned angular momentum of 5 6 h can be deduced ( f i g . 6 ) .
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Fig. 5. Effective moment of inertia
for the investigated actinide nuclei.
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The B(E2)-values obtained by the r i g i d rotor, the interacting boson model
(SU(3)"limit) and the rotation vibration model have been tested. The experi232
23R
mental y-yields of
Th and °l) have been compared with results of semiclassical Coulomb excitation calculations using the predicted groundband
B(E2)-values ( E l . E4, excitation of octupole, B- and y-band also included)
( f i g . 7)-

For both nuclei a reasonable agreement is obtained using the rigid
rotor matrix elements, whereas the rotation vibration model slightly
overestimates the data. On this basis it seems unlikely that the ob¬
served upbending in the moment of inertia is caused by a strongly in¬
creased deformation.
The interacting boson model predicts a termination of the groundband at
spin 24 + , 26 + 28 + , 30* for 2 3 2 Th, 2 3 4 > 2 3 6 > 2 3 8 u respectively. This cutoff
resultsiistronglyreduced Y-yields in the high spin region being in con¬
trast to our data.

32k

10 F

in z

Fig. 7. Comparison of calculated
Y-yields (semiclassical approximation)
using ground band matrix elements
obtained from the rotational model
(RR), the rotation-vibration model
(Rot.vib.) and the interacting
boson model (IBA).
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II.

B(E2)-Values Between High Spin States of Even Dy-Isotopes

We have performed several experiments in order to obtain high spin B(E2)values of the even isotopes
Dy, Dy, and
Dy. From the yrast band
energies a different behaviour of the effective moment of inertia is apparent
spanning from pronounced backbending ( Dy) over upbending ( Dy) to
an only smooth variation with increasing rotational frequency ( Dy)
(fig. 8)- The determination of B(E2)-values between the yrast states
allows to study the interaction between ground band and the rotational
aligned band (s-band) and allows to deduce the collective-properties of
the s-band above its crossing with the ground band.

The nuclei were investigated experimentally by Coulomb excitation applying
the method described in chapter I and the lighter isotopes
' Oy in
addition by means of (Hl.xn) reactions. Using (Hl.xn) reactions B(E2)values were obtained by lifetime measurements employing the recoil
distance method. How this method is applicable to the measurement of short
lived high spin states (I - 30h, T * .2ps) I shall discuss in the follo¬
wing section.

Fig. 8. Effective moment of inertia
for the isotopes ^ . l a . l H ^
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Recoil Distance Measurements
Lifetimes of high spin states in heavy deformed nuclei are below or around
one ps and therefore recoil velocities of about 0.1 c are necessary to
allow the application of the recoil distance method. Large velocities of
the evaporation residues are produced in "inverse" reactions with a heavy
projectile accelerated on to a light target. We have chosen the reactions
25
Mg( 136 Xe,5n) 156 0y and 26 Mg( 136 Xe,4n) 158 0y at 4.7 MeV/u and 4.1 MeV/u
respectively leading to a velocity of - .08 c ( * 24 mn/ps) of the Oy
compound nuclei. At this velocity the use of a precision plunger apparatus
with a minimum target to stopper distance of 10 um and an accuracy of
2 pm allows the measurement of lifetimes down to - .3 ps with a systematic
error of about .1 ps.
The main problem is the determination of the "stopped" peak intensities.
Since the lifetimes are shorter than the time the nucleus needs to come
at rest in a solid stopper, the stopped peaks are strongly Ooppier broadened.
By introducing a thin Au-foil (-2.5 um) instead of a thick stopper the
Doppler spread is strongly reduced, since the transit time through" the

Au-foil (-.Ips) is much shorter than the stopping time in the thick stopper
(2 ... 3 ps). The retardation of the nucleus in the foil however is strong enough
to obtain two well separated peaks for each transition corresponding to the
decay before and after the passage. Fig.9 shows parts of spectra obtained
by this method at three different distances between target and Au-foil.

Fig. 9. Part of spectra obtained for
Dy at three different distances
between target and Au-foil.
(Ip - flight component,
I - retarded component).

550

600

keV
The experimental setup is schematically shown in fig. 10.The r-spectra
are recorded by a Ge(Li)-detector at 0° and by an annular Ge(M)-detector
at 180°. Both directions are favoured since Doppler broadening due to the
finite detector solid angle is minimized at these angles. Due to the kinematical focussing of the neutrons in forward direction the backward Ge(Li)detector has the better peak to background ratio. The spectra are cleaned
up *rom background events with low multiplicity (mainly Coulomb excitation
in the Au-foil) by requiring coincidences with at least two detectors
out of an array of four Nal-detectors.
*<•»

I" ŁA
S»titl ihfj.tr

•rtffftr

ExDerimental set up used in the recoil distance experiments.
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In the Y-spectra yrast states up to I*«30+ ( 156 0y) and I**26 + ( 158 Dy)
are observed, decay curves extracted from those spectra for 1=12-24
158
of w D y are shown in fig.11. The curves in fig.11 correspond to a
cascade calculation accounting for all yrast transitions involved and
allowing up to three side feeding transitions at each step. The two side
feeding models investigated, one assuming parallel feeding, the other
one assuming feeding by a rotational like cascade, yielded nearly the
same yrast state lifetimes.

Fig. 11. Decay curves for high spit
states in *^)y (arbitrary normali¬
sation) .

t/ps

164, Dy (MCE) 12)
A Doppler shift corrected Y-ray spectrum for 60°-9-150° is shown in
fig. 12. All observed r-Hnes can be attributed to the decay of
states belonging to the g- and y-band of
Dy and the g-band of
Dy contained as an =3* impurity in the targets used. In these
spectra the g- and Y-band of 164Dy can be followed up to I * * 22 +
and 18 + , respectively, where the assignments are primarily based
on energy systematics and the Y-dependence at the Y-yields. Neither
members of the e-band (not known in 164Dy) nor of the lowest lying,
icnown octupoie band are observed.
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H g . 12. Y-spectrum of

1M
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Q8

09

10

D y following Coulomb excitation.

Judged from the regularity of the energies of the in-band transitions,
Dy is seemingly "good" rotator up to the highest spins observed.
This is corroborated by the results obtained for the B(E2)-values within
the g-band, which were determined from the y-intensities observed in
the 4.7 MeV/u run exploiting the full angular range (35°Se-150°). As
shown in fig. 13: they are in reasonable agreement with the rigid rotor
prediction with the possible exception of the low spin values.
In order to describe the y-intensities observed for transitions in the
Y-band and between the y- and the g-band however, which are much nore
sensitive to band mixing - a spin dependent coupling between these bands
is required, which we treated In a modified RV-model. In this analysis the
ratio of the intrinsic quadrupole moments of the two bands as well as
a factor reducing the interaction Hamiltonian of the original RV model '
were adjusted to get agreement between calculated and observed ^-yields
for a21 transitions. The best fit was obtained for Q = 1 . 1 0
and a
reduction factor of 2.7, making use of the parametrization of ref. 9. The
magnitude of the band mixing is mainly determined by the E2 branching
ratios of the I +(I-2)„ - relative to the I +(1-2) - transitions for
I = 6,8,10, and 12. The deviation of the deduced interband E2-matrix
elements from the Alaga-rule (which neglects the mixing between the
K = 0 and the K = 2 band) is shown in fig.14. A first order perturbation
treatment using an effective flK*2 interaction ^predicts a straight

line through the points at low spin and does not reproduce the high spin data.
The solid line in fig. 14 shows the result of the calculation whithin the
modified RV model. For the g-band B(E2)-values it predicts only smalldeviations from the rigid rotor prediction; satisfactory agreement between
these predictions and the measured values can be obtained by a slight
adjustment of the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q
(see fig. 13). fhus our
modified RV calculation yields consistent description of the coll-ective
properties of
Dy for spins up to 20 + . One should bear in mind however,
that agreement could only be obtained by reducing the strength of the
RV-interaction Hamiltonian by almost a factor of 3. Obviously the usual
ansatz is overestimating the coupling between the ground state and vibrational
bands, or aequivalently, is overestimating the stretching of the nucleus
due to the centrifugal force acting at high angular momenta, i.e. large
rotational frequencies.
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Dy - MCE and Recoil D i s t a n c e 1 1 * 1 2 )

The two experimental methods supply B(E2)-values for the yrast band
of
Dy being in excellent agreement to each other (fig.15) The
low spin B(E2)-values exceed the rotational model predictions probably
due to centrifugal stretching which seems to saturate at I*= 8 + .
A similar behaviour was also found for the ground band of Dy.
Above the upbending occuring around 1**12* however the E2-transition
probabilities are significantly reduced, indicating clearly a lowered'
collectivity in the rotation aligned band (s-band). Fitting the experimental
decay curves of the recoil distance measurement under the assumption of
a common and identical intrinsic quadrupole moment in the s-band (I** 14 + )
lead to Q o s x .91(3) Q o g .

Since it seems reasonable to assume that the aligned i^g-neutron pair
does not contribute to the E2-transition strength the obtained value
Qos has to be compared with the quadrupolmoment of the
Dy-core. It
156
is found that the quadrupolemoment of
Dy is smaller than that of
158
0y by nearly the same amount ( ( ^ { l S e K B a Q ^ ^ D y ) ) . Therefore
our results seem to confirm the interpretation of s-band in
Oy as
a rotational band be ng built on an aligned two quasi neutron configuration.
On the other hand, ttu reduction in the B(E2)-values clearly rule out that
the strongly increased moment of inertia in ^ ) y above spin I * 12 +
follows from a crossing of the ground band with a band built on a much
more strongly deformed configuration.

Fig. 15. Vrast band B(E2)-values in
l58
Dy obtained from recoil distance
(•) and MCE (x).
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inverse (HI,xn)-reactions have been applied to obtain high spin
spectra of several rare earth and actinide nuclei. From the transition
energies in the ground band of the actinides it seems to be indicated
that rotational alignment of nucleons in high spin orbits pi ays a similar
role tka* in many rare earth isotopes. High spin B(E2)-values measured
with MCE or the recoil distance technique are not in severe disagreement
to the rotational model in all investigated nuclei with the exception of
15S
Dy. The observed reduction of the B(E2)'s in this nucleus can already be
explained in the rotational alignment picture of the backbending affect.
Influences on the B(E2)'s as predicted by the rotation-vibration model
or.by the interacting boson model have not been observed.
r
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IN-BEAM SPECTROSCOPY OF INTERMEDIATE WEIGHT NUCLEI
AND COULOMB EXCITATION OF ACTINIDE NUCLEI
*
R. B. Plercey and J. H. Hamilton
Physics Department, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, USA
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Studies of gaaoa-ray» emitted in-beam either following the formation
and subsequent decay of a compound nucleus or, at beam energies below the
Coulomb barrier, following the Coulomb excitation of the target have, for
the past decade, been primary sources of new information relating to the
structure of the nucleus. -I» this paper \4 will discuss some well-known
techniques in detail and report on some exciting new techniques which have
been developed in recent years.

Emphasis will be placed on showing how

nuclear structure information can be extracted from such measurements,
and how this information has, in the past decade, condensed to form a
basis for understanding nuclear degrees of freedom over a broad range of
nuclei. -Łlluaniaeiuus nlll-ba taktu iv am cuiatini lltemtuie and S U B *

GS1, *m4 V«BderM,U-UiLl.imisU? ef-Kitla e»Ua»si'atiuns.

r, Tanderbltt^
J ,
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Introduction
Even a superficial survey of veil established techniques relating Co
in-beam gamma-ray spectroscopy would require much more space and time than
is here available and as there already exists in the literature a number
of review articles and books (see for example Ref. 1), we will limit our¬
selves in this paper to some selected topics which include techniques

Senior Alexander von Humboldt Award, University of Frankfurt, Germany.
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that have been used by the Vanderbilt group in collaboration with the
research efforts at ORNL, UNISOR, and the*University of K61n to study •
nuclei in the A • 60-80 mass region.

Also examples will be taken from

work, done at GSI while one of us (R. B. Piercey) was

there as a visiting

scientist and from subsequent work done as a Vanderbilt-GSI collaboration
to study actinide nuclei.

Some Gamma-Ray Techniques in the A - 60-80 and Aetinlde Mass Regions
Detailed information on the structure of a nucleus begins in most
cases with a knowledge of the energy level* of that nucleus including the
quantum numbers that specify the observable quantities which determine
that energy state.

In particular we mean energy, spin, parity, life times,

branching ratios, multipole moments, etc.

Many of these quantities may

be deduced at least in part from the gamma-radiation emmitted from the nu¬
cleus as it decays from excited states produced in-beam to its ground
state.

We attempt via gamma-ray spectroscopy techniques to detect these

radiations and related parameters in order to deduce the quantum numbers
of the nuclear states which are involved in the decay.
It should be pointed out that the compound nucleus produced by the
collision of two ions at energies above the Coulomb barrier does not in
general have a unique decay mode.

The evaporation of particles from the

"hot" compound system is a complex statistical process and may result in
several residual nuclei.

Figure 1 shows statistical model calculation

and experimentally determined absolute cross sections for the reaction
products from

16

0 ions incident on

schematically how

71t

60

Ni (ref. 2). Figure 2 shows

Se may be produced via the decay of two different

33*
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Fig. 1. Experimental and calcu¬
lated absolute cross sections
for reaction products from 1 6 0
lom on 60 Ni. Absolute errors
are indicated by flags. The
energies are in the laboratory
systems.
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diagraa of the
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conpound nuclei.

In the ^ 0 + 6°Ni experiment the three major evaporation

channels 2p, pn and 2n are shown. As can be seen, the 7Hx

and

7<

*Br

residual nuclei which are produced are g+-decay parents and grandparents
of the

7u

Se.

In such a case a wide variety of levels is produced in the

7l

*Se end product.

The high spin isomer in

7<ł

Br is produced in beam4'5^

and decays to intermediate spin (^4) states in
in

?1|

Br is populated mainly by

Se.

The low spin isomer

S-decay of the 0 + ground state of

and subsequently decays to low spin states in
situation is clear.

7<ł

7<ł

Se.

71t

Kr

The complexity of the

Levels are being populated at high spin from the 2p

evaporation channel at intermediate spin from the 4~ isomeric parent and
at low spin from the l' isoaer in
scheme deduced for

7l

*Se from the

7l

16

*Br.

0 +

60

Figure 3 (ref. 6) shows the decay
Ni reaction.

levels observed is indicative of the multiple ways

)3.

The plethora of

7l

»Se is being produced.

rs

Pig. 3. The energy levels of 7<4Se observed in the 16 0 + 60 Ni reaction.
The gamma-ray intensities are from the 1Ł C + 6<łNi experiment.
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Although it is of some importance Co study the levels produced in the
6-decay, as we will show later, this feeding often complicates the analy¬
sis and obscures information about the levels populated directly froa the
compound nuclear decay.

One reason for this is that the nuclei populated

directly by particle evaporation are highly aligned and therefore the
angular distribution of the anisotropic gamma-rays emitted from these
aligned states is characteristic of the spins of the initial and final
states.

How the spiss are determined from a measurement of the angular

distribution will be discussed later.

Figure 4 illustrates schematically

how the nuclei are produced with their angular momentum aligned in a
plane perpendicular to the beam axis.

Evaporation of light particles

modifies the distribution only slightly since for most case* the angular
momentum carried away by the particles is small compared to the total
angular momentum of the system.

Experiment-II in 'fig. 2 shows vhat choice

of target and projactile would produce

7<ł

Se without the complications of

radioactivity feedings. That this occurs as expected can be seen from
the intensities shown in fig. 3 which are measured in the
.experiment.

lz

C +

6ł|

Ni

The spin assignments in reference 6 were also accomplished

primarily from this reaction.
In in-beam gamma-ray spectroscopy the spin and parities of levels may
best be determined by making some combination of angular distribution,
gamma-ray yield, linear polarization, and directional correlation measure¬
ments.
These techniques all measure some aspect of the gamma radiation which
is intimately connected vith the initial spin, the final spin or both.
The angular distribution measurements are generally the most useful and
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are relatively easy measurements to make.

Since the residual nuclei are

highly aligned (see fig. 4), the gamma-rays emmitted will have large anisotropies.

The angular distribution can be described by the following

parameterization:
W(6) • Ax(l + a 2 A^3* Q 2 P2(6) + a r A m a x Q^ P^e))
where A

is the integrated gamma-ray intensity, 8 is the angle measured

from the beam direction, a, , are parameters measuring the alignment of
the nucleus, Q, , measure the effect of detector solid angle and A^
contain the information about the spin sequence for the decay.
proper experiment design a 2 ^ and Q 2

4

For

should be only slightly less than

max
one so that a three angle measurement is sufficient Co determine A , ^.
Figure 5 shows the A 2 , A, plane for o, • a, » Q 2 • Q, • 1; initial
spins 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and final spin 6.
distinguishable.

Certain cases are immediately

For example, if via an angular distribution measurement

a, can be shown to be positive then AJ must be ±1 and for a, < 0 iJ • 0,
22.

Also it is clear that if a 2 , a^ < 0, then AJ • 0 and the initial spin

is uniquely determined, if the final spin is known.
strates the limitations of the measurement.

Figure 5 also illu¬

For small i (a common case)

it is always difficult and often impossible to distinguish between
4J • 1 or -1 on the basis of an angular distribution measurement alone. A
further problem arises in the (a2 > 0, a^ < 0) .quadrant where for reason¬
able errors one has problems distinguishing between iJ'« 0 or 2 and
between 4J • 0 or -2 depending on the values of A2 and A,.

Furthermore,

the question of parity can only be answered definitively when AJ » -2 and
chen only on tne basis of expected lifetimes for quadrupoie gamma-radia¬
tion.

Table 1 (fron ref. 6) illustrates the accuracy of angular distribution

measurements present in an experiment cf this type.

"level
1363.2

E

A2

TABLE I. Angular distribution and DCO aeasureacnf In 7l>Se
Aasuaed
J"
Allowed
•pin
final
«
(gates)
Initial
Sequence

R

V

728.4

0.30(2)

-0.04(2)

2

+

1884.3

615.2

0.39(10)

-0.03(10)

2+

2108.0

839.0

0.31(3)

-0.06(3)

2+

1231.4

868.2

0.31(2)

-0.09(2)

4+

2349.6

1714.9

-0.30(4)

0.02(4)

2+

2662,0

777.6

0.25(6)

-0.04(6)

3+

2842.7

493.0

0.32(2)

-0.09(2)

3"

3198.4

967.0

0.43(5)

-0.08(5)

6+

3516.0

673.3

0.34(2)

-0.07(2)

5"

426.3

1057.9

-0.08(4)

8+

4403.2

887.1

0.39(6)

-0.14(6)

7"

5443.0

1186.9

0.39(8)

-0.11(8)

5492.0

1088.8

0.34(14)

-0.21(4)

0.41(4)

10 +

9"

2
4
2
3
4
2
4
4
6

1
3
3
5
3
5
6
6
5
7
8
10
7
9
8
10
12
9
11

2.1(2)
0.0
-0.1(1)
0.3(1)
0.0
2.2(2)
0.0

634.8

2+2+0
4+2+0

1.

1269.1

2+2+0
3+2+0
4+2+0
2+2+0
4+2+0
4+4+2
6+4+2

1. 10(15)

1269.1
728.9

-0.20(5)
0.02(5)
1.3(3)
0.0
0.8(1)
0.0
0.6(1)
0.0
0.78(7)
0.0
0.5(1)
0.0
0.7(1)
0.0
0.0
0.73
0.0
0.8(3)
0.0

862.2+728.4
493.6
967.04-868.2
+728.4
673.4+493.0

6+6+4+2
8+6+4+2
5+5+3
7+5+3
8+8+6+4+2
10+8+6+4+2
7+7+5+3
9+7+5+3

05(7)

1. 08(10)
1. ,03(6)

0,.91(8)
1 .00(11)

0 .93(7)
0 .91(13)

the

0.51(2)
1.00
1.2(2)
1.2(3)
1.00
0.52(2)
1.00
0.83(3)
1.00

0.84(2)
1.00
0.84(3)
1.00
0.86(2)
1.00
0.91(7)
1.00
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J carried away
by particle
•Ualoo
Ouantliłt^yn

Axi*

Direction

Z
J of residual
nucleus

(L • r x p)

J of coapound
nucleus

KJ)

CB)

Fig. 4. a) Schematic diagram showing how the compound nucleus is produced
such that its angular momentun is in a plane perpendicular to
the beam axis.
b) The probability, P(j), of forming a compound nucleus with
spin J is plotted versus J. Assuming compound nuclear forma¬
tion for all classical collisions, P(J) is linear in J up to
J
max w h e r e there is a sharp cut off.
c) Schematic diagram showing how the residual nucleus is still
strongly aligned after the evaporation of two nudeons.
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for different 6's.

If aa we have assumed Che placement of the gamma rays In a particular
nucleus Is already known, then additional intonation about the spins of
the levels may be obtained by comparing relative ganna-ray yields at '
different energies.

Since more angular momentum is brought into the con-

pound system at higher beam energies, the gaama-ray intensity ratio
I(Yi)/I(Yo) i s expected to increase (decrease) with bombarding energy when
the spin of the level depopulated by y, is greater (less) than the spin of
the level depopulated by y~-

Since the measurement of gamma-ray yields

must in general be sensitive to the beam energy, the targets should be
thin ao the bean loses only a small fraction of its energy in the target.
For thick targets the yield will be averaged over the energy of the ion
beam aa it slows down in the target.
cases of

6S

Ga (ref. 7) and

70

However, it hat been shown in the

Ge (ref. 8) that much useful information can

still be extracted from the "averaged" yields measured in thick target
experiments.

Figure 6 shows the

6S

Ga measurement and clearly Illustrates

the systematic change in slope as the spin of the level increases.
TltlD CUtVt Of O*MMA-»M

Fig. 6. The Y-ray yield curves
obtained for 65 Ga from the
7
Ll( 60 Ni, 2n) reaction using
a thick target.

3*2

Figure 7 shows Che same trend for transitions in

68

Ge but the effect is

stronger since a. thin target vas used.
Fig. 7. The y-ray yield
curves obtained for 68 Ge
from the 19 F( 52 Cr, P 2n)
reaction using a thin
target.
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Angular distribution and yield measurements can be done in singles
mode and therefore are almost universally used by in-beam ganaa-ray
spectroscopists

to assign spins. Measurements of the polarization or of

the directional correlations from oriented nuclei (DCO) require coinci¬
dence techniques and longer accumulation times and are therefore somewhat
less popular than angular distribution and yield measurements.

Neverthe¬

less, in recent years these measurements have also become standard
gama-ray techniques. DCO ratios can, in practice, be extracted from the
Y-Y coincidence data which is used to construct the decay scheme ia

the first place and therefore, should not rt -lire an additional measure¬
ment, assuming that the Y~Y coincidence measurement was taken in the
proper geoaetry.

Figure 6 indicates how the DCO ratio is measured.

The

coincidence rate in the "primary" geometry is divided by the rate in the
"reversed" geometry to yield a number R which is characteristic of the
spin sequence.

The behavior of R is shown in fig. 9 for the spin sequence

J ->• 6 -* 4, J • (4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ) . One can see that the ambiguity for
AJ - ±1 at snail 5 left by the angular distribution Measurement is not
resolved unless the ratio R can be determined to less than about 10Z. I D
practice such a measurement is extremely difficult not only because of the
total statistics required but sls/> the uncertainties Introduced by
A.

JUm

Direction

7*

ń
Primary Caoaatry

ii

ń
•arenas' Can—try

This stata ali|aad
la the Buelear
reaction

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram showing how the DCO ratio Is extracted from y~y
coincidence data.
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dealignment, solid angle corrections and the gating procedures.

The DCO

ratio can, however, often yield much information about spins when the
y(6) singles spectra are conplex or when a transition in the singles is
contaainated by a nearby line Baking the area uncertain.

Also if the spin

sequence is known, the multipole nixing ratio S can be very accurately
determined from R.
In nuclear reactions such as those described here, nuclei are
oriented with the angular momentum in the plane perpendicular to the beam
axis (see figure 4).

The angular momentum L carried off by the de-excita¬

tion gaama-ray often lies predominantly in this plane.
the gamma rays are said to be linearly polarized.

In such a case

So, if the gamaa-rays

3*5
are observed at right angles to the beam direction the vector E will be
either parallel or anti-parallel to the bean direction for electric
radiation and will be perpendicular to the bean direction for magnetic
radiation.
In the case of linearly polarized gamma-rays, Coupton scattering is
maximal in the plane perpendicular to the E vector of the incident gamnaray.

This can be seen from the Klein-Nishina formula which gives the

differential cross section for the process (see ref. 10 for a review of
this phenomena).

Under these conditions, the linear polarization of the

gamma-rays can be observed by analyzing the scattering between two
detectors as a function of their orientations relative to the reaction
plane.
Based on a knowledge of the polarization and angular distribution of
the radiation it is often possible to determine the parity change between
the two nuclear states Involved.

This point becomes very important in

establishing the nature of states in a band by determining the changes in
parity associated with the decay of states in the band to states of known
parity.

Measurements such as these have been used to establish the parity

of the negative parity bands which are now known to be a common feature of
most of the e-e nuclei which have been well studied in the A»60 to 80 mass
region.
paper.

The probable nature of these bands will be discussed later in this
Linear polarization measurements are also very useful for deter¬

mining mixing ratios and for removing ambiguities in spin assignments made
from gamma-ray angular distribution.
In experiments at ORNL we have used a Coapton polarimeter for linear
polarization measurements.

It consists of two separate Ge(Li) detectors

mounted In the saae cryostat.

The data were accumulated at two angles.

The so-called 0° angle Is when the plane defined by the axis of the detec¬
tors was coincident with the vertical plane containing the beam direction
(reaction plane) and the so-called 90 degrees about its central axis
(fig. 10). The ratio of the difference to the sum of the count rates for
the two different orientations Is a measure of the linear polarization of
the gacmta-ray and can therefore be related to the- change in parity between
the initial and final states.
Linear polarisation measurements can be used not only for establishing
the relative parity of two states linked by the gaaaa ray of Interest, but
are also useful in resolving spin ambiguities that occur in the angular
distribution studies of in-beaa gaaaa rays.

As was illustrated in

figure 5, two problems arise in angular distribution measurements.

Fig. 10. a)

b)

The

Schematic diagram of the beam-target-polarimeter geometry
used In the polarization experiments.
Schematic diagram of a two-crystal Coapton polariactcr.

3*7
similarity of A^ and A^ values for the 8 + 6 and 6 + 6

transition with

£ % 1 and the near identity of the A,,, A^ values for the 7 + 6 and 5 + 6
transitions with £ % 0.

The situation is even worse than the figure

indicates, since it is for fully aligned nuclei.

In a real situation, A.

is typically reduced by a factor of 0,4 to 0.8 and A, by 0.1 to 0.5
because of attenuation in the alignment.

The values of the attenuation

coefficients cu and a. are usually not well known.

Thus typical measure¬

ments cannot differentiate between an 8 •+ 6 transition and 1 6 + 6 transi¬
tion with 6 % i or between 5 + 6 and 7 + 6 transitions with 5 % 0.

Curves

similar to those in fig. 5 are obtained for spin changes AJ - J.-J_ » 0,
±1, ±2 for any J. except for special situations at low spin.

Thus the

ambiguity between AJ » 0 and 2 between AJ " ±1 occurs for nearly all spins.
A gamma-ray linear polarization measurement when combined with the
angular distribution results, can often resolve the ambiguity between
AJ - 0 and 2 and, at least in some cases, resolve the AJ • ±1 ambiguity.
An example of the former is given by figures 11-13.

The x 2 plot in fig. 11

for the angular distribution results of the 664-keV gamma ray in 7*Kr
shows that either J • 2 or 4 is an acceptable assignment.
tal values are A, - 0.293 2 0.010 and A^ - -0.076 ± 0.011.)

(The experimen¬
Figure 12

takes the minima for the spin 2 and the x2 value for spin 4 as a function
of a..

Which spin gives the better x 2 fit depends on the value of o,, a

coefficient whose value, as stated earlier, is normally not well known.
Figure 13 includes the polarization results. Again the minima of the x'
plots are shown vs a^.

With polarization (P px - 0.48 ± 0.04} included,

the spin-parity assignment is established uniquely as 4 . The application
of angular distribution, yield, DCO and linear polarization measurements in

3*8
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Fig.2 12. Minia* of the
X froa the angular
distribution results
of the 664-keV y-ray
for J
1120 " 2 *nd k
as a function of a.,.
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Pig. 11. x2 plot for
the angular distri¬
bution result* of
the 664 keV y-r«y
for a. • 0.69. The
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limits.
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the A - 60-80 mass region following compound nuclear reaction has proven
very valuable in unraveling the complex level structures found
is this mass region. As we shall see later, the spins and parities
assigned for energy levels in this mass region have pointed out the
existence of exotic and unexpected nuclear degrees of freedom which
along with our attempts to understand them will be pointed out later in
this paper.
In heavy ion reactions or Coulomb excitation with heavy ions, the
compound nucleus or recoiling target nucleus is not only highly aligned
but is produced with substantial recoil velocity.

In the case of compound

nuclear reactions, the compound nuclei are produced in a nearly monoenergetic, unidirectional state. Prompt particle emission takes place in

350
times short (10~ 22 sec) compared to the characteristic stopping time of
the compound or residual nucleus or the lifetimes for gamma-ray decay.
The emission of particles produces a distribution of recoil energies and
directions, but the effect is small and can be corrected for statistical¬
ly.

In Coulomb excitation on the other hand, the recoiling target nucleus

is produced with a very broad distribution in rec-jil energy and direction,
making Coulomb excitations a more complex kinematic situation.

By

requiring a coincidence with back scattered particles this situation can
be simplified, but only at the high cost of count rate.

In either case,

the nucleus may emit several gamma rays before it is brought to rest by
its interaction with the target material or if the target is thin it will
decay in flight to its ground state.

Such gamma rays will be Doppler

shifted by an amount (to first order in ^ ) :
AE - E^ | cos8 , •

where E

is the unshifted energy of the gamma ray, v is the speed of the

nucleus at the time of gamma emission, and 8 is the angle of gamma
emission with respect to the nuclear velocity.
If we take, for example, a 45 MeV

16

0 ions incident on

classical recoil velocity of the compound nucleus is about
number naively substituted into the equation for the 10
transition in

7k

Se implies a shift of about 17 keV.

60

Ni, the

0.016 c.

This

-» 8 , 1057.9 keV

Figure 14 indicates,

however, that most of the gasma rays are shifted much less than this and
about half of them are not shifted at all.

This distribution in shift

arises because varying amounts of time have passed between the reaction
and the emission of the various gamma rays.

During this time the nucleus

Fig. 14. The Doppler-broadened
line-shape of the 1057.9 keV
Y-ray as measured at four
different observation angles for
the 16 0( 60 Ni, 2p)7-Se reaction.

CHANNC1

has slowed down to different velocities due to its interaction with the
target.

The distribution in tiae depends also on the exponentially

Y-decaying

7<ł

Se nucleus.

Such decay is governed by

N

"

e

•

o
where N/No is the number of nuclei left after time t and A"1 is the oean
life of the nuclear state.
time.

Each nuclear state "lives" for a particular

Since there is a distribution in times for the nuclei to decay,

there is a corresponding velocity distribution for the nuclei which are
slowing down.

This velocity distribution depends on the stopping power

of the target material.

The stopping powers for small v are poorly known,
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and this fact is reflected in the quality of the fits which one can pro¬
duce, especially in the region where the unshifted and shifted peaks join.
Also, if the magnitude of the stopping is uncertain, then the lifetimes
extracted via the DSAM will also be uncertain.
stopping powers are available
others from a-stopping data.

Several compilations of

, and techniques are known to generate
Computer programs have also been written

which calculate stopping powers in parameterization form for a wide range
of projectile target combinations

12)

. For low energies single scattering

events become more important, and the directionality of the recoil nuclei
is smeared out.

Blaugrund

has devised a method to statistically

account for this effect, and thus Improve the low-energy atopping-power
data.
So, the lina shape which one actually sees is a result of a velocity
distribution of the decaying nuclei which is produced by the stopping
power of the target material acting on the recoiling nucleus and the time
between its production and the subsequent emission of the gama-ray.

The

extent of the shift and more generally the line shape itself is, therefore,
a measure of the mean time which elapses between the production of the
excited nucleus and the emission of the gamma-ray.

Such "line shapes" can

be easily identified by their angular dependence shown for the 1057.9 keV
transition in figure 14. The amount of shift increases toward the forward
angles.

Even at 90

the line shape shows a broadening because of the

solid angle subtended by the detector.

In general, the amount of shift

decreases as one looks at lover-energy states in a cascade (see fig. 15).
The decrease indicates that more time has elapsed since compound nuclear
production.

This effect, however, depends strongly on the feedings pre¬

sent and the trend can change as in

68

Ge, where the 6

-"4

transition
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74,
$•

728.4 WC

868.2

967.0 h*
»* - 6 *

1057.9 h*

Fig. IS. Four y-ray lines from the 0° angular distribution spectrim
showing how the Doppler line shapes reflect longer feeding tines
for lover lying levels.

shows more shift than the 8 + •+ 6 + transition

'.

In our work we extracted lifetimes from the lineshapes by generating,
via the computer program DOPCO

^, the theoretical lineshapes for different

mean lives and comparing these curves to the experimental data.
tions must be made for cascade and side-feedings.
feeding for up to 11 levels can be included.

Correc¬

In DOPCO cascade

The problem is complicated

by the fact that side feedings of a level as well as cascade feedings can
occur.

As illustrated in figure 16, one can have unobserved, statistical

y rays giving side-feeding and multiple discrete y rays from different
cascades feeding a level.

Typically

side-feeding, calculated from the

Intensity difference Is considered to be prompt, and it therefore contributes

Fig. 16. Schematic diagram
showing how side feeding
effects the extraction of
lifetimes using the DSAM.
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only to the shifted part of the lin<> shape.

If the side-feeding is large,

it can contribute substantially to the uncertainty of the extracted lifetine, since little information is typically available about these
side-feeding transitions.

The possibility of long-lived, statistical

side-feeding cannot be ignored.

Indeed in some regions, for example just

above N • 82, isomeric traps have been observed

. So in general,

unobserved side feeders may be fast or slow and both kinds nay well be
present.

This fact of course complicates the interpretation of the re¬

sults that one can obtain by the analysis described above.
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Our studies

in

72

Se were the first to show that indeed one can

overcome the problems of multiple cascade and side-feeders to extract.mean
lives for levels populated in compound nuclear reactions.

In order to

extract mean life Information front singles data, care must be taken to
be sure that one has accurate knowledge of the levels populated In beam
In the decays.

Several independent lifetime studies

yielded quite different results.

'

in

72

Se

In these other studies the decay

scheme was not known, and this led to serious problems in the analysis. We
have reviewed this problem in a later paper

. Once our

72

Se decay

scheme was known to the Leningrad group they reanalyzed their data and in
light of it, their results

are now in agreement with our work

.-

Much of the complexity and uncertainty introduced by the variety of
feeders present may be eliminated by fitting only the line shapes from
coincidence data which can be used to isolate a particular gamma-ray
cascade.

Figure 16 indicates schematically how this can be done. By

gating above the transition one can eliminate side-feeding to that level
while gating below will just reproduce the singles' line shape.

It

should also be quite clear that the better statistics found in the singles
must be sacrificed to eliminate the side-feeding effect.

However, the

sacrifice need not be made if there is no slow feeding to the level of
interest.

This has been shown to be the case is

in contrast to the 8 + state in

7<ł

72

Se for the 8

Se (ref. 6 ) . In studies

' of

state
78

Kr it

was found that one could- extract lifetimes of higher spin states in
weaker side bands from coincidence data when the singles data were useless
for lifetime

studies.

This 16 bemuse the much lower background in the

coincidence spectra allowed the Doppler tails to be seen above background.
Thus, the extraction of lifetimes from coincidence data is indeed a
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powerful technique both for the elimination of side-feeder problems and for
the study of weak cascade* that cannot be studied in singles spectra.
The extraction of lifetimes from multiple Coulomb excitation spectra
via the DSAM method is often easier from the standpoint of feeding because
there the side-feeding, is often known or so small that one needs only
consider the ground state band.

The energy levels populated in multiple

Coulomb excitation are fed in three primary ways.

By direct population,

cascade feeding' from levels in the ground state band above the state of
interest and side feeding from those energy levels which are populated in
the Coulomb excitation but do not belong to the gsb.

A technique

24 25)
'

has been developed at GSI in Darmstadt to reduce the effect of the feeding
to a given level.

By using a nearly 4ir, 4 sector Sal detector as shown

in figure 17 to measure the total gaama-ray energy in coincidence with a
de-excitation gamma ray, events which directly populate the level of
interest may be preferentially selected so that the effect of feeding
from higher levels may be significantly reduced.
on the spectrum is illustrated.

In figure 16 the effect

Gating on high total energy results in

direct feeding only at high spin states so that no Doppler shift is
apparent at 14 . Gating on low total energy not only moves the population
to very low spin but also eliminates the octupole lines that complicate
the Doppler-shifted line shapes in the singles spectrum.

This technique

greatly reduces errors due to the long feeding times found in singles
analyses of multiple

Coulomb excitation data.

However, stopping powers

ior such heavy systems (C in 0 for example) are poorly known and still
represent the major contribution to the uncertainty in extracting life¬
times via DSAM for such experiments.

Although problems with feeding and
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238

U-Strahl

0° Ge - Detektor

2°8Pb-Target

Fig. 17. Schematic diagraa of the beao-target-detector geometry used to
measure y-total energy coincidences.
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Fig. 18. GaDBa-r*y spectra Illustrating the effect of requiring coinci¬
dences with a certain range for the total energy in the 2 3 8 0(* 0 8 Pb, 208 Pb')
reaction.
-
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stopping powers persist, lifetlne extraction vi* the DSAM continue* to be
a profitable measurement for determining the properties of excited
nuclear states.
Recently Vanderbilt, in collaboration with the University of KBln,
has shown

that with large neutron detectors to record multiple neutron

coincidences one may expand standard gamma-ray techniques to study very
neutron deficient nuclei which have small reaction cross sections or to
identify what gamma-rays belong to which reaction channels.

Figure 19

shows the sane region from a singles, an n-y, and an n-o-y spectrum from
the reaction

58

Ni( 19 F, ypxn).

7

Gamma-rays frost the residual nuclei due to

71

7

the 3p( "*Se), 2pn( *B) and 3n( **Kr) channels are Indicated in the spectra.
Note that In the n-n-y spectrum the lines in

7>f

Kr, a nucleus which has

been very difficult to study until now, are enhanced by a factor of 40-50
over the main channel,

7<f

Se.

This technique nay prove to be the most

practical method for studying 7"*Kr since the super allowed 0
decay of

71f

Kb makes the excited levels In

-» 0

beta

7tf

Rr inaccessible with normal

on-line mass separation techniques. We will say more about both techniques
later, but multiple neutron-gamma coincidences with large neutron detec¬
tors should prove very helpful in extending our knowledge to very neutron
deficient nuclei.
As a final example of a new ganma-ray spectroscopy technique, we
would just like to mention the Doppler-shift-correctiov> system
developed al GSI in Darmstadt.

Since the method will be discussed in some

detail by Emling (see these proceedings), we need only mention that if one
detects both the scattered projectile and the recoiling target nucleus,
one can correct kinematically the very large Doppler shifts encountered
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Fig. 19.
in the

0«mm«-ray spectra illustrating the effect of requiring one and two neutron in coincidences
N1( 19 F, ypxn) reaction.
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(VIOc) in Coulomb excitation using

208

collaboration with GSI, has studied

'

Coulomb excitation using
as described above.

Z08

Pb Ions. Recently Vanderbilt, in
21f8

Co to high spin via multiple

Pb ions. Figure 20 shows a spectrum corrected

Sew techniques which were developed to accurately

determine the transition energies have revealed interesting effects at
spin 26

and above in the ground band.

These will be discussed later

in thie paper.
The list of techniques discussed above is not meant to be complete,
and is interrelated only in so far as they are all techniques used in-beam
to study gamma-radiation.

And they are all used by the Vanderbilt group

or their collaborators at ORNL, UNISOR, GSI or the University of K«ln.

10,000

1,000
COUNTS

łOO

Spectrum Doppler S h i f t
Corrected
100

200

300
'00
ENERGY (keV)

600

Fig. 20. Ooppler-shift-corrected spectrum of the ground state band
transitions in 2lł8Cm from the 21>8Cm(.208Pb, 2<>8Pb') reaction.
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Some Ałpacf of Hudear Motion In the A - 60-80 and Actinlde Mass Regions
The low-lying levels of the cven-cvan (e-e) nuclei in the*A - 60-80
•ass region exhibit a rough vibratlomal character.
states, with the exception of

72

Ge, are 2

The first excited

and in nost of these nuclei

+
+•
+'
4 ,2
and 0
states can be Identified at approximately twice the
energy of the first excited 2

states.

It was primarily for these

reasons that the «-e nuclei In the A • 60-80 mass region had long been
considered to have spherical ground states.
particular the anomalously low lying 0

Exceptions were known, in

states in certain of these

nuclei, but the overall view that the primary degrees of freedom for
these nuclei were those of a spherical vibrator was well excepted.
./"In the last decade, detailed gamna-ray spectroscopy studies of these
medium weight nuclei have shown the presence of several new and unexpected
degrees of freedom.

In studies of the yrast cascade to high spin,

behavior similar to the up-bending

and back-bending30

of the moment

of inertia plots reported for nuclei in the rare earth region was
found.

Furthermore, the coexistence of states built on a well deformed

minimum la the potential energy surface with those of the near spherical
ground state similar to that found for Bg nuclei 31 ' has been proposed to
explain the anomalous behavior of the yrast states at low spin in
72,7iSe (ref

6>

32)m

Evidence for rotation aligned bands built on states

of essentially single particle nature has been reported

to explain

bands built of both positive and negative parity states found in these
nuclei.
The discovery of gamma-type bands to high, spin33»22,6) „ j ^

prop€r_

ties like those seen in well deformed nuclei adds further evidence for the
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existence of rotational behavior in these nuclei.

The discovery of multi¬

ple bands, and their explanation* in terns of nuclear coexistence, nuclear
rotation* and rotation alignment have added many new ideas to our under¬
standing of how the nuclear system works.

The birth of these new ideas

has stimulated even nore experimentation and in the process many of our
old concepts have grown up.

The present picture of nuclei in this region

is a more complex one than existed a decade ago and involves not only
collective degrees but also the interplay of collective and single particle
degrees of freedom.
Hamilton et al.

The nuclei in this region have been reviewed by

, and Robinson et al.

and some more details may be

found there.
There have been a number of attempts to explain the anomalously low
0

+

states in

70

» 7 2 Ge (ref.

6 ) , but the availability of more complete

systematics in this region indicates that an understanding of these
particular cases cannot be gained independent of the general trends for
0

throughout this region.

0

states for e-e nuclei in this region as one approaches neutron number

of 40.

There is a clear continuous lowering of the

This lowering reaches an extremum for

recently reported for
whether the 0

76

Kr (ref. 37,38).

72

Ge,

71ł

Se and as we have

Actually it Is not yet known

state in 7"*Kr goes back, up or continues to drop.

Such

information would obviously be valuable and we are currently making an
effort to study the levels in 7"*Kr (ref. 26).
Probably the
72

best explanation to date for the low-lying levels in

Se is that they are the result of the coexistence

on nuclear shapes of very different deformation.
state and yrast states greater than 2

In

of states built
Se, the 0

are interpreted as members of a

rotation band associated with a deformed shape that coexists with the
vibrational states built on the near spherical ground state.
the 2

vibrational and 2

Mixing of

rotational states is presumed to occur.

The coexistence picture has also been suggested as an explanation for
the low-lying levels of
assumed at the 4
states.

and 6

71|

Se (ref. 6 ) , but in this case mixing must be

states and perhaps even higher as well as the 2

71

*Se also revealed another new aspect of this nuclear region,

namely the existence of several well developed band structures to high
spin .

Figure 3 reveals, in addition to the yrast band to spin (14 ) ,

a negative parity band to (13~), a gamma-type band to (9 ) and a third
band whose spins are not yet assigned.

The negative parity band in 7''Se

seemed to be based on the 3~ state and was first interpreted as an octupole
vibration

. However, subsequent studies of several other nuclei in

this region led us to later suggest that the band head may actually be the
5~ state

. In this later suggestion the 5~ state is thought to have pri¬

marily a single particle nature involving the gg/o orbital. However, as
discussed below, the current interpretation is not settled yet.
A plot of the moment of inertia vs angular frequency squared for

7M

Se

is shown in figure 21 (ref. 6) wehre the yrast and negative parity bands
are shown.

One does see a break in the moment of inertia of the negative

parity band at the 5~ to <3~ transition and another at the (13~) to (11~)
transition.

If one assumes the band Is built on a 5~ single particle

state both breaks can be understood.

The break between 5~ and 3~ is then

a result of the fact that the 3~ does not really belong to the band and
by naively extracting 5 units of angular moment from the negative parity
states and then plotting the moment of inertia one sees that the break

Fig. 21. Moment of Inertia plots
for the yraat and odd-parity
band* in 71| Se.

OML-OM 77-I«M«

between (11~) and 13~ also disappears.
The yrast band in

7l

*Se also shows an anomaly.

At the 10

transition there appears to be a slight down bending.
in the discussion of

to 8

As we show later

68

Ge, this break is most likely due to a crossing of
2
the ground band with a rotation aligned band built on a (Bg/2) + state.
8
Further evidence for the above interpretation of negative and posi¬
tive bands in this region is found in

68

Ge (ref. 14). In figure 22 (ref.

9) we see at least three bands built on negative parity states in

6B

Ge.

Even though the two 5~ states decay to the low-lying 3~ state the energy
spacings indicate that the band heads are not the 3~ state.
striking feature of the

68

The most

Ge decay scheme is the branching of the ground
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1

' 1

HE
IL
.»

r-i-»M I -»
Ml

Fig. 22. The energy levels of

state band at 6

to three 8

68

Ge showing the pronounced band structure.

states. A plot of the novent of Inertia for

these states and the high spin states built on them (see figure 23, ref.
14) show that two of the branches back bend strongly while the third
continues in a relatively smooth fashion.

Results of 2 quasiparticle +

rotor calculations indicate that the negative parity bands observed and
the two positive parity bands built on 8

states can be well reproduced

by coupling single particle states based on Cgg/2, P 1 / 2 ) • ^ 9 / 2 ' p 3/2 )
and

configurations.

Here for the first time we find

both proton and neutron even and odd parity RAL bands built on the saae j
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*óo

loo ""

tya

Fig. 23. Moaent of Inertia plota for three even and odd parity bands in
B8
Ge.

orbital in one nucleus

lit)

'.

These negative parity bands now are seen in

several nuclei throughout this mass region as indicated in figure 24.
Evidence for positive parity rotation aligned bands In other nuclei in
this region is discussed below.
parity bands in

7<ł

Se (ref. 6) and

It should be mentioned that the negative
7e

Kr (ref. 37) have also been interpreted

in terms of the Interacting Boson Model

38)

IBM calculations have been done for the e-e Krypton isotopes
and the results are shown in figure 25.
2, and 4

39)

The predicted crossing of the

levels is well reproduced by the data.

sive considering that the 2. and 3. levels for

76

This is quite impres¬
Kr were not known at the
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Fig. 24. Systematic* of odd-parity bands in the A - 60-80 mass region.
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Fig. 25. IBA fite for some
e-e Kr nuclei compared to
the experimental data.
The states in 76 Kr indi¬
cated by arrows were not
included in the fitting
procedures.
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time of the calculation.

We have added the pointa with arrows from our

recently reported results for
anomaly.

The 0

76

Kr (ref. 33). There exists one striking

states are all well below the IBA predictions. This

presumably Is because the 0

states have a different character from the

other low-lying collective states.

This finding is of course consistent

with the earlier interpretation of the low-lying states in

72 7

» **Se in the

coexistence model.
Hellmeister et a l . 3 " have also interpreted the yraat cascade in
in teras of IBA and found evidence above 12

78

Kr

for the dropoff in collective

B(E2) strength predicted by the IBA as a result of the finite nunber of
bosons present.

However, froo our systematic study of the nuclei in this

region we suggest that the 12
78

and higher members of the yrast levels in

Kr are more likely members of a band built on a (8g/2)

configuration.

Indeed there is evidence in

80

single particle

Kr (ref. 40) for

branching in the ground state band at 8 . Since the ground bands become
more compressed as one goes from

80

Kr to

76

Kr, the crossing by an RAL

band could occur at higher spin as is suggested in figure 26 (ref. 41),
where we plot (as suggested by Bohr and Mottleson, ref. 42) I(u) versus
•fiu%E (I + 1 -»• I - l)/2. The shift in I(u>) from the smooch variation at
lower spins is seen in

7S

Kr about 10

and is apparently just beginning in

76

'.Cr at 12 . Such shifts in I(u) are characteristic of rotation-aligned

»tructures such as those seen in

68

Ge and may be expected throughout

this region.
It is still not completely resolved as to whether the negative parity
band which is seen from 3~ to 13~ in these nuclei is really an octupole
band explainable in IBA from a coupling of the octupole and quadrupole

370

Fig. 26. Bohr-Mottelson plot* for 7 6 . 7 8 . 8 0 Kr indicating the presence of
aligned angular momentua at high epic.

Phaons aa auggeated by Hellmeistcr et a l . 3 " for
the result of the crossing of the 3
band beginning at 5~.

7S

Kr or whether It Is

octupole band by a rotation-aligned

This latter seems more likely the case in

6e

Ge

where the 3~ and 5~ states are more widely separated and 2 quasiparticle
14)
calculations reproduce the two S bands
. Nevertheless,
Hellmeister et al.

' reproduced the properties of the negative parity

band in

7S

Rr nicely, and as was mentioned earlier the negative parity

band in

7H

Se can also be explained in this way.

It is possible that

different explanations are necessary to account for the negative parity
bands in this region —

rotation-aligned structures In some cases and

octupoie bands in others. This is an Interesting question that will
provide further tests of both the IBA and RAL models.
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We have aeen that the yrast bands in this mass region can be quite
complex consisting of states from as many as three different types of
nuclear notion.

Peker and Haailton

43)

have suggested that a plot of the

second energy differential can be more sensitive to such band crossing
phenomena than the traditional moment of inertia plots, especially if
the effect is weak.

Figure 27 (ref. 43) shows &2E plots for some strong

backbendera in the rare earth.

One sees a sudden change in sign of A 2 E

for the known strong backbenders at the proper spin while weaker effects
are Indicated for other nuclei by a shallow minimum.
The A 2 E plots for the yrast states in the germanium nuclei are shown in
figure 28.

The backbending for

68

. 7 0 . 7 2 G» seen in figures 23 and 29 is

clearly indicated by the changes in sign of A 2 E at a spin of about 6 .

Fig. 27. A 2 E plots for
some rare earth nuclei
(from ref. 43).
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The increase in the effect of the band crossing can be understood by
examining the behavior of the 6

energies in these three nuclei. The-

energies of the 6 + states in 68.70,72^ a r e

3696>

3 2 9 8 a n d 2 772,

respec¬

tively, as seen In figure 30. The lowering of the states in the ground
band clearly makes the band crossing effect less pronounced (as seen by a
shallower dip in A 2 E) and ultimately would cause the crossing to occur
at higher spins of 10 , 12
the trend in the 6

or above.

It should also be pointed out that

states is not followed by tht 2

may be associated with * second anomaly occurring for
a second break at much lower spin (2 + b ).

states.
7z

This behavior

Ce where there is

The development of this

second anomaly Is thought to be associated with the lowering of the 0
states in these nuclei.

The last point for

66

Ge is still quite uncertain,

and since the analysis is still in progress we will postpone discussion of
it.
Figure 31 showsA2Eplots for some of the selinium isotopes. Once
again a minimum, now at spin 8, is indicated with increasing depth for
72,74,7SSe
deeper for

and
78

the

Se.

p O i n t s shown suggest that the dip could be even
The energies of the 6 + states for 72.7<t,76,7eSe

M

shown in figure 32 no longer exactly oorrelate with the development of the
dip at a spin of 8, but the energies are much more constant than those
in the germanium nuclei.

The band crossing effect may be more sensitive

to the neutron dependence of the energy of the super band so that the
small differences in the depths of the minima for these nuclei are really
unimportant.

In any case the band crossing at high apln for the seliniuns

is weaker thaa that for the germaniums and found at slightly higher spin.
This is certainly what one expects since the low spin yrcst states are
•ore compressed in the seliniums.

37*

£12
M*tn»»

Fig. 30.

Systemstlcs of states in the Ge nuclei.
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The low spin anomaly In the seleniums can be seen to develop smoothly
from

7e

Se where no effect is seen, to increasing dips for

and finally to

72

76

Se and 7l*Se,

Se where the effect Is so strong that once again a

change of sign occurs. Figure 31 clearly shows that the development of
the low spin anomaly is correlated with the lowering of the 0

state in

the sane way as it was in germanium.
The A Z E plots for five Krypton isotopes are shown in figure J3. The
plots for

75

t 7 6 > 8 0 Kr show the same correlation between the depth of the

high spin anomaly which occurs at successively lower spins (correlated
with their successively higher 6 energies, see fig. 34) as we discussed
earlier for the germanium nuclei. In
spin (12 ) , but in

78

76

Kr, there is no minimum in A 2 E to

Kr where higher spin states are known

clear minimum at I - 10 . For

80

' there Is a

Kr the minimum has moved down to 8 and

now produces a change in sign similar to the germanium nuclei. The very
high 6 state energy U 9 . 0 keV) in

82

Kr is cor -istanc with the rapid

development of the 8 anomaly as indicated by the large negative slope
in the plot for

82

Kr.

At low spin the trend is quite clear. As on proceeds to lighter
isotopes from

82

Kr the slope becomes less negative until at

76

Kr a break

develops. The development of the low spin anomaly exactly follows the
+'
lowering of the 0 state to where the break first becomes apparent in
76

Kr. Although the 0

state is no known in 7**Kr the systematics of

the A 2 E plot3 indicate that the 0 +
in

76

state in

7<ł

Kr may be even lower than

Kr. It would, obviously be of great advantage, as has already been

mentioned with respect to testing the IBM, to identify more low-lying
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The stud; of 7<*Kr prove* to be a very difficult problem for a number
of reasons. Although the 0 +

state in

data taken at UN1S0R on the decay of

76

76

Kr was first observed ln-besa

,

Rb (ref. 38) confirmed she

assignment and in addition added new levels which are associated with the
0

state. Tha decay scheme for

1687 seen first in-bean
this experinent

and

Rb is shown in fig. 35. Th« level at

has been assigned • spin of 2 as a result of

. A systematic seerca for states such as this one which

are associated with the 0
low-lying 0

76

states could help to solve the aystery of the

states In this mass region. Kumar's calculations for

70 72

> Ge indicate that their low-lying 0

+

Se

states have quite different

shapes from their ground states. Fron a variety of different directions,
it seems some type ot snap* coexistence is Important in our understanding
of these 0

levels.

The combination of in-beam and DNISOR on-line mass separation data
have painted a relatively complete picture of the low-lying levels in
76

Kr. On the other hand,

7l>

Kr has much lower cross sections 6 * 26 ' in

compound nuclear reactions with beams with A -5 20 so that it is much
harder to study in beam. Further more the super-allowed 6-decay of the
7lf

Xb 0 ground stats to the 0 + ground state in

study the excited levels via the 0-decay of

71t

7h

Ki make it imposlble to

Rb.

Very recently the Vanderbilt and K31n groups have shown that with
large neutron detectors to record multiple neutron-v coincidences, one

76
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Fig. 35.

Energy levels in
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t

2+

Kr populated In the g-decay of

76

Rb.
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indeed can clearly study even very small cross section reaction. In
figure 19 is shovn the singles, n-f and n-n-y coincidence spectra in the
reaction

58

Ni( 1 9 F, ypxn) reactions populating tr, Br and Se isotopes. In

earlier work we observed a band of levels which we assuaed were in

7<t

Br

baaed on the calculated cross sections. The n-Y spectra, figure 19,
clearly establish these levels in

7<l

Br. Indeed with the new Interest on

odd-odd nuclei as discussed above, this should be a good procedure to
establish the y raya in these nuclei when several reaction channels are
open. Indeed our studies of 71*Br (ref. 34) show that these nuclei nay
have rather staple rotational like band structure whan high spin states
are populated in heavy ion reactions.
Fig. 36. The cross sections for
production of neutron deficient
nuclei In the A - 60-80 msss
region with 5e Hi + U C and
"•6Ti + 2<łMg, taken from review
of Bock 45 ) of work at GSI.
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Next, note there.is a 40-50 fold enhancement in the 2 -» 0
tion in 7l*Kr compared to the 6 * 8

transi¬

transition In 7"*Se (the enhancement

is 200 fold compared to the, radioactivity and in-beam fed 2 • 0
transition in

7tl

Se.) Earlier this month at KOln, an n-T-y coincidence

experiment was done. These data show that one can obtain detailed level
structures in both 7"*Br and 7"*Kr from this new technique. The large neu¬
tron detector used in our work has four quadrants so one can actually do
n-n-n-n-Y coincidence. These multiple n-y and o-y-y coincidences with
large n detectors are Indeed a new way to extend'our knowledge further off
stability.

It also may be possible to look at y rays in coincidences with

different portions of the total energy spectrum of the neutrons to distin¬
guish the different neutron channels.
One would like to extend the limits of our knowledge further from
stability, but this is difficult with beams A £ 20. However, very recently
45)
Bock
has presented data that show it is possible to populate very
neutron deficient nuclei in this mass region by using very energetic
projectiles with masses similar to the target. Some of their data are
shown in figure 36. One sees from the figure that the

l<6

Ti + 2<*Mg reaction

has a much higher relative cross section for the very neutron deficient
nuclei than the

58

Ni -I- 1 2 C reaction. Even though the absolute cross

sections are spread out over more channels, studies of the products of
these heavy projectile reactions with either on-line mass separators at
a facility like UNISOR or in beam in conjunction with n-y coincidence tech¬
niques as discussed above should help to extend our knowledge of the very
neutron deficient nuclei in the A - 60 - 100 mass region. For example,
70

Se is the lightest Se isotope studied, but one sees sizable cross

39k
Fig.2 37. Hoaent of Inertia
and
A E plot for bands In 2 3 8 D .
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sections In figure 36 for the production of
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Se, 4 neutrons lighter than

the theoretically very interesting N - Z line In

68

Se.

Such studies will

undoubtedly help us answer sos* of the nysteries that these «ediua weight
nuclei hold.
A new effect has also recently been discovered in the actlnide region.
Figure 37 shows a wwent of inertia and 4 2 E plot for the ground state band
in " S o populated by Coulosfc excitation with 2°8pb ions 2 5 > . There is a
turning up of the plot which corresponds to a very weak down bending in the
•owsnt of inertia plot shown In the figure. A similar effect has been reported
IŁ 2 " 8 C» (raf. 28) and a similar plot is shown in figure 38. In this case
the effect seen stronger and occurs at somewhat lower spin. Frauendorf
et al. 46) have recently reported calculations which reproduce these effects
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Fig. 38. A 2 E plot for the ground state band In

2< e
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* Ca.

33.6

by attributing these structural changes to single particle orbital effects.
In light of these new results in the actinide region, single particle con¬
figurations have been shown to be of Importance in determining the energy
of the yraat states in particular e-e nuclei in three widely separated
regions of the nuclides, namely at spin t8 - 10 in the medium weight
nuclei, spins of M 2 + - 14* in the rare earth region and, finally, at
+
spins of 26 - 30 in the actinides.
The systematic studies of aedium weight nuclei along with our current
understanding of the rare earth nuclei and the new results in the actinide
region point to the importance of the interaction between tingle particle
and collective degrees of freedom. A number of calculations have shown
that even at low spin and energies

'

the levels of an e-e nucleus can have

large single particle conponents in their wave functions. Therefore we
should rethink our concepts of collectivity and design our models in such
a way that these nore general nuclear motions are contained in a consistent
way , either by introducing new degrees of 'freedom with their interactions as
Ariaa and Iachello have suggested for the IBM

and Stevens and Simon

uave done in the P'"„ model or by doing detailed nicroscopic calculations of
the sort done by Kumar

ox Faessler

' so that the single particle nature

is contained a prior. One of the important conclusions to be drawn from the
detailed systematic investigations of level structures over wide ranges
of N, Z and I is that one must take into consideration both shell correc¬
tions and collective behavior along with the Interplay of single particle
motions and collective excitations to understand the variety of different
level structures now being seen in nuclei. Also, we have shown that the
A > 60-80 mass exhibits a wide diversity of different nuclear structures.
This diversity and the rapid changes in structure with the addition of

only two protons or two neutrons make this region an important new testing
ground for different nuclear models.
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This lecture is concerned with the question how many and what
kind of particles are produced in heavy-ion collisions. Of course,
the an»wer to this question will strongly depend on the bombarding
energy. At bombarding energies of more than 1OO MeV/n one does
not nead much imagination to predict that the number of particles
will ba large. Recent experiments

with the 1 Gev

c boss at

CERN demonstrates this many-particle aspect quite clearly. For
example, if one bombards an Al target with such a beam the heaviest
element one finds is carbon, the rest has completely

desintegrated.

But what about the more conservative beam energies of 10 MeV/n
and less? Here we tend to assume that heavy-ion reactions are
binary reactions. That means that two new nuclei are produced in
the collisions of target and projectile. Although there is
experimental evidence of the binary character

there is also

a great deal of wishful thinking behind this assumption: experiments
are very easy if the reaction is binary. In this case one-particle
inclusive measurements already suffice to determine all characteriitic
parameters of the reaction. But experiments become orders of magni¬
tude more complicated when one has to give up the assumption of a
binary process.
In the case of really heavy ions, e.g. Kr on Er, we are probably
allowed to take the binary character for granted. Because of their
strong Coulomb ,fields the two fragments predominantly will decay
by neutron emission even if they have absorbed a large amount of
energy. The two-body kinematic is only weakly afected by the
light particle decay of the heavy fragments. But, of course, there
must be a transition between the 10 MeV/n

and 100 MeV/n

regimes

and the question is where does this transition occur.
Let us look at light-ion reactions. Here the assumption of a
true binary reaction becomes rather weak already at low bombarding
energies. Because in these reactions the Coulomb fields are not as
strong and the decay of the excited fragments into all kinds of
particles including heavy particles (heavy compared to neutron or
proton) becomes possible. Furthermore, if the multi-particle

production is an important phenomenon of light-ion reactions
one might also ask whether this production always has to be a
sequential process. Is it not possible that nore than two particles
are produced during the primary encounter of target and projectile?
These are the basic problems which I would like to discuss in this
lecture. The problem of which particles are produced and at which
time of the heavy-ion collision has found rising Interest in recent
years. The reason for this interest is that from such studies one
may hope to better understand the fundamental properties of heavyion reactions: the transfer of mass, charge, energy and angular
momentum. It is clear that the particle constitutes an ideal
probe to investigate the diffusion of these quantities from one
nucleus to the other when it is emitted during the interaction
time. But even if the production of secondary particles occurs
in the late stages of th« reaction, when the fragments are
already separated by a large distance, the properties of such
particles are still the most direct way to determine, for example,
the angular momentum transfer and alignment in the reaction.
The species most often studied in experiments are neutrons, alpha
particles and fission products. The experimental results are contra¬
dictory and appear to depend on beam
energy. Host of the experiments with
neutrons and fission products clearly
indicate that those are emitted fron
thermalized fragments of the primary
reaction "

. Such experiments were

used to determine, for example, the
spins of the fragments and their
excitation energies. On the other hand
some experiments where otparticles are
observed

show deviations from a

pure sequential and statistical de¬
scription in that one finds a focus¬
sing of v particles into a certain
direction. In fig. 1 are shown results
16
from the
0 + 58Hi experiment of
Fig.1. Angular distribution of
Of particles emitted by targetlike fragments of the 16o • 5 8 Ni
reaction uef.7>
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in which a particles coming from the target-like
fragments are detected. These or particles are clearly focussed
Into bean direction. These findings have been interpreted in
terms of a "hot-spot" mechanism 11) or as due to final state
8)
interactions with the remnants of the reaction . There are also
several theoretical attempts, e.g. by Bondorf and coworkers
or Gross and coworkers
, to develope a model for the fast
particle production in heavy-ion reactions.
These theoretical attempts are not described any further because
there are enough experimental problems with such investigations
which should first be solved before one tries to apply certain
models. I viii discuss these problem* in relation to the expe¬
riments we have performed although these problems are of very
fundamental nature and apply to any kind of experiment which in¬
volve* many particles.
/
The technique of our experiment it based on the assumed binary
nature of heavy-ion reactions. The set-up is shown in fig. 2.
The experiment consists of
.I*) 1
two large ionization chambers'
that detect, in coincidence,
the fragments from the reaction.
Each ionization chamber deter¬
mines five properties of the
fragment: its total kinetic
energy E, the differential
energy loss dE, the time-offlight t between target and
detector and the angles v, V of
Experimental arrangement

the flight path relative to the
beam direction. These five para¬
meters may be converted into quantities that are more instructive
and characteristic'of the fragments. These quantities are the mass H
and charge Z of the fragment, its total kinetic energy E and momentum
p. The analysis of the reaction proceeds by inspection of the
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conservation laws:
Z

Z,

•

* Z,

+ LZ

O
1
2
M • M, + M, + A D
O

E

1

o -El +

Ł

E

2+

A E +Q

T

The index o refers to the respective quantities of the entrance
channel, whereas the quantities of the fragment that was regis¬
tered by detector 1 or 2, are labelled by the indices 1 or 2,
respectively. Symbols with the front letter A indicate the deficits
with respect to a true binary reaction. It is obvious that all
deficits have to be zero in cases where only two nuclei are pro¬
duced. The quantity Q

represents the total Q value of the reac¬

tion which, however, cannot be determined by our experiments un¬
less the additional relation
A.

m-

(dp)2

is used. This relation is correct in casts where three nuclei
are produced. In all other cases than those mentioned above the
deficits may be determined, however, they are not related to the
properties of specific nuclei. This leads to certain ambiguities
when interpreting the experimental data which will be noticed
later.
With this experimental set-up a number of reactions induced by
32
the
S beam from the HP + post accelerator of the Max-PlanckInstitut fflr Kernphysik, Heidelberg have been studied. These
32
27
28
S +
Al, Si at 13S HeV bombarding energy and

reactions were
S +

Al,

40

C a at 190 MeV bombarding energy.

The experimental technique described here is the alternative to
the more conventional technique where one heavy fragment and one
light* decay particle are registered. This later technique was used,
for example, in the

o + Ni experiment

that was shown before.

But the alternative has a number of advantages two of which I would
like to mention.
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(i)

Even without moving the detectors one is able to study the
production of, for example, three fragments over a large
space and energy region.This is demonstrated in fig. 3 which

ab
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Fig. 3. Distribution* of a particle* from the
32

S + 2 8 s i •»3 2 S «• 2 4 Mg + «* reaction

displays the raconatructed angular and energy distributions
of A particles produced by the reaction
S + 2 8 si -*
"\ 5
0A
4
24
Note that only
S and
M<j were detected.
Mg

32
2

S+
S

(ii) One can study light particles that were emitted with almost
Zero kinetic energy or that were emitted into beam direction
(c.f.

fig. 3 ) . Particularly the last advantage is very in¬

teresting with respect to the proposed mechanisms of fastparticle production. The O° direction is not accessible
with the conventional techniques.
Of course, such a kinematic reconstruction of the light-particle
properties is only feasible if the parameters of the heavy frag¬
ments are measured with sufficient accuracy. The ionization
chambers have an energy resolution CTE/E of better than 1* which
is sufficient to yield a Z resolution of «f2/Z «.0.2. This is
very good and later will be made use of the very good Z resolution
by ordering the experimental data according to the elements that
were produced.

The angular resolution is of the order of 1° which
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is totally du« to the multiple scattering of the fragments in
the target. As a aoaentua resolution we achieved
is just enough for the kineaatic reconstruction
resolution of the

32

£*- * 4% which
. The time

S beaa at the target position was 800 ps.

and the ionization chaabers have a tine resolution of only
(ft « 1.5 ns depending on the fragment kinetic energy. This to¬
gether with a flightpath of 1 a between target and detector leads
to a aass resolution of </M = 4 aau

which is too poor to be used

for an accurate deteraination of the aass deficit &.M. With respect
to. the aass deteraination the set-up has to be improved by adding
a fast tiae detector of the parallel-plate type.
I will try to give now a first and not yet coaplete answer to the
question posed at the beginning of this talk: how aany and what
particles are produced in heavy-collisions. The.fig. 4 displays
the charge deficits 42 observed in the
four reactions we have studied. He find
that already at low boabardlng energies
the probability of producing aore than
only two nuclei Is rather large, in
the order of 50%. If the boabarding
energy is increased to 190 MeV the true
binary reactions aaount to lass than
0.1% of all reactions observed. Indeed,
in the latter case the aaxiaua of the
Az distribution is between dz • 2 and 3
which corresponds to the production
of an A particle and a proton, or three
protons etc. In interpreting AT. we en¬

46 61012

•ZM

Fig.4. Measured charge
deficits

counter one of the aabiguities I was
Mentioning before. Froa a aeasured
charge deficit of, for exaaple, 4 Z • 8
it is principally iapossible to decide,

whether this corresponds to the production of

16

0 or 4 at particles

etc. In favourable cases, however, this aabiguity can be resolved
by inspecting the total reaction C-value. For certain reactions
particularly those involving the production of c\ particles, the
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ground state Q value can be very large and can be used to
discriminate against the possible production of A. protons and
SL- neutrons.
On the other hand the large values Az can attain clearly indicate
that the chances of producing several light particles in reactions
like the ones I describe here are very large. It must be concluded
that experiments that measure only 2 nuclei (one heavy fragment
and one light particle) are in most cases kinematically

incomplete.

This, of course, introduces ambiguities into the interpretation
of the data, that are of similar nature like the ones encountered in our technique.
The elements that are produced by the

32
27
S +
M,

2B
Si reactions

at 135 MeV bombarding energy are displayed in fig. S. Here we
observe an interesting pheno¬
menon. On the average the

S '*A!

o1,

tf.

elemental distributions show

.i .'I !•

iVii. i ii

. i.
.1.

•M l

-.1
i

, •

the Gaussian shapes familiar

1
L,

from heavy ion reactions (c.f.
f

•0*:
»

'

ref. 15). The width of their
distributions become wider with.
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more particles are produced.
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But on top of the Gaussian
distribution one observes an
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i

enchancement of the elements
with even

Z values. The reaction

•J j

favours the simultaneous pro¬

i

duction of two even Z nuclei.
It is interesting to note that
this selective phenomenon not
2,-Z,

5. Measured elemental
distributions

only occurs for J z = 0 (in the
32
23
3 +
Si reaction), i.e. for
those reactions which give an
undisturbed picture of the

properties of the primary reaction, but the staggering phenomenon
is also observed in those cases where more than two fragments were

feoo
produced. As the

32

S +

28

Si reaction involves two even 2 nuclei
32
27
S +
Al reaction has only

in the entrance channel, whereas the

one even Z nucleus in the entrance channel, one finds enhancements
in the element distribution for even A z values in the first case
but for odd 4 z values in the second case.
The obvious explanation for the selectiveness of the element
distributions are the large ground state Q values for the pro¬
duction of <X cluster nuclei. What matters in the statistical
decay of the primary fragments(it will be shown later in case of
iz-

2 that tb* j( particles are products of the statistical decay)

are the level densities of the residual nuclei at given decay
energy. These level densities are particularly large for

X-cluster

nuclei. But then one is led to the conclusion that the level den¬
sities of the residual nuclei are not only important for the
statistical decay of the primary fragments, but they also determine
the probability of producing these fragments in the first step of
the reaction. Such details so far have not been incorporated into
the diffusion models

of heavy-ion reactions,

where the pro¬

bability of charge transfer strictly depends on the length of the
interaction time. Indeed, selective phenomena in the elemental
yields are not observed in such reactions as Kr on Er

. It is

an experimental question, whether this result is due to the in¬
sufficient experimental Z resolution or whether it indicates a
different behaviour of reactions with heavier ions. It should be
pointed out that one would also expect enhancements in the elemental
yields of soch reactions if the transfer of nuclear charge is based
on the same mechanism.
It should be clear that the condition Az » O does not suffice to
obtain the true binary reactions. The more stringent condition
is A H * 0, which also eliminates those channels where neutrons
were produced. However, it was already mentioned that the mass
resolution is too poor to apply this criterium. We have selected
the true binary reaction, which I henceforth call two-fragment
exclusive, by requiring hz » O, the coplanarity of the reaction
fragments and the validity of a relation between the binary masses

that does not involve the measured times

. All other events

that do not fulfill these requirements belong to the class of
two-fragment inclusive reactions.
I will now present the experimental results for these two
classes of reactions.

Two-fragment exclusive reactions
I already mentioned the selective production of two nuclei with
even Z. This is not the only selective phenomenon we observe in
the two-fragment exclusive reactions. The other occurs in the
energy transfer. The fig. 6 displays the Q value spectrum of the
reaction

32

S +

28

S i -> 3 2 S +

28

S i . it should be Mentioned that b e ¬

cause of the special features of the two-fragment exclusive re«.<r*i*me
the energy resolution in this spectrum is in the order of a few.
hundred keV

. on top of a nearly bell-shaped distribution one

finds an enhancement of the crocs section ~

at certain Q valuers.

Similar structures were also observed for the other two-fragmentt
exclusive channels although they are not as pronounced as in th*
case shown in fig.6. The origin of the structures in the cross
section ^r is not obvious, however, it
is reminiscent of similar structures
we have observed in the study of the
l2

C +

24

Mg reactions 1 7 .

40
30
20
10
0
EXCITATION ENERGYlMCV]

.6. Q-valuo spectrum.of the
inelastic
'S + 28 Sl
scattering

7

• 8-value spectra of two exit
channels from the 1 2 C *•
2
<
reaction
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In this case the level schemes of the nuclei involved are well
enough known to identify the states selectively populated, as
12
24
cluster of high-spin states in the combined
C +
Mg system.
indeed when the analogous level construction is done in the case
of the

Si +

Si system, one finds that the combined Yrast states

of both nuclei have excitation energies that are close to the
Q-values where structures are observed. This leads to the con¬
clusion that high-spin states play a dominant role in the energy
.transfer of heavy-ion reactions.
It has been a long standing question

whether or not particular

states are important for the mechanism of heavy-ion reactions.
18)
Particularly Broglia et al.
from Copenhagen suggested that the
giant quardrupole resonances are dominant in achieving a fast
energy equilibration. There is weak evidence in the study of the
19)
that the giant resonances

Ca + Ca reaction by the Orsay group

are strongly populated, we do not observe this

but we certainly

find an enhanced probability to absorb as much angular momentum
as possible. I will try later to show that this is not unexpected
from the conservation laws that govern the reaction.
The fig. 6 demonstrates that two-fragment exclusive reactions cease
to exist when the energy transfer exceeds a given upper limit of
w 2 O MeV. It was carefully checked that this result is not due
to the special geometry of our experiment but due to the fact that
nuclei that are excited to higher excitations than this limit be¬
come particle instable and contribute to the two-fragment inclusive
reactions. Within the allowed limits of energy transfer the angular
distribution of the excited fragments change from a very steep
exponential rise toward forward angles at snail energy transfer
to an almost isotropic distribution for the large energy transfers
(c.f. fig. 8 ) . Results analogous to these ones were observed in
many other light-ion reactions

. It is tempting to inter¬
im Q \
prete this general behaviour in terms of ideas by Strutinsky
.
In a paper from 1973 he shows

'

'

that the steepness of an exponential

angular distribution is correlated to the width of the angular

momentum distribution of the S Matrix.

17

The angular distribution is the steeper,
the broader the S Matrix is distri¬
buted in 1 - space. Indeed a decrease
in the number of participating 1 values
with increasing energy transfer is
expected if one remembers the two U n i t s
in the 1 distribution: the lower limit
is set by the fusion process wheras the
upper limit decreases when the Q value
of the reaction decreases (c.f. ref.2o).
In our case the width of th« 5 matrix
distributions in angular mostntua space,
as extracted from the measured angular
distributions , vary between Hi « 14
for the snail energy transfer and
Jl - 1 for the largest energy transfer.

Fig. 8. Angular distri¬
butions of the in¬
elastic 3 2 S + 2 8 S i
scattering

These values should be compared to the
32
maximum 1 value of the reaction
S +
28

S i at 135 Mev bombarding energy which

estimated to be 1
• 40. Although one
max
should not- put too much emphasis on these numbers I believe they
show an Important property of heavy-ion reactions: the 1 space
is not fractionated into single bins as suggested by Ruyzenga
21)
and coworkers
, each bin corresponding to a certain' Q value
range, but the

:otal 1 space contributes in the transfer of a

specific energy value with a lower limit set bey the fusion cross
section and an upper limit that depends on the amount of trans¬
ferred energy.
Two-fragaent inclusive channels
Some of the problems with the analysis of the two-fragment in¬
clusive channels were already mentioned. The measured Jz values
do not uniquely identify the reaction. However, in case of J z » 2
the measured total reaction Q values clearly indicate that these

channels predominantly correspond to the emission of an y particle;
thus they

are three-particle reactions and I will henceforth only

consider those. An example of how the measured energies identify
the

.i Z = 2 reactions as three-particle-reactions is presented

later.
The other problems with interpreting two-fragment

inclusive

reactions are related to the question of defining the proper
time sequence of the reaction

and to the influence of the ex¬

periment geometry. Although it is not obvious both problems are
closely related with each other.
In order to elaborate on these points let me discuss a specific
32
28
33
24
S +
Si -> S +
Mg + <x . Zn

example, namely the reaction

thinking about the various ways the 4 particles may be produced
in this reaction one finds two clearly separated alternatives:
the fast process by which all particles are produced at the same
time, and the slow process by which first two fragments are pro¬
duced one of which subsequently decays by « emission. It is im¬
portant to realize that the definition of these alternatives
does not require an elaborate theory of the fast or slow processes:
the choice is rather dictated by the analysis itself. The analysis
requires the definition of a proper coordinate frame which solely
depends on the existence or non-existence of a well defined
intermediate state. If such an intermediate state or resonance
does not exist we define this process as fast. The proper coordinate
frame is the c.m. frame and the relevant quantitites are the c.m.
linear momenta of the three nuclei which, however, have to obey
linear momentum conservation. On the other hand if the inter¬
mediate state or resonance exists we define this process as s Jow.
The proper coordinate frame for the first step of the reaction,
that is the binary collision,is the c.ro. frame with the attached
relevant quantities. These are the spacial coordinates 6

4
cm •

cm

and the Q value Q B of the first step. The proper frame of the
second step (the * decay) is the rest frame of the intermediate
state. Here the relevant quantities are the spacial coordinates
<^t

and the available decay energy E

1*05

Of course the question is whether or not one can distinguish
between the two alternatives by looking at the experimental data.
This is most apparent in the linear momentum distribution. In
order to see the difference let us define the components of the
linear momentum parallel and perpendicular to the beam axis:
p

in

p

«

* Picosv\'
= P

1H

+ P

p

jj.

=

P^in

2M' Pj. * plj. ~

P

^

1L

It is then obvious that
<>**>
in the case of a fast process where all p, are sandomly distri¬
buted. Of course it is an open problem whether or not final-state
interactions between the final fragments distort the linear
momentum distribution that the above criterium becomes invalid.
I have no solution to this problem because it requires actual
calculations which have not been done. The alow process is
characterized by the criteria
<P„ >

<

Po

The non-zero mean value of p

-

<Pj.>

^0.

is due to the fact that the ix decay

introduces a well defined correlation between p. and p., respec¬
tively p.. Thus

<. p > is negative if the stable fragment is de¬

tected by detector 1, whereas CpL>

is positive if the stable

fragment is detected by detector 2.
In order to check the validity of these criteria we have per¬
formed Monte-Carlo calculations with random distributions of the
relevant quantities I have defined before (c.f. fig. 9 ) . The
shift of the < p_,_? value is there > however, it is not as dramatic
as one would like it mainly because of the broad p„

and Pj_

distributions. The reason for this is that the intermediate frag¬
ment constitutes a rather broad resonance with a wide range of
possible excitation energies. If the range of Q^ values could be
made smaller the p t versus p /(

distribution would show a nice

elliptic shape. Furthermore if one closely looks at the distri¬
bution of p , and p , one sees that they are not symmetric around

the mean values as It should be.
The reason of the asyaaetry is
an effect which I call kinematic
correlations. Xineaatic correla¬
tions appear in the data because
of the finite sices

of the detec¬

tors. It is quite obvious that the

2000

«000

p,lMtV/c)

limitations in detector size do
not allow all fragment* to b* de¬
tected in coincidence. This Is a
well known effect in two-fragaent
exclusive reactions, but it also
exists in two-fragaent inclusive
reactions. However, in the latter
case it is far sort difficult to

-800:'
2000

4000

QjMeV/cl

identity the klneaatic correla¬
tions and to perfora the necessary
corrections.

rig.9. Calculated distributions
of linear momenta paral¬
lel and psrpsndlcular to
the beaa direction

In order to demon¬

strate the distortion of the axperlaental data due to klneaatic
correlations fig. 10 displays the
original distributions

(a) of the

quantities in the rest frame of
the intermediate fragment

28

Si

and how they are modified after the
corresponding quantities were
aeasured in the laboratory systea
by our experiaental set-up and
were then transforaed back Into
the rest system (b). The reason
for the distortion of the cross
Distortions of
particle
distributions in the rest
systea of the intermediate
fragment due to kineaatical
correlations (see text)
0

60 120 MO 240 300 4 M *

d er
section -gjx—

is relatively easy to identify. This is due to

the very limited f acceptance of the detectors. However we also
find an increase of the « yield into forward and backward direc¬
tion and the enhancement of low energetic •* particles which are
very difficult to attribute to the special size of the detectors
but which nevertheless are of pure geometrical origin. It is quite
clear that the data have to be corrected for these kinematic corre¬
lations and thi« can be done by means of Monte-Carlo calculations.
Fortunately these calculations proof that the kinematic
are not strong enough to destroy the <p^

correlations

criteria which should

allow us to separate into the categories of fast and slow ct. pro- '
duction.
A scan of the &Z

« 2 data with respect to their p ^ distribution

yields the surprising result that most of the reactions have a
p4, mean value close to zero. There are only few exceptions, one
is seen in the fig. 11 and
32,S + 28.
this is the "
'"Si
Ar +

20

N e + « reaction. Th«s

distribution of p t suggests
that this is a slow process
24
Mg as an intermediate

with

fragment. Note that the ex¬
perimentally measured p ±
distributions are slightly
broader than obtained by
the Monte-Carlo calculations.
This is due to the experi¬

LINEAR MOMENTUM K |M*<*]

mental resolutions which
were not incorporated

Fig.11. Measured and calculated
distributions of p for the
32 S + 2 8 S 1 ^ 3 6 A r + 20
Ne
+ SX reaction

into

the Monte-Carlo calculations.
In this simple case one can
then proceed in the analysis
by calculating the distri-

butions of the relevant quantities in the rest and c m .

frames.

As example the upper part of fig. 12 displays the spectrum of

energies that were transformed in¬
to internal excitation during the
primary reaction step. This spectrum
starts at the threshold energy of
the ot decay of

Hg as it should and

ends at the rather high energy loss
of 50 MeV. This should be compared
to the c m . energy of the reaction
which is 63 KeV. The primary frag¬
ments are thus left with a minimum
of 13 MeV kinetic energy to over¬
come their Coulomb fields. This is
•12. Energy distributions
of primary fragments
and decay products
from the Us * 2 8 S i
• 20Ne • *
reaction

Very small and points to the fact
that the fragments are strongly de¬
formed at th- scission point. But
we are also confronted with the
problem I pointed out already at

the end of the discussion of the two-fragment exclusive reactions:
how can the system acquire so much energy If the low partial
waves exclusively lead to fusion?
The lower part of fig. 12 shows the spectrum of kinetic energies
24
that one observes in the <* decay of
Hg. This-spectrum has a
maximum at 6 MeV which is close to the Coulomb-barrier height of
Ne and an « particle.I should remind you that this behaviour
is familiar from the fission process: the most probable kinetic
energy of the fission products is close to their Coulomb-barrier
height 2 2 '.
Ne still have to discuss the majority of channels which show a
nearly tiro mean value of the p A distribution. Do they all cor¬
respond to the fastflfproduction process? This probability can
not be excluded a priori but it is more probable that the zero
mean value is due to the fact that the reaction can choose between
more than only one
reaction

2

S +

pathes. Let me explain this in case of the

Si •* 22S

+

24

K g +<x . The one path is inelastic

scattering followed by the decay of

28

Si:

32

S +

28

Si -> 3 2 S +

28

Si -

1*09

32

24
S + (

Mg +«<)• But it is also possible that the first reaction

step includes the transfer of an K particle, followed by the of de¬
cay of

36

*ri

32

S +

28

S i -> 3 6 Ar +

24

Mg -> (32S

+« ) •

2

% g . In the

first case the heavier nucleus is the stable one and thus one
finds <pj.>>0 if it is detected by detector 2 but in the second
case the .Tighter nucleus is stable and thus one finds < p ^ ? l O

under

the same experimental conditions. The presence of both pathes will
yield a mean value of p, that is close to zero. In such a case it
is generally impossible to do any transformation into the rest
frame respectively c m .

frame as the intermediate state is not

defined. The only way of analysis are Monte-Carlo calculations
that Include both reaction pathes and that allow a direct compari¬
son with the data measured in the laboratory frame. I want to
show one example of such calculations that is the reaction quoted
above. Before I show the results I have to say a few words about
the technique of the Monte-Carlo calculations.
It is evident from the definition of the slow process that the
Monte-Carlo calculations require the variation of 6 quantities.
The assumed distribution of these quantities may be obtained by
means of a theoretical model of the

5 +

Si reaction and by

means of a statistical program that allows one to calculate the
24
decay of
Mg. But these calculations are rather tedious and I
doubt whether not a much simpler model gives equivalent results.
We know that the distribution of <t> cm has to be isotropic because
the problem cannot depend on the orientation of the reaction plane.
Furthermore the study of the two-fragment exclusive reactions
has shown that the fragment angular distributions become almost
isotropic for large energy transfers. Thus the assumption P (6cm)
ntsin © c m . It is usually assumed that the spin of the fragment
that decays by ex emission is aligned perpendicular to the reaction
plane. This requires the azimuthal angle ^___t which is defined
in the reaction plane to be randomly distributed. On the other
hand the assumption concerning the fragment spin demand a
i

distribution of the form P < d r e f t > °* > i n
where from experiment we find A « 2.

9
re

st

e

©
y

rest

*P/ " * c o s ® r e s t j '

It is known from Ericson and

Strutinsky that the parameter A

depends on the spin I of the fragment by means of
ft*
mR1
I (I + U T(J+mR')
2J
where J is the moment of inertia of the i.< emitting fragment, m the
mass of the « particle, R the fragment radius and T * f —E the
fragment temperature. From an estimate of the various parameters
one finds Ifit20 which appears to be a rather high spin value
for such a light nucleus. It should, however, be remembered that
high-spin states appear to be important for the energy transfer
of heavy-ion reactions and that the observed magnitude of the
energy transfer requires the excitation of the states with maximum
spin in cases where the major part of the reaction leads to fusion.
The fig. 13 displays the comparison of the experimental data with
the results of Monte-Carlo calculations. Apparently the assumption
of a slow process is

I

EXPERIMENT Z-2,-4
. f

200

able to reproduce the

\

data, if one considers
both pathes the re¬
|M.C.CALCULATION " S v ' s V S ^ ' M g ^ a l l

h.

§*>

IMCJCALCULATION

action can go. Thus
we.come to the conclu¬

t
1!

/

S."Si- ! Mg.( l: S»a)

sion that also in those
cases where p

has a

mean vaijs near to
zero the reaction is
nevertheless a binary
process followed by

0

20

Ul 1MM)

o"

w

tar

nffo"

120

HO'

AE.
Fig. 13.

Measured and calculated
particle distributions of the
28.
+ "°Si - 'S + 24 K
reaction

360"

the statistical decay
of one of the frag¬
ments. In order to
corroborate this state¬
ment we have done a
few Monte-Carlo cal¬

culations that are based on the "hot-spot" mechanism which was
used to explain the results of the
O + " Ni reaction.7) I showed

hi i

at the beginning of this talk. These Monte-Carlo results are
shown in fig. 14 and they are certainly in disagreement with the
data, particularly with the
energy distribution. One should
not observe events with energies

4

50

below a certain limit because
of the cm to laboratory trans¬

c

formation .

cr

1,
A
j!.

*''(

Also in all other cases which we
Z- -Z- "4

have analyzed dops the assumption
of a sequential proces* give the

Z

o
o

best agreement with the data. I
:

should mention though that the
data taken at 190 MeV

S energy

show some features that are not

(I

i

1

-

, , , , . , ^.i,:i/J

"•'••..I
!.-..

?...

f-

reproducible with the model of a
statistical decay of the inter¬
mediate fragment. We still have
not found the reason for this

Calculated
particle
distributions for the
reaction of fig.13 as¬
suming a "hot-spot"
mechanism

and I do not want to discuss this
point further. The results, I pre¬
sented here, are in fact not un¬
expected. It is generally believed
that fast processes occur only at

bombarding energies above 10 MeV/n. But 1 want you to take this
statement cautiously. One of the main aims of this second part of
my lecture was to demonstrate that the study of light-particle
production in heavy-ion reactions becomes exceedingly difficult
when the bombarding energy is raised above certain limits. It
is certainly not justified to generally assume that these reactions
are three-particle reactions. It is very easy to fall into Lraps
because of the complicated kinematic conditions. I have presented
a method by which one can, at least in a few cases, uniquely de¬
termine the reaction path. Of course, my secret hope is that such
a detailed analysis of the reaction proves unnecessary and the
phase space distributions of the measured deficits alone will

•uffic* to distinguish between fast and slow processes. The
answer to this problaa has to wait till we

can increase the

boabarding energy that much that fast processes become likely.
I also hop* that ona day we will be able to decide whether the
observation of charge deficits larger than hi > 6 really indicate
the fission of one of the fragments or whether this is just the
signature of a aany particle decay. I should remind you of the
fact that light ions are peculiar in the sense that they have a
low fission barrier. The energy necessary to split a
into two

S nucleus

0 nuclei is only of the order of 16 MeV on top of

which one has to add the Coulomb-barrier height. Nevertheless
from the stand point of energy balance the fission process or
decay by 4 * particle should be equally likely.
This work was done in collaboration with R. Novotny, U. Kinkier,
G. Strauch, U. Lynen and supported by the Bundesoinisterium fvlr
Forschung und Technologie.
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INTERPRETATION OF BAND CROSSINGS
IN LIGHT Yb NUCLEI

~L

Jens J«rgen <3aardh0je,
The Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen

INTRODUCTION
Following the discovery of the first anomaly of the moment
of inertia in rotating rare-earth nuclei by Johnson, Ryde and
Kjort (ref.l) considerable experimental and theoretical effort
has been dedicated to the study of the backbending phenomenon.
jr The general mechanism of backbending is now understood to
result from the crossing of bands of different degrees of rota¬
tional alignment as suggested by Stephens and Simon (ref.2).
In the even 2 * 64-72 nuclei the backbending of the yrast cas¬
cade is well studied, and it is seen that the Stockholm (S) band
which crosses the ground state band at I = 12-16 n, has an addi¬
tional angular momentum that can be attributed to the alignment
of a pair of i^/p neutrons.
The present paper reports on work done at Copenhagen'(ref.3)
on Yb nuclei with N * 90, 91, 92, where a large number of bands
beside the yrast band are observed to spins well above the first
backbend.
To further elucidate the nature of these band crossings
cranked shell-model calculations have been made using the model
of Bengtsson and Frauendorf (ref.4), and quasiparticle assign¬
ments for the various observed bands are suggested.
Band crossings are identified by the crossing frequency u>c,
r.
") Toe support of the Danish Natural Science Research Council is
annreciated.

the gain in aligned angular momentum Ai and the inter¬
action strength V, and are interpreted as quasiparticle
Routhians that may cross with increasing rotation.
Whereas the lower crossings are found to result from
the alignment of a neutron pair, a high frequency crossing
is found in

161

Y b as well as in the yrast band of

160

Yb, a"d

calculations indicate that this second backbend could result
from the alignment of a pair of hj, .^ protons in agreement
with current theoretical predictions (ref.5).
The experiments performed in order to establish the
level schemes of

16

0'161'162yb

are dl8CUSSe<j in

section 2.

In section 3, the concept of aligned angular momentum
is discussed (sect.3.1),

a brief outline of the model is

given (sect.3.2), and the parameters used in the calcula¬
tions are discussed (sect.3.3).
In section 4 the proper way to treat the experimental
data in order to compare with the calculations is presented.
Section 5 deals with a detailed discussion of the nature
of the various observed rotational bands in terms of our
cranked shell-model calculations.
Our findings are summarized in section 6.

our

k\6

2.

EXPERIMENTS
2.1. Reactions and experiments
The experiments were done at the NBI tandem accelera¬

tor with the following reactions
147

Srn(16O,3n)160Yb

14

W6O,3n)161Yb

14

W6O,3n)162Yb

using beams with energies from 80 to 82 MeV.
were all = 1 mg/cm
96% on 6 mg/cm

The targets

thick, isotopically enriched to about
Pb backing.

A number of experiments (table 1) have been done in order
to establish the level schemes.
Experiments

Yb nuclei

Y—r coincidence

160

161

e~ conversion

160

161*

polarisation

160

angular distributions

160

lifetime measurements
and low-energy coinc.

161

162

162

161

•Planned
Table 1. Summary of performed experiments.
Gamma-ray coincidence data were accumulated with an array
of four Ge(Li) detectors and 3-4 Nal-counters.

Only events

requiring detection of y-rays in at least two Ge(Li) detec¬
tors and one additional Ge(Li) or Nal counter were accepted
and the -y-energies written on magnetic tape.

A total of 285

417

million coincidence events were recorded in a

Yb ex¬

periment.
For

xb, a y~Y coincidence experiment, concentrating

on high-energy transitions, was also done in order to study
the high-spin part of the bands.

Low-energy transitions

were reduced by placing Pb absorbers in front of the detec¬
tors, and a maximum intensity beam was put on target.

Four

Ge(Li) detectors placed * 7 cm from the target, three of
which concentrated close to the beam axis at angles favouring
E2 transitions (±20°, +160°), were used, along with four Nalcrystals as multiplicity filters.

From these coincidence

data the structure of the rotational bands has been deduced,
the ordering of the transitions being based on their relative
intensities.

The parities and spin sequences have been de¬

termined from the polarisation, e~ conversion and angular
distribution coefficients of the major interband transitions.
Several angular distribution measurements have been made
employing various techniques:

1) singles, using one movable

Ge(Li) and one stationary Ge(Li) as monitor,

2) multiplicity

gated, using two additional Nal-counters as multiplicity fil¬
ter and,

3) background reduced, using an anti-compton setup.

A typical spectrum is shown in fig.l.

418

It* GATE

.« _f

CHANNEL

Fig.l. Coincidence spectra obtained by gating on
the eight top transitions in the yrast
band of l*°Yb.

2.2. Level scheme of

160

The level scheme of

Yb

Yb is shown in fig.2.

We ob¬

serve 5 side bands beside the yrast cascade which extends
to the 28* level.
I - 22 -R.

The side bands are observed to spins

Discontinuities in the rotational cascades,

interpreted as band crossings, are noted in all the observed
bands.
The multipolarities of the major transitions from the
side bands to the ground band (see table 2) have led to the
assignment of negative parity to bands 1, 2 and 3, while the
parity of band 4 is unsure.

Band 1 has an even spin sequence,

while bands 2 and 3 have odd spin sequences.

E
(key)
436.1

al
-.36±.O7

744.1
763.9

-.27±.O3
.291.10

780.1
786.7

.174.03
.39±.14

aT

.311.08
.021.03
-.061.08
.00±.03
-.081.13

a k -10~*
_

Polarisat ion

Concluded
multipolar.

.30± . 0 8

.481 .16

.20± . 0 9

.491 . 2 2

El
E2
El

Ml + E2

E2

Table 2. Angular distribution coefficients (a2 and 34) , electron
conversion coefficients (a*) and polarisation (?0°-0<y90°+0°)
coefficients for some important interband transitions in > t a Y b .
For comparison the calculated e~ conversion coefficients for
ID" 2
760 kev El, E2 or Ml transitions are (.22, .54, 1.20)* w

, re¬

spectively.
Also observed is a positive parity even spin band (band 5)
feeding the yrast 10* level by a 763.9 keV transition (see
table 2).

We interpret the 12* to 10 + transition in band 5

as the continuation of the ground band beyond the crossing with

480

ar

. 2 . Level scheme of

»mt

kZi

the S band, which occurs at I - 12*.

Band 5 also crosses

with another band at I = 12*.
Our coincidence data indicate that the 865.8 kev transi¬
tion is not in coincidence with any of the yrast transitions'
above Z * 16* (see fig.l).

Therefore this transition must

feed the 16* level; in contrast,

Beck et al. (ref.6) have

assigned this transition as a 30* * 28* transition in the
yrast cascade.
2.3. Level scheme of

161

Yb

Fig.3 shows the level scheme of

Yb.

In this nucleus

we observe 4 side bands apart from the yrast ijo/o* band.
The yrast band extends to the I - 53/2 level, while bands 2
and 3 extend to I - 53/2 and I * 55/2, respectively.

The

unfavoured part (band 1) of the yrast cascade is observed up
to I = 39/2.

Band crossings are seen in all bands.

Our coin¬

cidence data show the presence of 855 keV and 840 keV transi¬
tions in band 3 indicating a high-frequency band crossing,
the first observed in an odd-A nucleus.
Concerning the low-energy region, we have labeled the
ground state I* * 3/2~, following the systematics in this re¬
gion for

163

Y b and

165

Y b (ref.7) and other N-91 nuclei (ref.8).

The ordering of the transitions relies on a coincidence expe¬
riment using an x-ray counter and a Ge(Li) detector.

Our co¬

incidence data show the presence of 43.7 keV and 66.5 keV
transitions in both the yrast band and band 3.

A 110 keV line

can be separated into two components, the highest component
being only present in the coincidence spectra of band 2.

A

kZ2

f
v—

i
i 5

161
70Yb9.
Fic[_._3. L e v e l scheme o f

161

Yb.

100.3 kev transition of essentially isotropic angular distri¬
bution feeds the 7/2" level; this is in agreement with our
lifetime measurements which indicate the presence of a half
life of the order 35+10 ns.

Connecting the 13/2 + and 9/2+

levels the presence of a highly converted low-energy E2 transi¬
tion is assumed,

an e~ conversion experiment is planned to

search for this transition.

From the branching ratio of the

9/2" level a(g R -g R ) value was deduced.

The calculated transi-.

tion probabilities for the assumed multipolarities agree well
with the observed intensities.
Feeding the 25/2* and 29/2 + levels of the yrast cascade
are 688.7 keV and 922.3 keV transitions from band 3.

The angu¬

lar distribution coefficients are compatible with nearly pure
AI*1 dipole transitions (see table 3 ) . We have thus assigned
negative parity to this band, suggesting that it is the other
signature of band 2.

The signature energy splitting is small,

and the intensities are similar in bands 2 and 3.

Again an e~

conversion experiment is needed to clear up unambiguously the
parity question.
E(keV)
232.2
508.5
688.7
922.3

a.33+ .02
• 25±.03
-.35± .07
" -.32±
.05

a.
-.06±.02
-.06+.03
.034.08
-.021.07

concluded
multipolarity

E2
E2
(El)
(El)

Table 3. Angular distribution coefficients,

161

Yb.

hzk
2.4. Level scheme of
The level scheme of

162

Yb

Yb is shown in fig.4, where beside

the yrast cascade, 3 side bands are observed.
to

160

In contrast

Yb, the yrast sequence is only observed up to I « 22, while

the side bands can be followed up to approximately the same
spin.

This fact is related to the intensity of the yrast band

which, in this nucleus, is close to the intensities of the re¬
maining band...

It is Also seen that the levels are considerably

closer together in energy explaining the intensity pattern.
While the yrast band and bands 1 and 2 experience crossings,
band 3 is especially interesting, since it, as the only rota¬
tional band in these nuclei does not experience a crossing with
another band, up to the maximum spin value observed, I « 19.
Table 4 summarizes the angular distributions of some of the
crucial interband transitions.

E (kev)

a

2

.87±.14

a

4

419.8
S49.4

.22±.1O

.201.11
-.06+.08

S80.2
648.5
706.6

-.23±.O6
-.23±.O5
-.24±.O4

-.084.06
-.09*.06
.09*.04

Concluded
multipolarity
M1+E2

El
El
M1+(E2)

Table 4. Angular distribution coefficients,

El
162

Yb.

According to the concluded multipolarities bands 1 (odd spin
sequence) and 2 (even spin sequence) have been assigned nega¬
tive parity, and band 3 (odd spin sequence) positive parity.

F i g . 4 . Level scheme of 162,,Yb.

3_. C =UJKED SHELL-MODEL CALCULATIONS
.. Aligned angular momentum
A

can be seen from the level scheme of figs.2, 3, and 4

the backbending of the rotational bands can be seen directly
as a sudden reduction of the transition energy with increasing
spin.

This occurs in the region I « 12 to I « 14 in the case

of yrast bands in even nuclei.

This deviation from the E i> 1(1+1)

relationship is often shown in a plot of the excitation energy
versus the angular momentum.
In the developing understanding of relationships in rota¬
ting nuclei, it has become increasingly clear that the rotatio¬
nal frequency rather than the angular momentum plays the central
role, as is implied in the use of the cranking model of Inglis
(ref.9).

The rotational frequency is defined by the canonical

relation

By plotting the moment of inertia

-SiaL

(3<2)

versus the square of the rotational frequency the backbending
is clearly emphasized and it becomes apparent that the back¬
bending results from the association of states from two diffe¬
rent bands.

Such a plot is shown in fig.5, where the crossing

of the ground band with the S band in

160

Yb is seen, as well as

the second upbend at higher frequency resulting from the crossing
of the S band with a higher band.

As pointed out by Bohr and
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Mottelson (ref.10), one can also exhibit the frequency depen¬
dence of the band structures by plotting the total angular mo¬
mentum as a function of the rotational frequency.

4 WAIT UNO •°Yb
O TUMI UNO "'Yb

J05

JO

.15

[MeV2]
Fig-.5. Moment of inertia vs. (ftu) plot for the yrast
bands of l *°f l * 1 Yb. For ** l Yb, 1*13/2 has been
subtracted from the experimental spins.
If the angular momentum of the ground band is denoted by I
and the angular momentum of the S band by I

the difference

i (ID) • Ig(w) - Ig(«)

(3.3)

represents the gain in angular momentum resulting from the
crossing of the two bands and reflects the tendency of the
Coriolis force to align the angular momentum along the rota¬
tional axis.

ROTATION M.WNCO COUPIMS SCHCMC

Fig.6. Schematic vector diagram
showing the aligned angular mo¬
mentum I x and the relative angular
momentum 1.

Fig.7. Schematic diagram il¬
lustrating the transformation
from moment of inertia, f, vs.
ftlu)2 to alignment, i, vs.flW)2,

1

1
26*

25

)
• MUST MNO

20 —
-

/

* MNO 1
A MNO Z

ir

larioy

15

r
/

^-•r—1

fit

K> -

Ai
1

.3

.4

Fig.8. Aligned angular momentum, I x , vs. -hui
for l t 0 Yb. The S band has an aligned angu¬
lar momentum relative to the ground band of
i=10 at TSw-0.25 MeV.
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The situation can be schematically viewed as in fig.6.
In this rotation-aligned coupling scheme the aligned angular
momentum is the projection of the total anaular momentum on
the x-axis.

It is denoted by I

and is expressed by:

I x * /(I+1/2) 2 - K 2

(3.4)

taking into account the three-dimensional nature of the rotor
and the projection K onto the symmetry axis; 1 is the contri¬
bution to the aligned angular momentum from the angular momentum
j of the individual nucleons.

Fig.7 illustrates the transition

from the moment of inertia / vs (ftu) plot to the alignment i
vs (Uto)

plot.

Crucial quantities in describing the band crossings are
the crossing frequency u
tum, Ai.

and the gain in aligned angular momen¬

As can be seen from fig.8, the crossing frequency is

not very well defined by this type of plot; the proper way to
determine u

and a more precise definition of i will be given

in the following sections.
3.2. Cranked shell-model calculations
In recent years much theoretical effort has been dedicated
to the interpretation of the excitation modes of rotating de¬
formed nuclei based on the analysis of the motion of individual
nucleons in the rotating nuclear potential. Such a model is
known as a cranking model.
Cranked shell-model calculations have been performed using
the model described in comprehensive detail in ref.4 by Bengtsson
and Frauendorf.

Only a brief outline is given here.

kjo

The theoretical description is based on the single-par¬
ticle Routhian:
h> - h - w j x

(3.5)

which is recognized as the Hamiltonian in a frame of refe¬
rence rotating with angular frequency u about the x-axis
(cf. fig.6); j

is the projection of the aingle-particle angu¬

lar momentum on the axis of rotation.

The Hamiltonian h is

given by:
h - h ł p + M p + + p ) - XN
where h

(3.6)

is the single-particle Hamiltonian of the modified

harmonic oscillator (refs.10 and 11). This model does not aim
at a self-consistent HFB (Hartree-Fock-Boguljubov) treatment,
but keeps the deformation parameters and the pair field fixsd
to realistic values.
The inclusion of pairing and chemical potential leads to
a set of cranked guasiparticle equations, the solution of which
yields a set of single quasiparticle energies e' as a function
of the rotational frequency, w, not in absolute value but rela¬
tive to a reference, which in ref.4 is defined as the energy of
the ground band of an even nucleus.

Such a calculation is shown

in fig.9, where for increased readability only positive parity
levels are shown.

The occupation number representation of ref.4

is used here, in which one half of the levels is always free,
the other half occupied, i.e. if a level A is occupied, the con¬
jugate level -A obtained by reflection about the e'*0 axis is
free.

The levels are labeled at w*0 by the asymptotic Nilsson

quantum numbers.

A further symmetry arises from the invariance of h'
with respect to a rotation R

about the x-axis by an angle

of w
R

x h 'sp

R

x~1 =h'sp

<3"7>

with
Rx - e'im
The eigenvalues e'

(3.8)

and the eigenvectors |ai> may be classi¬

fied with respect to their symmetry with respect to R :
Rx(ai> » e"i7ra!ai>

(3.9)

Defined in this way, a, the signature of the state, is an
additive quantity.

For single particle states, a = tl/2.

For many-quasiparticle configurations, the value of the
total signature restricts the total angular momentum accord¬
ing to:
I = at(mod 2)

(3.10)

Thus for various values of afc the spin sequences listed in
table 5 are obtained.

The signature splitting of the levels

for io>O is recognized in fig.9, where a « +1/2 levels are drawn
in full line and a - -1/2 are dotted.
a

t

+1/2
-1/2
0
1

1/2, 5/2, 9/2, 13/2,
3/2, 7/2, 11/2, 15/2, ...
0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11

Table 5. Values of the angular momentum
I as determined by the total signature:
I = afc (mod 2) .

1(32

Other important features of these energy diagrams are
the slopes of the levels, which are the aligned angular
momenta relative to the chosen reference defined by the
relation

i = - pL

(3.11)

and the interaction strengths between the levels, propor¬
tional to the energy spacing of the interacting levels.
A quasiparticle excitation is constructed by occupying
a level +e^ (+a) and freeing its conjugate partner - e ^ - a )
with a resulting change in energy of e,.

In this way many-

quasiparticle configurations can also be constructed.

For

the additive quantities (energy, angular momentum, signature,
particle no., etc.) the total value is equal to one half of
the contribution from all occupied levels.

The construction

of multi-quasiparticle configurations and the comparison with
observed rotational bands will be discussed in detail in sec¬
tion 5.
Prom these calculations we thus get three important quan¬
tities which can be compared with the experimental information
about the rotational bands, namely the aligned angular momen¬
tum i, the crossing frequency <i>c and the interaction strength
V (which is related to the sharpness of the backbend, see sec¬
tion 5) .
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U)c'.23

.2

.3

.4

tiU)(MeV)
Fig.9. Cranked shell-model calculation for N=90. Only
positive parity levels are shown. o*+l/2 and a«-l/2 are
shown in full and dotted lines, respectively. The slopes
are the aligned angular momenta relative to the reference.
The alignment gain, Ai, resulting from a crossing is equal
to the sums of the slopes of the interacting levels.
3.3. Parameters
The parameters used in the cranked shell-model calcula¬
tions are the quadrupole deformation e 2 r the hexadecapole
deformation c^, the pairing gaps A

and A

(neutrons and

protons, respectively), and the chemical potential X (which
determines the expectation value of the particle number).
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The deformation parameters (table 6) used in the cal¬
culations are based on the equilibrium values calculated
by the Strutinsky method, these agree well with the measure¬
ments of Bochev et al. (ref.13).

N
90

0.20

-0.020

0.140

91
92

6.380

0.21

-0.015

0.135

6.398

0.22

-0.010

0.130

6.420

Table 6. Values of the deformation para¬
meters C2 and CĄ, pairing gap A and che¬
mical potential X used in the cranking
model calculations.
As previously mentioned, the parameters are all assumed
to be independent of u in these calculations.

The data ana¬

lyzed in ref.4 in addition to those analyzed here support the
assumption of substantial pair correlations up to the rotatio¬
nal frequencies observed in this work.

Furthermore, the cal¬

culations of Neergard et al. and Anderson et al. (refs.14 and
10) (without pairing) indicate a fairly constant shape up to
1=30.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL ALIGNMENTS AND ROUTHIANS
In this section the proper way of extracting the experi¬

mental values of u, i, e' from the observed rotational bands
is discussed.

These are the values that can be directly com¬

pared with the calculations described in the previous section.
4.1. Aligned angular momentum
As defined in.section 3.1 the projection of the total

angular momentum on the rotation axis (x) is given by
-K*

(4.1)

For a K-0 band I x Is just equal to 1+1/2. For Kj«O the value
of the bandhead is used.

The aligned angular momentum of a

band relative to the ground band of an even nucleus is given
by
- Iv(u) - I M ( u )
,t

(4.2)

corresponds to the reference value mentioned in sect.3.2.
The ground band angular momentum is parameterized by
I x g (<») -

(iTjj+ui2^) u

(4.3)

using the Harris formulation (ref.lS) of the moment of inertia
of the rotating nucleus.
Such a formulation is.needed for two reasons,

i) The

+

ground band not known above the 12 level must be extrapolated
to higher spins in order to extract i of the excited bands at
higher frequencies,

ii) In this N«90 region of slightly de¬

formed nuclei the different moments of inertia between the
ground band and the excited bands require an average fit to
the ground band to approximate the moment of inertia of the
excited bands. The values of 3

and f^ used in the data ana¬

lysis are summarized in table 7.
N
90
91
92

16
18
20

90
90
90

Table 7. Values of #Q and tfj
used in the Harris paraneterization of the reference.
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4.2. Rotational frequency
The canonical relation

to. - | P 1

(4.4)

is approximated by a quotient of finite differences

-hu . J* J~l—

._

^|j

(4.5)

For a K«=0 band u> is equal to half the transition energy.
K • 0 •• "fiu m Y~
4.3. The experimental Routhian
A very important parameter describing the band crossings
is the crossing frequency u c .

Although it is easier to ex¬

tract the frequency u>c from the 1 vs. u plot than from the
usual E vs. I plot, it is still difficult to clearly specify
u)c for a sharp crossing as in the first yrast crossing in

Yb.

In fig.10.a the average level energy E d ) » 1/2(E I+1 -E r _.) is
plotted vs. "tto for bands g, s and S.
The proper way to define the experimental crossing fre¬
quency is to construct the experimental Routhian, i.e. the
energy in the rotating frame, obtained by subtracting the rota¬
tional energy of the nucleus
IX(I)

This can be appreciated by observing figure 10.b.

(4.6)

Fig.10. a) Excitation energy E vs. ftui
b) Energy in the rotating frame E'
(Routhian) vs. hu>.
c) Relative Routhian e 1 vs. Tiu>.

05

W c >.24\

kill

?iq.11. Experimental Routhian for band
3 in 1 6 l Yb. The crossing fre¬
quency is a \ .24 MeV.
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Similarly to the definition of the aligned angular
momentum relative to the reference given in eq.(4.2), the
relative Routhian, i.e. the energy in the rotating frame
relative to that of the ground band, is defined by

e'(i»> - E'(ID) - E'_(u>)

(4.7)

9

f

where E' (u) is obtained by integrating eq.(4.3) and is given
by
2

, *

i

E' (u) - S- f - f- «P, - 4 *
g

2

o

4

i

o

(4.8)

o

A plot of e 1 vs. tlw is shown in fig.10.c, where it is seen
that the ground band cro-ses the S band at 1iuc % .28 MeV.
For an odd mass nucleus the odd-even mass difference A must
be included in eqs.(4.6) and

(4.7).

A plot of e' vs. "Bui for band 2 in

161

Y b is shown, in fig. 11.

The low part of the band appears as an excitation relative to
the reference and the crossing occurs at 1iuc = .23 MeV.

This

type of experimental plot is convenient since the results of
the theoretical calculations are expressed in a similar fashion.

5.

IMTEKPRETATIOM
la this section an interpretation of the nature of the

various rotational bands observed in

16O

'l61'162Yb

ln

terms of

multi-quasiparticle configurations calculated by the method out¬
lined in sect.3.2 is presented.
5.1. Low frequencies

tfiu < .20 MeV)

The results of our cranking model calculations are demon¬
strated in fig.12 for the case N*90.

Similar calculations for

N = 9 1 a n d N = 9 2 h a v e a l s o b e e n p e r f o r m e d using t h e set o f
p a r a m e t e r s l i s t e d in t a b l e 6.

530 '/*
521 V2
532 Vz'
660 >/t,
651 Vz]

-1.5 -

F i g . 1 2 . C r a n k e d s h e l l - m o d e l c a l c u l a t i o n for N = 9 0 .
P o s i t i v e p a r i t y l e v e l s a r e labeled A , B , C a n d D .
Negative parity levels are labeled E, F, G, H.
Main crossing frequencies are u>c and ti>

As discussed in sections 3 and 4, the calculations yield
a set of one-guasiparticle energies relative to the reference
as a function of the rotational frequency ID, which can be
directly compared to the experimental Routhian defined by eq.
(4.7) at low frequencies.

Fig.12 includes both positive pari¬

ty levels: A, B, C, D and negative parity levels: E, F, G, H.
These levels are grouped pairwise, i.e. A,B are at u=0 the
two signatures of the [651] 3 / 2 Nilsson orbital (i 1 3 / 2 neutrons)
The negative of the slope of the levels is the aligned angular

kko
momentum defined by eg.(3.11).
At low frequencies (ftu> < 0.20 MeV) the levels are pure
and do not interact, all the negative energy levels are filled,
and the conjugate positive energy levels are empty.

Such a

configuration has positive parity and a signature - 0 (since
all the orbits are filled pairwise), implying a band with even
spin sequence.

This quasiparticle configuration has i»0 and

corresponds to the ground state of an even nucleus.
13 and 14 the experimental i vs. tlu> plots for
are shown.

160

In figs.

Y b and

162

Yb

As is seen, the yrast bands carry no alignment at

low frequencies.
a) One-quasiparticle configurations
A one-quasiparticle configuration can be constructed e.g.
by placing a particle in level A, positive parity level with
a * +1/2 and freeing -A.

This configuration carries an align¬

ment equal to the slope of level A (i • 5.8 affiu * .15 MeV),
it is the excitation mode with the lowest energy and highest
alignment.

This configuration corresponds to the low frequency

part of the yrast band of an odd-N nucleus.

In

Yb we ob¬

serve experimentally i » 5.8 (see fig.15) . This alignment,
resulting from the unpaired i 1 3 / 2 neutron, is close to the
maximum value i * 6.5 expected in the classical limit of total
alignment.
The next positive parity one-quasiparticle configuration
results from occupying level B (a • -1/2).

This configuration

has higher energy and a spin sequence shifted by 1 unit com¬
pared to A, it corresponds to the unfavoured part of the

kkt

IS

n
(h)

.9

Fig. 13. Aligninent i vs. Urn plot for
Yb.
All bands apart from the yrast band "upbend"
at frequencies 1W) = .36 MeV.

15
.62 y b

K>

i
(h)
• YIUSTMNO
A i»NO I.
• IAND 1

.2

F i g . 1 4 . Alignment i ,

.3
h u (MeV)

v s . fU p l o t for

1fi5

kkz

15-

10

0 BAND 1 J
A MN0 2
• UNO 3

.2

3

.5

(McV)
Fig. 15. Alignment 1 vs. 1iti plot for

band in

161

Yb.

Yb.

The predicted alignment is 4.1 units of fl

compared to the observed value of i * 4.7 (fig.15).
The first negative parity level is obtained by occupying
level E (o * +1+2, i * 3.0). The ground band in

161

Yb can

be interpreted as this configuration, predicted to originate
from a [521]3»2 Nilsson level, in agreement with the experi¬
mental systematics in this region.

The observed alignment of

the ground band is 2.7 units of H .

The other signature of

the ground band corresponding to level F is not observed ex¬
perimentally at low frequencies, although band 3 can be inter¬
preted as its continuation at frequencies beyond the crossing.
Fig.16 shows the experimental Routhians for the positive
and negative paritv bands known in
pared to levels A, h and E.

Ybs these should be com¬

The experimental Routhians cross

Band
Yrast
1
2

exp
5.8
4.6
2.7

Configuration
+

A [65l]3/2
B [6Sl]3/2 +
E [521] 3/2"

L

calc

5.8
4.1
3.0

Table 8. Experimentally observed align¬
ments iexp £ ° r the rotational bands in
J4l
Yb, before the crossing, compared to
the calculated values for one-quasiparticle configurations.
the e'»0 line at liw * .21, .32, .40 MeV compared to the theo¬
retical values for the pure levels of .19, .29, .39 MeV. The
calculations are able to reproduce the order of the experi¬
mental levels (see table 8) as well as the observed i and e',
although the empirical signature splitting is larger than
predicted.

This is a feature common to all of the studied odd

mass cases (see ref.4).

i.o

Fig.16. Experimental Routhian for the low
frequency part of the rotational bands in
ISI
Yb. This figure can be directly compa¬
red to the calculations of fig.12.

Ukk

b) Two-quasiparticle configurations
Encouraged by the agreement for one-quasiparticle con¬
figurations, one can attempt to construct two-quasiparticle
configurations.

These result from exciting two-quasipar-

ticles from negative energy levels into positive energy levels
s-ith a resulting alignment equal to the sure of the alignments
of the individual levels.

For example, a negative parity con¬

figuration can be created by occupying levels A (a = +1/2)
and E (a = +1/2), this is the highest aligned
negative parity configuration possible.

It corresponds to a

negative parity band with odd spin sequence.
observed in
j.n

160

160

Y b and in

162

Yb

(i=5.8+3.0=8.8)

Such a band is

(see figs.13 and 14). Band 2

Yb has i = 8 before the crossing; band 1 in

i = 6.5.

162

Yb has

It is also seen that this configuration has the

lowest energy relative to the ground band in agreement with
the observed bands.
In a similar fashion it is possible to construct other
negative parity configurations, listed with increasing energy
in table 9.
Although the other bands have constant alignments even at
the lowest frequencies observed, we see from figs.13 and 14
that band 3 in

Yb and band 1 in

162

Y b start with very low

alignment which rapidly increases at low w.

Low lying K = 0

octupole bands with small alignments are observed in other
N=90 nuclei.
1505 keV in
kev in

156

The 7" member of this band has been placed at

150

Sm (ref.l ) , 1674 keV in

154

Gd

(ref.16) and 1820

Dy (ref.17); a 7" 1928.5 keV state in

sor.able IT. view of this trend of K*" = 0" bands.

160

Vb is rea-

Therefore the

increase in alignment in band 3 for I < 15 in

Yb probably

results from the crossing of a vibrational band with a 2-quasiparticle configuration of larger i similar to the one observed
at I = 11~ in the N=88 nuclei (ref.18).

N

BAND

90

92

i

CONFIGURATION
AE i r = -

2
1

8.0
7.5

4

7.0

3ł
1*
2

6.5
6.5
7.5

AF

3

6.8

AC

i-calc

BE

a=l
0
1

8.8
7.8
7.1

BF

0

AE

1
0

6.1
8.4

AF

7.9
8.5

1

+

Table 9. Experimentally observed alignments
i e x p for the excited bands, before the cross¬
ings compared to the calculated values for 2quasiparticle configurations. *These bands
cross at low frequencies with vibrational bands.
i e X p is taken after this crossing.
In a similar fashion the crossings of bands.1 and 3 in
Yb can be interpreted as the crossing of a y vibrational
band with a 2-quasiparticle configuration.
alignment of band 4 (
have been assumed.
would be odd.

In plotting the

Yb) even spins and negative parity

If instead the band has a71 = 1 + , spins
>

Positive parity levels should result from combining levels
A: [651].., and C T660], ._ forming the AC configuration with
an even spin sequence and i = 8.5 for N=92.
seen in

162

Y b (i = 6.8, band 3 ) , but not in

Such a band is
160

Yb.

4.2. Crossing frequencies (0.20 < -no < 0.40 MeV)
As the frequency of rotation increases the various bands
in

160

' 1 6 1 ' 1 6 2 y b cross bands of higher alignment.

As is appa¬

rent from figs.13, 14 and 15, the crossing frequencies fall
into three distinct groups:
i)

0.23-0.28 MeVf (yrast .band

160

Yb; band 2 in

ii)

0.35-0.37 MeV; <side bands

160

' 1 6 1 ' 1 6 2 Y b and yrast

iii)

0.40-0.42 MeV; (2nd crossings, yrast

160

16I

Yb>
16i

Yb)

Y b and band 3 in

161

suggesting a similar mechanism for the alignment processes with¬
in these frequency intervals.
The first crossing is predicted to occur at Tiuc = .23 MeV
when levels -A and -B interact with levels A and B (see fig.9).
Before the crossing we have a 0-quasiparticle configuration
with all the negative energy levels filled (in particular -A
and -B) Corresponding to the ground band of an even nucleus as
discussed in sect.5.1.

At ISCD

= .23 MeV levels -A and B, and

-B and A interchange their character.

The result is a 2-quasi¬

particle configuration obtained by placing a particle in A and
one in B.

This 2-quasiparticle configuration, labeled AB, has

ofc » 1/2-1/2 * 0 and positive parity, it decreases in energy
relatively to the ground band when tiu

> .23 MeV.

The align¬

ment of this configuration is equal to the sum of the slopes
of levels A and B (i«5.8+4.1*9.9) . This configuration corre¬
sponds to the S-band of an even nucleus.

In

Yb we experi¬

mentally observe the crossing of the ground band with the Sband at fiu^ = .28 MeV with Ai = 10.6.

In

162

Y b this crossing

is somewhat delayed tftuc - .31 MeV) although ti = 10.

Yb

From fig.9 it is seen that levels -B and -C interact
with levels B and C at "hio = .36 MeV.

Thus a crossing of

the ground band (O-quasiparticle configuration) with BC is
expected at this frequency.
(band 5 in

160

Experimentally such a band

Yb) is observed (see fig.13) if the 763.9 keV

transition of fig.l is viewed as the 12 + *10 + transition of
the ground band.

The experimental values of lico •= .34 Mev

and Ai « 7.6 agree rather well with the predicted Tunc » .36 MeV
and Ai • 6.6.
A well known feature from the study of odd-mass nuclei
is the delayed backbend of the yrast band.

In

Yb the

crossing of the yrast band is at fuuc a .35 MeV compared to
•ftuc = .28 MeV in

160

Yb.

This fact is often referred to as

the "blocking" of the crossing by the odd particle.
noted that the backbend.is much sharper in
On the other hand, band 2 in
"fiu

160

It is also

Y b than in

161

Yb.

Yb has a sharp backbend at

s .23 MeV with Ai = 8.5 "h, very similar to the backbend

of the yrast band of

Yb.

Such systematics can be understood

from the calculations.

As discussed in sect.4.1 the low fre¬

quency part of the yrast band of

Yb can be interpreted as a

one-guasiparticle configuration with level A filled.

Because

of the exclusion principle the AB crossing is prevented, since
A and -B are filled.

The band energy continues to increase

until the next crossing which occurs when levels -B and -C meet
the free levels B and C at -hu)c = .36 MeV resulting in a cross¬
ing with

i=4.1+2.5=6.6, compared to the experimentally observed

values of tiu

= .35 and Ai = 5.7.

In the theoretical diagrams of figs.9 and 12 the inter¬
action strengths between levels are proportional to the ener¬
gy spacing between the levels at the crossing frequency (see
ref.4).

The calculations thus predict a much smoother cross¬

ing (upbend) from BC and AD in contrast to the very sharp backbend of AB where the levels hardly interact.

The strong back-

bend of band 2 (E configuration before the crossing) can now
be attributed to the AB mechanism in agreement with the experi¬
ments, since levels A and B are free.

In a similar way one

would expect that the AB alignment mechanism would be respon¬
sible for numerous band crossings in negative parity bands.
Band 3 in

Yb is interpreted as such a 3-quasiparticle con¬

figuration FAB, although the bottom part (assumed F) is not
seen in our level scheme.

Similarly band 4 in

Yb fttu) =.25

MeV) could result from the crossing of a low aligned negative
parity configuration with a=+l/2, e.g. G, with a 3-quasipar¬
ticle configuration GAB.

Table 10 summarizes these crossings

and compares the experimental values of ńi and "n<i)c to the pre¬
dicted values.
The remaining band crossings*in the side bands of

160

'1

2

yb

can be viewed as crossings between bands corresponding to 2-quasiparticle and 4-quasiparticle configurations.
in

Bands 1 and 2

Yb (AF and AE respectively) cannot experience the AB cross¬

ing, but the BC crossing is allowed resulting in 4-quasiparticle
configurations AFBC and AEBC beyond the crossing.
in

'Yb can be interpreted in the same way.

band 3 in

Band 1 and 2

In the case of

Yb (BF before the crossing) the presence of a par-

ticle in B prevents the AB and BC crossings, but the calcu¬
lations predict a crossing resulting from the interaction of
levels A and D at a slightly higher frequency fnwc = .37 MeV)
and &i « 7.2, explaining the crossings of band 3 as BF-*BFAD,
and of band 4 as BE-*BEAD (assuming negative parity and even
spin sequence for this band).

BAND

Yrast

u

c exp
.35

1
2

.36
.24

3
4

.25

sxp
6,.5
> 4
6. .5

CONFIGURATION

1iu>c

calc

flicalc

ABC

36

6 . 6>

BAD
E + EAB

37
23
23
23

7. 2
9. 9
9. 9

A
B

•
•

F * FAB
(G * GAB)

9. 9

and
T a b l e 1 0 . 1 6 ^ b E x p e r i m e n t a l crossing frequencies
alignment gains Ai compared to the calculated values. Be¬
fore the crossing the bands correspond to one-quasiparticle
configurations, and after the crossing to three-quasiparticle
configurations.
Band'3 in

Yb is especially interesting because it extends

to high frequencies without a band crossing.

This is indeed what

one would expect for such a positive parity-odd spin band. The
experimental alignment is 6.8; a 2-quasiparticle configuration
AC, with aw « 1 + and i * 8.5, can be constructed.

For such a

configuration the AB, BC and AD crossings would all be blocked.
As the previous discussion indicates this simple model is
able to reproduce many of the features of the observed bands in
a rather striking fashion.

Or. the other hand, there ara some

interesting discrepancies between the experimental data and the
calculations, that appear with increasing neutron number.
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N

Band

^ c exp

90

yrast

.28
.38
.37
.33
.35
.34

2
1
4
3
5
91

Ai

10.6
> 4
> 5
> 2
> 4

7.6

10

.31
.33
.30

yrast

1
2
3

exP

> 3
> 4
blocked

Configuration

0
AE
AF
BE
BF
0

• AB
+ AEBC
• AFBC
• BEAD
• BFAD
• BC

0 * AB
AE + AEBC
AF • AFBC
AC

^c

calc

Ai

calc

.23
.36
.36
.37
.37
.36

9.9
6.6
6.6
7.2
7.2
6.6

.23
.33
.33

9.9
7.0
7.0

blocked

Table 11. Experimental crossing frequencies and alignment gain
compared to the calculated values for 1 $ 4 # l l 2 Y b .
a)

The crossing of the ground band with the S-band in

comes considerably higher in frequency than in

Yb.

Yb
This

is apparent from the plot of the experimental Routhians in fig.
17.

As can be seen the delay is caused by an upwards shift in

energy of the S-band in

Yb bringing the bands closer together.

Fig.18 shows the crossing of the S-band with the ground band for
160,162,164
yb>
lfc l s g e e n fchat t h e g r o u n d b a n d s i o w e r i n energy
with increasing neutron number.
bands of

Yb and

The same is the case for the S-

Yb resulting in approximately the same

crossing frequencies for these nuclei. In contrast, the S-band
162
of
Yb does not follow this trend but lies at the same energy
as the S-band of
quency.
in

Yb, resulting in a crossing at higher fre¬

The calculations show no anomaly for the A and B levels

Yb, so this effect is not understood.

«°Yb

Fig.17. Kxperimental Routhians for l *°. l * 2 Yb.
In l > i Yb the S-band lies closer to the remaining
bands than in 1*°Yb, resulting in a higher crossing freq.

Fig.18. Energy in the rotating frame E', vs. "Rw. The
crossing of the S-band with the ground band (GSB) oc¬
curs at = the same frequency in r*a»l*1*Yb. The Sband of ł ł 2 Yb lies at the same energy as the S-band of
li0
Yb resulting in a higher crossing frequency for l t 2 Yb.
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b)

The strength of the BC crossing in

Yb is much larger

(smoother crossing, see fig.14) than predicted.
should be sharper than in

Yb.

In fact, it

Recent theoretical calcula¬

tions by Bengtsson et al. (ref.191 have shown that the strength
of the AB crossing is an oscillating function of the chemical
potential X.

If the calculations can reproduce the strength

of the AB crossing, the strengths of the BC and CO crossings
seem to be out of phase.
c)

A further interesting puzzle is th« presence of the blocked

odd-spin positive parity band in

162

Yb, but its absence in

The calculations, and the experiments on

160

Yb.

Yb indicate that

this band should lie close in energy to the remaining negative
parity bands.
5.3. High frequencies (tin) > .40 MeV)
In the previous section the crossings associated with the
pair destruction among i,.,, neutrons due to the AB, BC and AD
alignment processes, were discussed.

In addition to these, there

should occur other crossings at higher frequencies due to the
alignment of either neutron or proton pairs.
High frequency crossings are observed in band 3 in
(Tiwc = .42 MeV; ii > 2.5) and in the yrast band of
(Tlu>c = .42 MeV; Ai > 3) .

160

Yb

Yb

In both of these cases there is a

sharp upbend in the i versus U<i> plot (fig.19).

As for the lower

crossings, this coincidence of frequencies suggests a common
alignment mechanism.
If such a crossing were due to the alignment of a neutron
pair, the following 4-quasiparticle configurations could be

listed for the band which crosses the S-band (AB configura¬
tion) of

160

Yb.

gd + AB

CD
EF
EH
FG
GH

AB

Since AB only can cross with positive parity configurations
of ofc » 0, the number of combinations is restricted.

All com¬

binations involving either A or B are forbidden since these
levels are already occupied.

15

10
O "YbtANOJ
A l*°YbTIU$T

.2

.3

W

.5

[MeV]

Fig.19. High frequency upbends are observed
at -hu)c=.42 MeV in both ^'Yb and I 6 1 Yb.
In

Yb the observation of a high frequency crossing in

band 3 (identified with the FAB configuration afhdK.42 MeV)
implies that alignments EF and FG are also blocked by the pre¬
sence of a neutron quasiparticle in F, leaving
(F) * FAB + FAB

i

CD
EH
GH

The calculations (fig.12) predict that the remaining allowed
neutron quasiparticles CD, EH and GH would be expected to
align at much higher frequency. Urn * .55 MeV.

Furthermore

the calculated interaction strengths predict a very smooth
crossing in contrast to the observed sharp upbend.
To further investigate the natur* of this crossing, calcu¬
lations in the proton system have been performed.

While none

of the positive parity levels (N»4) cross in this frequency
region, a sharp upbend is predicted to occur at Ilu > .41 HeV
from the alignment of a pair of hi 1/2 protons.
alignment gain is Ai * 6.0.
in the yrast bands of

The expected

The band crossing at this frequency

Br and

Yb has previously been asso¬

ciated with the alignment of proton quasiparticles from theore¬
tical considerations (ref.5).

The present data, the first in

which a high frequency "backbend" is observed in an odd neutron
system, are the first to experimentally support such an identi¬
fication.

Such an alignment of ^n/2

all the bands in " 0 ł " l » l « 2 y b .

protons should affect

Each band

bend very similar to the one seen in

160

should have an up¬

Y b and in

observation of crossings in the other bands of

161

Yb.

Yb (or

The
160

Yb)

would further substantiate the arguments by ruling out all com¬
binations containing A, B, C, E, F.
At still higher frequencies, pairing is certainly much less
important, and the spectrum will be dominated by sharp crossings
between levels coming from different j shells.

BEFORE CROSSING
Band

Conf.

161
Yb
yrast
1
2
3
4

A
B
E
F
G

Conf.

exp

cale

5.8

5.8
4.1

ABC
BAD

3.0
2.0

EAB
FAB

-H* 4.6
+\~ 2.7

-r

•fiu

Ai

exp

'calc

exp

calc

.35
>.36
.24

.36
.37

6.5
>4

6.6
7.2

.23
.23

8.5

9.9

.42

.41

>2.5

6.0

.28
.38
.37

.23

10.6
>4

9.9
6.6
6.6

GAB
+%

0
AE

0+
l"
0"

4

AF
BE

3
5
S

2
1

i

a*

FAB

gsb

AFTER CROSSING

11.0

11.9

FAB2p

AB
8 .0

8 .8
7 .8
7 .1

BF
gsb

0"
1"
0+

7.5
7.0
6 .5

6 .1

AB

0+

10 .6

0

0+

AE
AF
AC

1"

6 .5
7 .5
6 .8

AEBC
AFBC

.33

.36
.36
.37
.37

>5
>2

7.2
7.2
6.6

BEAD
BFAO
BC

.35
.34

9 .9

AB2p

.42

.42

>3

6.0

.31

.23

AEBC
AFBC
blocked

.33
.30

.33
.33

10.0
>3
>4

9.9

8 .4
7 .9

.36

>4
7.6

162yb.
gsb
1
2
3

0"
1+

AB

8 .5

7.0
7.0

161,160, 1 6 2 Yb.
Table 12 . Summary of band crossing information for
*
Configurations listed with increasing energy.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AMD SUMMARY
In table 12, the experimental alignments and crossing

frequencies for the three studied nuclei are summarized
and compared to the calculated values.
As is apparent it has been possible to suggest quasiparticle assignments for all the observed rotational bands,
and thus to interpret the band crossings as due to the selec¬
tive alignment of a few key quasiparticles occurring at defi¬
nite frequencies.

The calculations are able to reproduce the

order of the bands and, to reasonable accuracy, u c and i.

The

third important parameter involved in the description of a
band crossing, the interaction strength, is well reproduced
in the case of the A6 alignment (responsible for the first
yrast crossing in even nuclei), but the calculations fail to
reproduce the finer detail of the crossings in, mainly,

Yb.

The importance of the blocking arguments should be emphasized.

These permit the exclusion of definite alignment me¬

chanisms in frequency regions where several crossings are ex¬
pected; this is indeed the case in

Yb, where the experi¬

mental observation of a high-frequency crossing at the same
frequency as the second yrast crossing in

Er and

Yb,

strongly substantiates the interpretation of this crossing
as due to the alignment of a h j w 2 proton pair.

The observa¬

tion of other high frequency crossings in the side bands of
these nuclei would further strengthen these arguments by un¬
ambiguously ruling out all neutron alignments.

The study of

odd-proton systems should also prove rewarding as the h,, .,

proton alignment is also expected to be blocked by the
presence of the unpaired proton and thus to be delayed to
still higher frequencies.
Although the quantitative agreement is still far from
perfect, the method already appears to have strong predictive power,
and it is gratifying that such a simple cranked shell approach,
assuming constant e_r e^, a and & as a function of the rota¬
tional frequency, works so well in explaining the bands in
these nuclei.

The remaining problems, the g + S crossing in

Yb and the general pattern of the interaction- strengths
must be left to more detailed future calculations.
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IN-BEAM STUDY OF THE NUCLEI ? 8 ' 8 9 Ł T ;
QUASIPARTICLE EXCITATIONS IN NUCLEI AROUND MASS 80

I
'

L. Punke, .T. Doring, P. Dubbers, P. Kemnitz, E. Will and G. Winter
Zentralinstitut fur Kernforschung Rossendorf, 8051 Dresden, DDR

Aba t>i'&ct
.
The excited states in ' ' % r have been investigated by using
in-beam y-ray spectroscopy. The excitation energies of these
nuclei and their neighbours ^ » ^ % r f ^ B r and S 1 R b have been
analysed in terms of the cranked shell model. In ? 8 » 8 0 Kr two- •
proton excitations have been found to be responsible for the
observed band crossing. ( G..ĆŁJ? A A * J
Introduction
In recent years indications for nuclear deformation have been
found for both even-mass and odd-mass transitional nuclei between
the Z,N=28 and 50 shell closures [1], We have initiated the in¬
vestigation of nuclei in the Kr region with the aim to study the
influence of few-particle excitations on the collective properties
of these transitional nuclei. In the region considered both the
proton and neutron orbitals Po,^* % / p ' p 1/2 axi^i g 9/2a r e
cessively filled.

suo

~

Experimental results
The even-mass isotopes ? 8 > 8 0 E r have been investigated by using
the in-beam y-ray spectroscopy. Mainly the (<*,2n) reaction was
used for the identification of excited states. Excitation functions,
angular distributions, coincidences and linear polarization of
the y-rays were measured. Furthermore, delayed y—rays and conver¬
sion electrons were recorded. The nucleus TCr has been studied [2]
in cooperation with a group at the Physical-Technical Institute
"A.P. Joffe" Leningrad and a group at the Research Institute of
Physics Stockholm, where additional experiments in the reactions
f 1 8 0,p2n), («,n) and («,4n), respectively, have beeD performed.
The level scheme of °Kr is shown in fig. 1. Levels up to spin 1*
are identified. Por 21 of the "?2 levels the mean lifetime has been
determined by Doppler shift methods and by the pulsed beam y-ti
method [2].

460

The values of the transition probability for many E2 transitions
of 30-60 Weisskopf units indicate a high collectivity in the ex¬
citations and justify the assumption of collective band structures.
Such structures are built on the ground state, on the second 2 +
state, on a 3~ state, on a 6~ state etc.. Similar band structures
have been identified in "^£r as shown in fig. 2. Furthermore,
evidence has been found for a bandcrossing between the ground
state configuration (GSB) and the lowest two-quasiparticle (2qp)
configuration (S-band) in ' % r and
Kr above an angular momentum
of 10 and 8 t, respectively.

Discussion
The levels in the even-mass Kr isotopes below 2.5 MeV excitation
energy are rather well described on the basis of pure collective
models [3]. On the other hand above this energy backbending-like
anomalies are observed in the yrast cascade which are caused by
2qp excitations. Thus, an analysis of the excitation energies was
performed on the basis of a semiclassical approach in the framework
of the cranked shell model [1-]. This approach invokes additivity
of the qp energies and of the aligned angular momenta for a given
frequency and, therefore, it offers the possibility to build up
the 2qp excitations in the even-mass Kr nuclei by adding the qp
energies and aligned angular momenta of the 1qp excitations in
their pdd-mass neighbours. Therefore, in addition to ' ' ^Cr also
the neighbouring nuclei "»' 7 Kr, " B r and
Hb were included in
this analysis. At present the 1qp energies are estimated from the
experimental data of these odd-mass neighbours. A further step is
the comparison of the experimental and theoretical values derived
from the qp energy diagram[M. Such calculations are in progress.
From the experimental energies and spins the angular momentum along
the rotational axis,I , and the excitation energy in the rotating
system,E', have been derived. The results for the two odd-neutron
(''f'^Si) and the two odd-proton nuclei (''Br, Sb) are shown in
fig. 3. in order to estimate the values of aligned angular momenta
and the qp energies of the 1qp excitations a reference configuration
has to be found. As a first approximation the curves corresponding
vo the GSE of the even-mass neighbours may be taken as a reference.
The 5dd particle is, however, expected to polarize the core and to
increase the moment of inertia which corresoonds to J«tI /*y, This
polarization can be estimated for -Kr from a corararison of the

Nilsson orbital 1/2~[3O1] with the GSB of both even-mass neighbours.
Since the 1/2" band is dominated by the V^/2 component the alignment
of angular momentum can be neglected and therefore this band is a
better reference than the GSB of the cores.
For the Sq/p neutron an aligned angular momentum, i , of less than
1 -& is obtained from this analysis. On the other hand one gets an
alignment for the gq/ 2 proton, i , of about 3 U (see fig. 3 ) .
An interesting • pecularity is observed for the negative-parity sequence in " B r and
Rb, where a strong increase of the angular
momentum at high frequencies occurs. This behaviour is interpreted
as the consequence of a crossing of the 3/2" 1qp band with a 3qp
band involving a decoupled 6g/ 2 proton pair.
In fig. 4 the angular momentum 1^ and the energies E f extracted
from our experimental data are ahown for the different band struc¬
tures in ' 8 » 8 0 Kr. In both nuclei the ground state band and the
y-vibrational band behave similar concerning the dependence of the
moment of inertia on the freauency. The difference of their angular
momenta is very small. For a quantitative analysis of the aligned
angular momenta of the 2qp configurations the GSB is a poor refer¬
ence configuration. Thus, we took the 1/2~[3O1] curve of ' % r as
reference. On this basis an aligned angular momentum of about 4.5 fi
for the S-band in both nuclei is obtained. This value has to be
compared with the sum of the alignment of the two neutrons or two
protons extracted from fig. 3. From this comparison follows that
two Kq/ 2 protons are involved in the S-band. The band crossing
between the GSB and the S-band which can be seen in the energy.plots
of fip;. 4 is, therefore, caused by this Kg/ 2 proton pair.
Furthermore, most of the negative-parity states have very likely
strong components of the proton configurations Kg/2 + ^ D 3/2 o r
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Figure captions
Fig. 1 Level scheme of 8 0 Kr obtained in the reactions (oc,2n) and
(«.,4n). The width of the arrow is a measure of the transition
intensity as observed in the («*,2n) reaction. The mean life¬
times of 21 states have also been measured [2j. The O + level
at 1320 keV is taken from ref. [53.
Fig. 2 Level scheme of 'TCr obtained in the (<X, 2n) reaction. The
width of the arrow is a measure of the transition intensity
as observed in the 0*,2n) reaction.
Fig. 3 Angular momentum along the rotational axis, I x , and the
excitation energy in the rotating system, E 1 , plotted as
functions of the frequency,"W, for different bands in the
nuclei 7 7 ' 7 9 Kr, 7 7 Br and 8'!Rb. The symbols GSB,NPB,FPB,REF,
L and i Q denote the ground state band, the negative parity
band, the positive parity band, the reference curve, the
aligned angular momentum for a proton and the aligned
angular momentum for a neutron, respectively. The signature^
is marked by the symbol°t. Experimental data were taken
from refs.[6-9]. The smooth curves are drawn to guide the
eyes.
Fig. 4- Angular momentum along the rotational axis, I„, and the
excitation energy in the rotating system, E 1 , displayed as
functions of the frequency,-!*", for different band structures
in 7 8 ' 8 0 Kr. The symbols GSB,HPB,RBF,«: and i g denote the
ground state band, the negative parity band, the reference
curve, the signature and the aligned angular momentum of
the S-band, respectively. Arrows indicate the shift to values
obtained with the unperturbed energies (calculated on the
basis of a two-band mixing calculation).
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